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EAST Search History

Ref Hits Search Query DB5 Default Plurals Time Stamp
# A Operator

S1 53 modem adj diagnost$6 USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/12 13:36

S2 8 375/222.cc|s. and (modem adj USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:23
diagnost$6) v

53 1 "4385384".pn. USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/12 15:44

54 2 bilinear adj multiplier USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/12 15:44

55 9022 375/222.cc|s. and (modem adj USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:23
diagnost$6) amd multicarrier

S6 103 375/222.cc|s. and ((modem adj USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:24
diagnost$6) amd (multi adj carrier))

57 2 375/222.ccis. and ((modem adj USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:25
diagnost$6) and (multi adj carrier))

S8 5 "375"/$.cc|s. and ((modem adj USPAT ‘ OR OFF 2006/10/ 16 15:26
diagnost$6) and (multi adj carrier))

59 0 "375"/222.cc|s. and ((initiat$4 near USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:27
diagnostic adj mode) and (multi adj
carrier))

S10 0 "375"/222.ccls. and ((initiat$4 near USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:27
(diagnostic adj mode)) and (multi adj
carrier))

S11 0 "375"/$.cc|s. and ((initiat$4 near USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:27
(diagnostic adj mode)) and (multi adj

carrier)) ’ ‘

S12 ' 2 "375"/$.cc|s. and ((initiat$4 near USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:31
(diagnostic adj mode)) )

513 1 ("6566889").PN. US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:28
USPAT;
USOCR

S14 12 ("4566100" | "5128619" | "5608643" | US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:29
"5864602" | "5964891".1 "6075821" | USPAT; '
"6188717" I "6219378" | "6404774" | USOCR
"6411678" | "6449307" | "6512789").
PN.

S15 2 "375"/$.cc|s. and ((initiat$4 near USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:31
(diagnostic adj mode)) and modern)

S16 0 "375"/227.ccIs. and ((initiat$4 near USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:32
(diagnostic adj mode)) same modem) -

S17 0 "375"/227.ccIs. and ((initiat$4 with USPAT OR . OFF 2006/10/16 15:32
(diagnostic adj mode)) same modem) _

S18 1 "375"/227.cc|s. and (((diagnostic adj USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:33
mode)) same modem)

S19 1 "375"/222.ccls. and ((diagnostic adj USPAT OR OFF 2006/10/16 15:34
mode) with trigger)
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EAST Search History

"375"/222.cc|s. and ((diagnostic adj

mode) same trigger)

"375"/222.ccls. and (initiat$8 with
(diagnostic adj mode) )

"370"/222.cc|s. and ((initiat$8 with
(diagnostic adj mode) ) same modem)

((initiat$8 with (diagnostic adj mode) )
same modern)

((initiat$8 with (diagnostic adj mode) )
)

(initiat$8 with (diagnostic adj mode))
and modem

"375"/222.cc|s. and ((diagnostic adj
mode) )

"379"/$.cc|s. and ((diagnostic adj
mode) )

"379"/$.cc|s. and (initiate near2
(diagnostic adj mode) )

"379"/$.ccls. and ((diagnostic adj
mode) same CRC)

"375"/222.ccls. and (initiat$6 near2
(diagnostic) )

"379"/$.ccls. and (initiate near2
(diagnostic ) same (transmission adj
power)) .

"379"/$.ccls. and (initiate near2
(diagnost$6) same (transmission adj
power))

"375"/222.cc|s. and (link adj
diagnostic)

("6566889").PN.

"375"/222.ccls. and (link near
diagnos$5)

"375"/$.cc|s. and ((link near
diagnos$5) same modem)

"6636603".pn.

"10619691"

"6636603".pn.

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

USPAT

USPAT

USPAT

USPAT

USPAT

2006/10/16 15:50

2006/10/16 15:42

2006/10/16 15:42

2006/10/16 15:43

2006/10/16 15:46

2006/10/16 15:46

2006/10/16 16:16

2006/10/16 16:16

2006/10/16 16:18

2006/10/16 16: 16

2006/10/16 16:17

2006/10/16 16:18

2006/10/16 16:18

2006/10/25 10:41

2006/10/25 10:41

2006/10/25 10:42

2006/10/25 10:44

2006/ 10/25 10:44

2006/ 10/27 06:48

2006/10/27 06:48

10/27/2006 8:57:14 AM

C:\Documents and Settings\ktran5\My Documents\EAST\workspaces\10619691.wsp
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Inventor Name Search Result Page 1 of 2I

Day : Friday
Date: 10/27/2006

g_W_Ek_ Time;o7;o1;14

Inventor Name Search Result

Your Search was:

Last Name = KRINSKY

First Name = DAVID

_. plication#
60309630 Not 159

Issued

60410339 Not 159

Issued

6041 1 134 N 9

Issued

Date Filed nventor Name
08/02/2001

—- £11

09/12/2002 SKY, DAVID

SKY, DAVID

604241 19 Not

Issued

6266348 150 02/11/2000 SPLITTERLESS SKY, DAVID
MULTICARRIER MODEM M.

09573816 6549520 150 05/17/2000 METHODANDAPPARATUS ,

159 11/05/2002 SKY, DAVID

309485614

2~< :9<5

6658052 150 01/08/2001 SYSTEMS AND METHODS

FOR ESTABLISHING A

DIAGNOSTIC TRANSMISSION

MODE AND

COMMUNICATING OVER THE

SAME

10189212 Not 6 07/05/2002 Splitterless multicarrier modem KRIN KY, DAVID
Issued ‘ .

10613052 Not 30 07/07/2003 Splitterless multicarrier modem KRINSKY, DAVID
Issued 6 .

Not 30 07/16/2003 Systems and methods for SKY, DAVID

Issued establishing a diagnostic
transmission mode and

1 0635449 Not

Issued

communicating over the same

http://expowebl :8002/cgi-bin/expo/InvInfo/invquery.p1?FAM__NAM=KRINSKY&GIV_... 10/27/2006

09755173
3%

‘7’<’;< E<B

Z

Z

3%DJ—- O>--
E

08/07/2003 Splitterless multicanier modem KRINSKY, DAVID

1IJ1

WEI
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Im./entor Name Search Result Page 2 of 2I

09597926 Not 161 06/19/2000 METHOD AND APPARATUS KRINSKY, DAVID
Issued FOR COMMUNICATING WITH M.

MULTIPLE REMOTE

TRANSCEIVERS

60061689 Not 159 10/ 1 0/1 997 SPLITTERLESS KRINSKY, DAVID
Issued MULTICARRIER M.

MODULATION FOR HIGH

SPEED DATA TRANSPORT

OVER TELEPHONE WIRES

60174865 Not 159 01/07/2000 MULTICARRIER KRINSKY, DAVID
Issued MODULATION SYSTEM WITH M.

REMOTE DIAGNOSTIC

TRANSMISSION MODE

Inventor Search Completed: No Records to Display.

Last Name First Name

Search Another: Inventor l———————-—MNSKY I-——T——DA\/ID Search

To go back use Back button on your browser toolbar.

Back to PALM | ASSIGNMENT | OASIS | Home page

http ://expoweb 1 :8002/cgi-bin/expo/InvInfo/inVquery.pl?FAM_NAM=KRINSKY&GIV_. . . 10/27/2006
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Inventor Name Search Result Page 1 of 1

Day : Friday
Date: 10/27/2006

,fl Q Time; 07:01:29

Inventor Name Search Result

Your Search was:

Last Name = PIZZANO

First Name = ROBERT

60174865 Not 159 01/07/2000 MULTICARRIER PIZZANO, IR,
Issued MODULATION SYSTEM WITH ROBERT E.

REMOTE DIAGNOSTIC

TRANSMISSION MODE

6658052 150 01/08/2001 SYSTEMS AND METHODS PIZZANO, ROBERT
FOR ESTABLISHING A EDMUND

DIAGNOSTIC TRANSMISSION _
MODE AND

COMMUNICATING OVER THE

SAME '

.l_,Q__6_1__9__6_9__l_ Not 30 7/16/2003 Systems and methods for PIZZANO, ROBERT

Issued establishing a diagnostic EDMUND
transmission mode and

. communicating over the same

Inventor Search Completed: No Records to Display.a

Last Name First Name

Search Another: Inventor l——e————P|ZZANol I-———————-ROBERT]I

To go back use Back button on your browser toolbar.

Back to I_’.AMI___l_\{l_,_| ASSIGNMENT | OASIS [ Home page

http://expowebl :8002/cgi—bin/expo/Invlnfo/invquery.p1?FAM_NAM=PIZZANO&GIV_. .. 10/27/2006
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and T‘rarleumrk Office
Address. (III/INITSSI('JI\‘I7.E', I-'( )I<' PA'l'J1II\'l'I>'PU rm '70

Alexanan , 22313-macwwwuspto gov

APPLICATION NUMBER PATENT NUMBER GROUP ART UNIT FILE WRAPPER LOCATION

‘I0/619,691 2611 0500

Correspondence Address / Fee Address Change

The following fields have been set to Customer Number 62574 on 09/01/2006

-Correspondence Address
— Maintenance Fee Address

The address oi record for Customer Number 62574 is:
SHERIDAN ROSS P C
SUITE 1200
1560 BROADWAY

DENVER,CO 80202
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and T‘rarleumrk Office
Address. (III/INITSSI('JI\‘I7.E', I-'( )I<' PA'l'J1II\'l'I>'PU rm '70

Alexanan , 22313-macwwwuspto gov

APPLICATION NUMBER PATENT NUMBER GROUP ART UNIT FILE WRAPPER LOCATION

10/619,691 2611 0500

Correspondence Address / Fee Address Change

The following fields have been set to Customer Number 62574 on 08/10/2006

-Correspondence Address
— Maintenance Fee Address

The address oi record for Customer Number 62574 is:
JASON H. VICK
SUITE 500
1751 PINNACLE DRIVE

MCLEAN,VA 22102-3833
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and T‘rarleumrk Office
Address. (III/INITSSI('JI\‘I7.E', I-'( )I<' PA'l'J1II\'l'I>'PU rm '70

Alexanan , 22313-macwwwuspto gov

APPLICATION NUMBER PATENT NUMBER GROUP ART UNIT FILE WRAPPER LOCATION

10/619,691 2611 0500

Correspondence Address / Fee Address Change

The following fields have been set to Customer Number 62574 on 08/02/2006

-Correspondence Address
— Maintenance Fee Address

The address oi record for Customer Number 62574 is:
JASON H. VICK
SUITE 500
1751 PINNACLE DRIVE

MCLEAN,VA 22102-3833
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Attorney Docket No. T3653—8765USO2

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

First Named Inventor: KRINSKY, DAVID M. Art Unit: 2631

Application No.2 10/619,691 Examiner:

Filed: July 16, 2003 1 Confirmation No.1 7134

For: SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR

ESTABLISHING A DIAGNOSTIC
TRANSMISSION MODE AND

COMMUNICATING OVER THE SAME

* =14 =1:

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.56, and without any assertion as to materiality or prior

art effect, the documents listed on the attached Form PTO/SB/08A are hereby cited.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge to Deposit Account No. 50-

1165 (T3653—8765US02) any fees under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.16 and 1.17" that may be required

by this paper and to credit any overpayment to that Account. If any extension of time is

required in connection with the filing of this paper and has not been separately requested,

such extension is hereby requested.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: August 1, 2006

ason H. _Vick

Miles & Stockbridge, P.C. Reg. No. 45,285
1751 Pinnacle Drive
Suite 500

McLean, Virginia 22102-3833
(703) 903-9000

#9309436
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Please type a plus sign f+) inside this box —' + PTOISB/08A (08-03)
Approved for use through 07731/2006. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Papennrork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Substitute for form 1449A/PTO Complete it Known
Application Number 10/619,691

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE :i|risr;]tgN31tii1::d|nventor #i]alilii1s3k‘2{(,Hi)33AviD M.
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT A" Unit 2631Examiner Name

(use as many sheets as necessary)
Attorney Docket Number T3653-B755USO2

OTHER PRIOR ART — NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item (book,
Examiner ‘ magazine, journal. serial, symposium. catalog, etc.), date, page(s), vo|ume—issue number(s), publisher, city andlor
initials‘ . count where ublished.

Cioifi, John M, ADSL Maintenance with DMT, T1 Et.4 ADSL Project, Amati Communications
Cororation, December 1, 1992, aes 1-14

Examiner Date
Si nature Considered

‘ EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP B09. Draw line through citation it not in conformance and not considered.
Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
1 Unique citation designation number. 2 See attached Kinds of US. Patent Documents. 3 Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard St.3). ‘
For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5 Kind of document by the
appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST. 16 it possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here it English language Translation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. This information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CPR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this ionn
andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief lnfomiafion Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce. P.O. Box 1450.
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA
22313-1450. ‘
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

1 135854

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention. Systems and methods for establishing a diagnostic transmission mode
' and communicating over the same

First Named Inventor: David M. Krinsky

Customer Number: 181

Filer: Jason Vick/Cherrise Texidor

Attorney Docket Number: 081513-334

Receipt Date: 01-AUG-2006

Filing Date: 16-JUL-2003

Time Stamp: 14:17:33

Application Type: Utility

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Information Disclosure Statement .. - . df 78050 2
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Warnings:

lnlormation:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

NPL Documents NPL_T1 E1 .pdf 773790
Warnings:

lnlormation:

Total Files Size (in bytes): 851840

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
ll a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see
37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date
shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
It a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions
of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the
application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATI§ DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent. and Trudenmrli Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO. Box 1150 -

Alexandria, Vuginin 7131]-I-I50WWW.||SpiD gov

10/619,691 2634 0500

Change of AddressIPower of Attorney

The following fields have been set to Customer Number 181 on 01/31/2005

0 Correspondence Address

. Power of Attorney

. Maintenance Fee Address

The address of record for Customer Number 181 is:
MILES & STOCKBRIDGE PC
1751 PINNACLE DRIVE
SUITE 500

MCLEAN, VA 22102-3833

"The Practitioners of record for Customer Number 181 are:

PTO INSTRUCTIONS:

Please take the following action when the correspondence address has been changed to a customer
number:

1) Add ‘ADDRESS CHANGE TO CUSTOMER NU1V[BER' on the next available content line of
the File Jacket.

2) Put a line through the old address on the File Jacket and enter the Customer Number as the
new address.

3) File this Notice in the File Jacket.

Please take the following action when the correspondence address has NOT been changed:
1) File this Notice in the File Jacket
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Io/619,691
TRANSMITTAL l mg n c

FORM

([0 be usedfar all correspondence after initialfiling)

Total Number of Pages in This Submission_ Attorney Docket Number
ENCLOSURES (check all that a ly)

D pee Transmittal Form Assignment papem After Allowance Communication to Group
(f0’ 0" APP“?-‘0fi0") Appeal Communication to Board of

D F55 Amwhed Appeals and InterferencesDrawing(s)

D Ammdmenu Reply Declaration and Power of/\t1omey
Appeal Communication to Group
(Appeal Notice, Brief, Reply Brief)
Proprietary Infonnation
Status Letter

' Application Data Sheet
Other Enc|osure(s) (please identify below):

D After Final Licensing-related Papers

U Affidavits/declaration(s) "BN0"
Petition to Convert to a Provisional
Application

EIDDEIElEIEI
Extension of Time Request

Express Abandonment Request Power of Attorney, Revocation
Change ofCorrespondence Address

U Terminal Disclaimer

Cenmed C°py °f Priority D Request for Refund
Document(s) D CD, Number ofCD(s)

Information Disclosure Statement

Response to Missing Pans!
Incomplete Application

D Response to Missing Pansunder 37 CFR 1.52 or 1.53

51”“ Jason H. Vick, Reg. No. 45,285
Individual name Miles & Stockbridge P.C.

1751 Pinnacle Drive
Suite 500

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an
envelope addressed to: Mail Stop Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450,-or being facsimile
transmitted to the USPTO at , on
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PTOISBl122 (09-03)
Approved for use through 11/30/2005. OMB 0651-0035

US. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pa erwor1< Reduction Act of 1995. no ersons are re ulred to res - - nd to a collection of intonnation unless it dls Ia > a valid OMB control number.

A I. t- N D 10/619.691
. . 6. 2003°“““°E°FCORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS F-I-n Date July 1

Application First Named Inventor David M. Krinsky et al.
, 2634

p_o_ Box 1450 Examiner NameCommissioner for Patents  
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.  T365”,65USo2‘ tto e Doc e u ber

Please change the Correspondence Address for the above-identified patent application to:

Customer Number : 000181

OR
F’ . ' .

ll_::::Ii‘;’;';flI Name Miles 8. Stockbrrdge P.C. _
1751 Pennacle Drive

Suite 500

This form cannot be used to change the data associated with a Customer Number. To change the
data associated with an existing Customer Number use "Request for Customer Number Data
Change" (PTO/SB/124).

I am the:

E Applicant/Inventor
Assignee of record of the entire interest.
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. (Form PTO/SB/96).

Attorney or Agent of record. Registration Number 45.255

5 Registered practitioner named in the application transmittal letter 'an»app|ication without anexecuted oath or declaration. See 37 CFR 1.33(a) ~ - s ration Number

T~’§§«‘i°' P"”'°° Jaw" “- V*°*_/ 

Date Dec , 2003 Te'eP"°“e 703-903-9000

‘Total of forms are submitted.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.33. The infonnation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to tile (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to lake 3 minutes to complete, Including
gathering. preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the
amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer. U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, cell 1~800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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in/sii3$1mmmmmmmw 07/16/03
UTILITY Attorney Docket No. 081513J34

. David M. Krinsky et al.T APPLI F W” ‘

PAT¥l§ANSMIT¥:EION exS$STEMS AND METHODS FORESTABLISHING A DIAGNOSTIC

(Onlyfor new nonpravisianal applications under 3 7 CFR TRANSMISSION MODE AND
"53"”’ COMMUNICATING OVER THE SAME

Ex ress Mail Label No.

APPLICATION ELEMENTS Mail Stop Patent ApplicationCommissioner for Patents
See MPEP chapter 600 concerning utility patent application contents. ADDRESS TO: PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

1. El Fee Trmsmittal Form (e.g,, PTO/SB/17) 7. D CD—ROM or CD—R in duplicate, large table or
(Submit an original anda duplicate/orfeepmcersing) Computa PI-oglam(

2. D Applicant claims small entity status. 8. Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission
See 3 7 CFR 1.27. (ifapplicable, all necessary)

3. El Specification [Total Pages 18] a. D Computer Readable Form (CRF)
(pfeffired arrangement in forth bclow) b. Specification Sequence Listing on:
- Descriptive title of the invention - D CD_R M D_R 2 - _
- Cross Reference to Related Applications (ifapplicable) 1' O or C ( copies‘ or
— Statement Regarding Fed sponsored R & D (ifapplicable) "- D P“P°"
_ Reference to 5equence1i5t,'ng, 3 table, c. El Statements verifying identity ofabove copies

°' “ °°‘“*’“‘°' P'°%‘“‘"“ “Sm “PPe"“"‘ “7“W"'““”"’)Background of the Invention
Brief Summary of the Invention 9.
Brief Description of the Drawings (iffiled) 10_
Detailed Description
Claim(s)
Abstract of the Disclosure

4. El Drawing(s) (35 U.S. C. 113) [ Total Sheets 02 }

5. Oath or Declaration [ Total Pages 02] [3
a. El Newly executed (originalorcopy) 14
b. El Unsigned '

0. 5] Copy from a prior application (37 CFR l.63(d)) l5_(for continuation/divisional with Box 18 completed)

Assignment Papers (cover sheet & document(s))
37 CFR 3.730;) Statement I3 Power of
(when there is an assignee) Attorney
English Translation Document (ifapplicable)
lnfonnation Disclosure El Copies of [DS
Statement (IDS)/PTO—l 449 Citations
Preliminary Amendment
Return Receipt Postcard (MPEP 503)
(Should be specifically itemized)
Certified Copy of Priority Document(s)
(ifforeign priority is claimed)
Nonpublication request under 35 U.S.C.

ll.
I2.

EJEIIZIEIIEIEIEIEI
i. D DELETION or INVENTOR(S) 16

Signed statement attached deleting inventor(s) l22(b)(2)(B)(i)_ Applicant must attach form
named in the prior application, see 37 CFR PTO/SB/35 or “S equivalenhl.63(d)(2) and 1.3303)

6. El Application Data Sheet. See 37 CFR [.76
18. If a CONTINUING APPLICATION, check appropriate box, and supply the requisite information below and in apreliminary amendment,
or man Application Data Sheet under 37 CFR 1. 76:

El Continuation El Divisional D Conlinuatiomin-pnr1(ClP) ofprior application No.: 09/755,173

17. El Other:

Prior application information: Examiner Kevin Kim Gmup / Art Unit: 2634

For CONTINUATION OR DIVISIONAL APPS only: The entire disclosure of the prior application, from which an oath or declaration is supplied under
Box 5b, is considered a part of the disclosure of the accompanying contlnuatlon or divisional application and is hereby incorporated by reference. The
incorporation can only be relied upon when I portion has been inadvertently omitted from the submltted appllcatlon parts.

19. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS
N“ ‘ W

E Customer Number ar Bar Code Label 3:? or U Correspondence address below

Signature V July l6, 2003

NVA270930.l
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-
- ‘ Application Number New Divisional Ap - lication based on USSN: 09/755,173

Filing Date July 16’ 2003
FOR FY First Named Inventor David M_ K,-mgky et a1_

Paremxeex are subject zo armuat revision. Exam“ “W
-Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 127 A“ Um‘ 2634

$1,668.00 own-334

METHOD OF PAYMENT check all that a I FEE CALCULATION (continued

lg Check D CreditCard D Money D Other D Nonc 3' ADDITIONAL FEESOrder

£0/91/LU

B DCPOSHACCOHH‘. Large Entity Smnll Entity
Deposit Fee Fee Fee Fee Fee Description
Account 19-2380 13-334) Codc (S) Code (5)
Number 1051 130 2051 65 Surcharge — late filing fee or oath

1052 50 2052 25 Surcharge - late provisional filing fee or coversheet

Deposit . 1053 130 1053 130 Non-English specification

Qgfrlum Nmon Peabody LLP 1812 2,520 1812 2,520 For filing a request for axparte reexamination
1804 920‘ 1804 920* Requesting publication of SLR prior to Examiner
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Docket No. 081513-334

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ESTABLISHING A DIAGNOSTIC

TRANSMISSION MODE AND COMMUNICATING OVER THE SAME

Related Application Data

[0001] This application is a Divisional Application of U.S. Utility Application Serial

No. 09/755,173 entitled “Systems and Methods For Establishing A Diagnostic Transmission

Mode And Communicating Over the Same” filed January 8, 2001, which claims benefit of

Provisional Application Nos. 60/224,308 filed August 10, 2000 and 60/174,865 filed January

7, 2000 and incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

Field of the Invention

[0002] This invention relates to test and diagnostic information. In particular, this

invention relates to a robust system and method for communicating diagnostic information.

Background of the Invention

[0003] The exchange of diagnostic and test information between transceivers in a

telecommunications environment is an important part of a telecommunications, such as an

ADSL, deployment. In cases where the transceiver connection is not performing as expected,

for example, where the data rate is low, where there are many bit errors, or the like, it is

necessary to collect diagnostic and test information from the remote transceiver. This is

performed by dispatching a technician to the remote site, e.g., a truck roll, which is time

consuming and expensive.

[0004] In DSL technology, communications over a local subscriber loop between a

central office and a subscriber premises is accomplished by modulating the data to be

transmitted onto a multiplicity of discrete frequency carriers which are summed together and

then transmitted over the subscriber loop. Individually, the carriers form discrete, non-

overlapping communication subchannels of limited bandwidth. Collectively, the carriers

form what is effectively a broadband communications channel. At the receiver end, the

carriers are demodulated and the data recovered.

[0005] DSL systems experience disturbances from other data services on adjacent

phone lines, such as, for example, ADSL, HDSL, ISDN, T1, or the like. These disturbances

may commence after the subject ADSL service is already initiated and, since DSL for
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internet access is envisioned as an always-on service, the effect of these disturbances must be

ameliorated by the subject ADSL transceiver.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The systems and methods of this invention are directed toward reliably

exchanging diagnostic and test information between transceivers over a digital subscriber line

in the presence of voice communications and/or other disturbances. For simplicity of

reference, the systems and methods of the invention will hereafter refer to the transceivers

generically as modems. One such modem is typically located at a customer premises such as

a home or business and is “downstream” from a central office with which it communicates.

The other modem is typically located at the central office and is “upstream” from the

customer premises. Consistent with industry practice, the modems are often referred to as

“ATU-R” (“ADSL transceiver unit, remote,” i.e., located at the customer premises) and

“ATU-C” (“ADSL transceiver unit, central office” i.e., located at the central office). Each

modem includes a transmitter section for transmitting data and a receiver section for

receiving data, and is of the discrete multitone type, i.e., the modem transmits data over a

multiplicity of subchannels of limited bandwidth. Typically, the upstream or ATU—C modem

transmits data to the downstream or ATU-R modem over a first set of subchannels, which are

usually the higher-fiequency subchannels, and receives data from the downstream or ATU-R

modem over a second, usually smaller, set of subchannels, commonly the lower-frequency

subchannels. By establishing a diagnostic link mode between the two modems, the systems

and methods of this invention are able to exchange diagnostic and test information in a

simple and robust manner.

[0007] In the diagnostic link mode, the diagnostic and test information is

communicated using a signaling mechanism that has a Very high immunity to noise and/or

other disturbances and can therefore operate effectively even in the case where the modems

could not actually establish an acceptable connection in their normal operational mode.

[0008] For example, if the ATU~C and/or ATU-R modem fail to complete an

initialization sequence, and are thus unable to enter a normal steady state communications

mode, where the diagnostic and test information would nonnally be exchanged, the modems
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according to the systems and methods ofthis invention enter a robust diagnostic link mode.

Alternatively, the diagnostic link mode can be entered automatically or manually, for

example, at the direction of a user. In the robust diagnostic link mode, the modems exchange

the diagnostic and test information that is, for example, used by a technician to determine the

cause of a failure without the technician having to physically visit, i.e., a truckroll to, the

remote site to collect data.

[0009] The diagnostic and test information can include, for example, but is not

limited to, signal to noise ratio information, equalizer information, programmable gain setting

information, bit allocation information, transmitted and received power information, margin

information, status and rate information, telephone line condition information, such as the

length of the line, the number and location of bridged taps, a wire gauge, or the like, or any

other known or later developed diagnostic or test information that may be appropriate for the

particular communications environment. For example, the exchanged diagnostic and test

information can be directed toward specific limitations of the modems, to information

relating to the modern installation and deployment environment, or to other diagnostic and

test information that can, for example, be determined as needed which may aid in evaluating

the cause of a specific failure or problem. Alternatively, the diagnostic and test information

can include the loop length and bridged tap length estimations as discussed in copending

Attorney Docket No. 081513-000003, filed herewith and incorporated herein by reference in

its entirety.

[0010] For example, an exemplary embodiment of the invention illustrates the use of

the diagnostic link mode in the communication of diagnostic information from the remote

terminal (RT) transceiver, e.g., ATU-R, to the central office (CO) transceiver, e.g., ATU-C.

Transmission of information from the remote terminal to the central office is important since

a typical ADSL service provider is located in the central office and would therefore benefit

from the ability to determine problems at the remote terminal without a truckroll. However,

it is to be appreciated, that the systems and the methods of this invention will work equally
well in communications from the central office to the remote terrninal.

[0011] These and other features and advantages of this invention are described in or

are apparent from the following detailed description of the embodiments.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] The embodiments of the invention will be described in detail, with reference

to the following figures wherein:

[0013] Fig. 1 is a functional block diagram illustrating an exemplary communications

system according to this invention; and

[0014] Fig. 2 is a flowchart outlining an exemplary method for communicating

diagnostic and test information according to this invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0015] For ease of illustration the following description will be described in relation

to the CO receiving diagnostic and test information from the RT. In the exemplary

embodiment, the systems and methods of this invention complete a portion of the normal

modem initialization before entering into the diagnostic link mode. The systems and methods

of this invention can enter the diagnostic link mode manually, for example, at the direction of

a technician or a user after completing a portion of initialization. Alternatively, the systems‘

and methods of this invention can enter the diagnostic link mode automatically based on, for

example, a bit rate failure, a forward error correction or a CRC error during showtime, eg.,

the normal steady state transmission mode, or the like. The transition into the diagnostic link

mode is accomplished by transmitting a message from the CO modem to the RT modem

indicating that the modems are to enter into the diagnostic link mode, as opposed to

transitioning into the normal steady state data transmission mode. Alternatively, the

transition into the diagnostic link mode is accomplished by transmitting a message from the

RT modem to the CO modem indicating that the modems are to enter into the diagnostic link

mode as opposed to transitioning into the normal steady state data transmission mode. For

example, the transition signal uses an ADSL state transition to transition from a standard

ADSL state to a diagnostic link mode state.

[0016] In the diagnostic link mode, the RT modem sends diagnostic and test

information in the form ofa collection of information bits to the CO modem that are, for

example, modulated by using one bit per DTM symbol modulation, as is used in the C-Ratesl

message in the ITU and ANSI ADSL standards, where the symbol may or may not include a

cyclic prefix. Other exemplary modulation techniques include Differential Phase Shifi
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Keying (DPSK) on a subset or all the carriers, as specified in, for example, ITU standard

G.994. 1 , higher order QAM modulation (>1 bit per carrier), or the like.

[0017] In the one bit per DMT symbol modulation message encoding scheme, a bit

with value 0 is mapped to the REVERB1 signal and a bit with a value of 1 mapped to a

SEGUE1 signal. The REVERB1 and SEGUE1 signals are defined in the ITU and ANSI

ADSL standards. The REVERB1 signal is generated by modulating all of the carriers in the

multicanier system with a known pseudo—random sequence thus generating a wideband

modulated signal. The SEGUE1 signal is generated from a carrier by 180 degree phase

reversal of the REVERB1 signal. Since both signals are wideband and known in advance,

the receiver can easily detect the REVERB1 and SEGUE1 signal using a simple matched

filter in the presence of large amounts ofnoise and other disturbances

Exem lar Messae Variables

Data Sent in the Dia; Link

Train Type
ADSL Standard

Chip Type
Vendor ID

Code Version

Average Reverb Received Signal

Programmable gain amplifier (PGA) Gain — Training

Programmable gain amplifier PGA Gain — Showtime

Filter Present during Idle Charmel Calculation

Average Idle Channel Noise

Signal to Noise during Training

Signal to Noise during Showtime
Bits and Gains

Data Rate

Framin f_ Mode
Margin

Reed-Solomon Coding Gain

QAM Usage

Fr o uency Domain E ualizer (FDQ) Coefficients
Gain Scale

Time domain eualizer (TDQ) Coefficients

Digital Echo Canceller (DEC) Coefficients

Table 1

\

[0018] Table 1 shows an example of a data message that can be sent by the RT to the

CO during the diagnostic link mode. In this example, the RT modem sends 23 different data
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variables to the CO. Each data variable contains different items of diagnosticpand test

information that are used to analyze the condition of the link. The variables may contain

more than one item of data. For example, the Average Reverb Signal contains the power

levels per tone, up to, for example, 256 entries, detected during the ADSL Reverb signal.

Conversely, the PGA Gain — Training is a single entry, denoting the gain in dB at the receiver

during the ADSL training.

[0019] Many variables that represent the type of diagnostic and test information that

are used to analyze the condition of the link are sent from the RT modem to the CO modem.

These variables can be, for example, arrays with different lengths depending on, for example,

information in the initiate diagnostic mode message. The systems and methods of this

invention can be tailored to contain many different diagnostic and test information variables.

Thus, the system is fully configurable, allowing subsets of data to be sent and additional data

variables to be added in the fixture. Therefore, the message length can be increased or

decreased, and diagnostic and test information customized, to support more or less variables

as, for example, hardware, the environment and/or the telecommunications equipment

dictates.

[0020] - Therefore, it is to be appreciated, that in general the variables transmitted from

the modem being tested to the receiving modem can be any combination of variables which

allow for transmission of test and/or diagnostic information.

[0021] Fig. 1 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the additional modem

components associated with the diagnostic link mode. In particular, the diagnostic link

system 100 comprises a central office modem 200 and a remote terminal modem 300. The

central office modem 200 comprises, in addition to the standard ATU-C components, a CRC

checker 210, a diagnostic device 220, and a diagnostic information monitoring device 230.

The remote terminal modem 300 comprises, in addition to the standard components

associated with an ATU-R, a message determination device 310, a power control device 320,

a diagnostic device 330 and a diagnostic information storage device 340. The central office

modem 200 and the remote terminal model 300 are also connected, via link 5, to a splitter 10

for a phone switch 20, and a splitter 30 for a phone 40. Alternatively, the ATU-R can operate

without a splitter, e.g., splitterless, as specified in ITU standard G.992.2 (G.lite) or with an in-

line filter in series with the phone 40. In addition, the remote terminal modem 300, can also

be connected to, for example, one or more user terminals 60. Additionally, the central office
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modem 200 can be connected to one or more distributed networks 50, via link 5, which may

or may not also be connected to one or more other distributed networks.

[0022] While the exemplary embodiment illustrated in Fig. 1 shows the diagnostic

link system 100 for an embodiment in which the remote terminal modem 300 is

communicating test and diagnostic information to the central office 200, it is to be

appreciated that the various components of the diagnostic link system can be rearranged such

that the diagnostic and test information can be forwarded from the central office 200 to the

remote terminal modem 300, or, alternatively, such that both modems can send and receive

diagnostic and/or test information. Furthermore, it is to be appreciated, that the components

of the diagnostic link system 100 can be located at various locations within a distributed

network, such as the POTS network, or other comparable telecommunications network.

Thus, it should be appreciated that the components of the diagnostic link system 100 can be

combined into one device for respectively transmitting, receiving, or transmitting and

receiving diagnostic and/or test information. As will be appreciated from the following

description, and for reasons of computational efficiency, the components of the diagnostic

link system 100 can be arranged at any location within a telecommunications network and/or

modem without affecting the operation of the system.

[0023] The links 5 can be a wired or wireless link or any other known or later

developed element(s) that is capable of supplying and communicating electronic data to and

from the connected elements. Additionally, the user terminal 60 can be, for example, a

personal computer or other device allowing a user to interface with and communicate over a

modem, such as a DSL modem. Furthermore, the systems and method of this invention will

work equally well with splitterless and low-pass mulitcarrier modem technologies.

[0024] In operation, the remote terminal 300, commences its normal initialization

sequence. The diagnostic device 330 monitors the initialization sequence for a failure. If

there is a failure, the diagnostic device 330 initiates the diagnostic link mode. Alternatively,

a user or, for example, a technician at the CO, can specify that the remote terminal 300 enter

into the diagnostic link mode after completing a portion of an initialization. Alternatively

still, the diagnostic device 330 can monitor the normal steady state data transmission of the

remote terminal, and upon, for example, an error threshold being exceeded, the diagnostic

device 330 will initiate the diagnostic link mode.

[0025] Upon initialization of the diagnostic link mode, the diagnostic device 330, in

cooperation with the remote terminal 300 will transmit an initiate diagnostic link mode
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message from the remote terminal to the central office 200 (RT to CO). Alternatively, the

central office modem 200 can transmit an initiate diagnostic link mode message to the remote

terminal modem 300. If the initiate diagnostic link mode message is received by the central

office 200, the diagnostic device 330, in cooperation with the message determination device

310, determines a diagnostic link message to be forwarded to the central office 200. For

example, the diagnostic link message can include test information that has been assembled

during,‘ for example, the normal ADSL initialization procedure. The diagnostic and/or test

information can include, but is not limited to, the version number of the diagnostic link mode,

the length of the diagnostic and/or test information, the communications standard, such as the

ADSL standard, the chipset type, the vendor identifications, the ATU version number, the

time domain received reverb signal, the frequency domain reverb signal, the amplifier

settings, the CO transmitter power spectral density, the frequency domain received idle

channel, the signal to noise ratio, the bits and gains and the upstream and downstream

transmission rates, or the like.

[0026] If the initiate diagnostic link mode message is not received by the central

office 200, the initiate diagnostic link mode message can, for example, be re-transmitted a

predetermined number of iterations until a determination is made that it is not possible to

establish a connection.

[0027] Assuming the initiate diagnostic link mode message is received, then, for a

predetermined number of iterations, the diagnostic device 330, in cooperation with the remote

terminal modern 300 and the diagnostic information storage device 340, transmits the

diagnostic link message with a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to the central office modem

200. However, it is to be appreciated that in general, any error detection scheme, such as bit

error detection, can be used without affecting the operation of the system. The central office

200, in cooperation with the CRC checker 210, determines if the CRC is correct. If the CRC

is correct, the diagnostic information stored in the diagnostic information storage device 340

, has been, with the cooperation of the diagnostic device 330, and the remote terminal modern

300, forwarded to the central office 200 successfully. \

[0028] If, for example, the CRC checker 210 is unable to determine the correct CRC,

the diagnostic device 330, in cooperation with power control device 320, increases the

transmission power of the remote terminal 300 and repeats the transmission of the diagnostic

link message fi'om the remote terminal 300 to the central office 200. This process continues

until the correct CRC is determined by the CRC checker 210.
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[0029] The maximum power level used for transmission of the diagnostic link

message can be specified by, for example, the user or the ADSL service operator. If the CRC

checker 210 does not determine a correct CRC at the maximum power level and the

diagnostic link mode can not be initiated then other methods for determining diagnostic

information are utilized, such as dispatching a technician to the remote site, or the like.

[0030] Alternatively, the remote terminal 300, with or without an increase in the

power level, can transmit the diagnostic link message several times, for example, 4 times. By

transmitting the diagnostic link message several times, the CO modern 200 can use, for

example, a diversity combining scheme to improve the probability of obtaining a correct

CRC from the received diagnostic link message(s).

[0031] Alternatively, as previously discussed, the central office 200 comprises a

diagnostic information monitoring device 230. The remote terminal 300 can also include a

diagnostic information monitoring device. One or more of these diagnostic information

monitoring devices can monitor the normal steady state data transmission between the remote

terminal 300 and the central office 200. Upon, for example, the normal steady state data

transmission exceeded a predetermined error threshold, the diagnostic information

monitoring device can initiate the diagnostic link mode with the cooperation of the diagnostic

device 300 and/or the diagnostic device 220.

[0032] Fig. 2 illustrates an exemplary method for entering a diagnostic link mode in

accordance with this invention. In particular, control begins in step S100 and continues to

step S110. In step S110, the initialization sequence is commenced. Next, in step S120, if an

initialization failure is detected, control continues to step S170. Otherwise, control jumps to

step S130. In step S130, a determination is made whether the diagnostic link mode has been

selected. If the diagnostic link mode has been selected, control continues to step S170,

otherwise, control jumps to step S140.

[0033] In step S170, the initiate diagnostic link mode message is transmitted from, for

example, the remote terminal to the central office. Next, in step S180, a detennination is

made whether the initiate diagnostic mode message has been received by the CO. If the

initiate diagnostic mode message has been received by the CO, control jumps to step S200.

Otherwise, control continues to step S190. In step S190, a detennination is made whether to

re-transmit the initiate diagnostic mode message, for example, based on whether a

predetermined number of iterations have already been completed. If the initiate diagnostic
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mode message is to be re—transmitted, control continues back to step S170. Otherwise,

control jumps to step S160.

[0034] In step S200, the diagnostic link message is determined, for example, by

assembling test and diagnostic information about one or more of the local loop, the modem

itself, the telephone network at the remote terminal, or the like. Next, in step S210, for a

predetermined number of iterations, steps S220-S240 are completed. In particular, in step

S220 a diagnostic link message comprising a CRC is transmitted to, for example, the CO.

Next, in step S230, the CRC is determined. Then, in step S240, a determination is made

whether the CRC is correct. If the CRC is correct, the test and/or diagnostic information has

been successfully communicated and control continues to step S160. /

[0035] Otherwise, if step S210 has completed the predetermined number of iterations,

control continues to step S250. In step S250, the transmission power is increased and control

continues back to step S21 0. Alternatively, as previously discussed, the diagnostic link

message may be transmitted a predetermined number of times, with our without a change in

the transmission power.

[0036] In step S140, the normal steady state data transmission is entered into between

two modems, such as the remote terminal and the cental office modems. Next, in step S150,

a determination is made whether an error threshold during the normal steady state data

transmission has been exceeded. If the error threshold has been exceeded, control continues

to step S170. Otherwise, control jumps to step S160. In step S160, the control sequence

ends.

[0037] As shown in Fig. 1, the diagnostic link mode system can be implemented

either on a single program general purpose computer, a modem, such as a DSL modem, or a

’ separate program general purpose computer having a communications device. However, the

diagnostic link system can also be implemented on a special purpose computer, a

programmed microprocessor or microcontroller and peripheral integrated circuit element, an

ASIC or other integrated circuit, a digital signal processor, a hardwired electronic or logic

circuit such as a discrete element circuit, a programmed logic device such as a PLD, PLA,

FPGA, PAL, or the like, and associated communications equipment. In general, any device

capable of implementing a finite state machine that is capable of implementing the flowchart

illustrated in Fig. 2 can be used to implement a diagnostic link system according to this

invention.
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[0038] Furthermore, the disclosed method may be readily implemented in software

using object or object-oriented sofiware development environments that provide portable

source code that can be used on a variety of computer, workstation, or modem hardware

platforms. Alternatively, the disclosed diagnostic link system may be implemented partially

or fi1lly in hardware using standard logic circuits or a VLSI design. Other sofiware or

hardware can be used to implement the systems in accordance with this invention depending

on the speed and/or efficiency requirements of the systems, the particular function, and a

particular sofiware or hardware systems or microprocessor or microcomputer systems being

utilized. The diagnostic link system and methods illustrated herein however, can be readily

implemented in hardware and/or software using any known or later developed systems or

structures, devices and/or software by those ofordinary skill in the applicable art from the

functional description provided herein and with a general basic knowledge of the computer

and telecommunications arts.

[0039] Moreover, the disclosed methods can be readily implemented as sofiware

executed on a programmed general purpose computer, a special purpose computer, a

microprocessor, or the like. In these instances,» the methods and systems of this invention can

be implemented as a program embedded on a modem, such a DSL modem, as a resource

residing on a personal computer, as a routine embedded in a dedicated diagnostic link system,

a central office, or the like. The diagnostic link system can also be implemented by

physically incorporating the system and method into a sofiware and/or hardware system, such

as a hardware and software systems of a modem, a general purpose computer, an ADSL line

testing device, or the like.

[0040] It is, therefore, apparent that there is provided in accordance with the present

invention, systems and methods for transmitting a diagnostic link message. While this

invention has been described in conjunction with a number of embodiments, it is evident that

many alternatives, modifications and variations would be or are apparent to those of ordinary

skill in the applicable arts. Accordingly, applicants intend to embrace all such alternatives,

modifications, equivalents and variations that are within the spirit and the scope of this

invention.
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What is Claimed is:

1. A diagnostic link system for communicating data between modems using

multicarrier modulation comprising:

an initiate diagnostic mode trigger that instructs a transmitting modem to

forward an initiate diagnostic mode message to a receiving modem;

a message determination device that determines a diagnostic link message; and

a receiving modern diagnostic device that receives the diagnostic link message

and determines the accuracy of the diagnostic link message.

2. The system of claim 1, further comprising a power control device that

increases a transmission power of the diagnostic link message if the received diagnostic link

message is inaccurate.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the diagnostic link message is re-transmitted

at least one time.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the diagnostic link message comprises at least

one of test and diagnostic information.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the diagnostic link message comprises at least

one of a version number of a diagnostic link mode, a length of the diagnostic information, a

communications standard, a chipset type, one or more vendor identifications, an ATU version

number, a time domain received reverb signal, a frequency domain reverb signal, an amplifier

setting, a CO transmitter power spectral density, a frequency domain received idle channel, a

signal to noise ratio, bits and gain information, and upstream and downstream transmission

rates. '

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the accuracy is determined based on at least

one of an error detecting scheme, a bit error detection and a cyclic redundancy check.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the trigger is based on at least one of an

initialization failure, a bit rate failure, a CRC error in an initialization message, a CRC error

during a normal steady state transmission mode, a forward error correction error, a user

request, a central office modem request and a remote terminal modem request.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the transmitting modem completes a portion

of a modem initialization sequence before forwarding the initiate diagnostic mode message.

9. The system of claim 1, wherein the transmitting modem is at least one of a

central office modem and a remote terminal modern.
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10. The system of claim 1, wherein the receiving modem is at least one of a

central office modem and a remote terminal modem.

1 1. A method for communicating data between modems using multicarrier

modulation comprising:

instructing a transmitting modem to forward an initiate diagnostic mode

message to a receiving modem;

determining a diagnostic link message;

transmitting the diagnostic link message; and

determining the accuracy of the transmitted diagnostic link message.

12. The method of claim 1 1, fi.1rther comprising increasing a transmission power

of the diagnostic link message if a received diagnostic link message is inaccurate.

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising re—transmitting the diagnostic link

message at least one time.

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the diagnostic link message comprises at

least one of test and diagnostic information.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the diagnostic link message comprises at

least one of a version number of a diagnostic link mode, a length of the diagnostic

information, a communications standard, a chipset type, one or more vendor identifications,

an ATU version number, a time domain received reverb signal, a frequency domain reverb

signal, an amplifier setting, a CO transmitter power spectral density, a frequency domain

received idle channel, a signal to noise ratio, bits and gain information, and upstream and

downstream transmission rates.

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the accuracy is determined based on at least

one of an error detecting scheme, a bit error detection and a cyclic redundancy check.

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the initiate diagnostic mode message is

based on at least one of an initialization failure, a bit rate failure, a CRC error in an

initialization message, a CRC error during the normal steady state transmission mode, a

forward error correction error, a user request, a central office modem request and a remote

terminal modern request.

18. The method of claim 11, further comprising completing a portion of a modem

initialization sequence before forwarding the initiate diagnostic mode message.

19. The method of claim 11, wherein the transmitting modem is at least one of a

central office modem and a remote terminal modem.
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20. The method of claim 11, wherein the receiving modem is at least one of a

central office modern and a remote terminal modem.

21. A method for communicating data between modems using multicarrier

modulation comprising:

receiving an‘ initiate diagnostic mode message;

determining a diagnostic link message;

transmitting the diagnostic link message; and

at least one of increasing a transmission power of the diagnostic link message

if the received diagnostic link message is inaccurate and re-transmitting the diagnostic link

message at least one time.

22. The method of claim 21 , wherein the diagnostic link message comprises at

least one of test and diagnostic information.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein the diagnostic link message comprises at

least one of a version number of a diagnostic link mode, a length of the diagnostic

information, a communications standard, a chipset type, one or more vendor identifications,

an ATU version number, a time domain received reverb signal, a frequency domain reverb

signal, an amplifier setting, a CO transmitter power spectral density, a frequency domain

received idle channel, a signal to noise ratio, bits and gain information, and upstream and

downstream transmission rates.

24. The method of claim 21, wherein the accuracy is determined based on at least

one of an error detecting scheme, a bit error detection and a cyclic redundancy check.

25. The method of claim 21 , wherein the initiate diagnostic mode message is

based on at least one of an initialization failure, a bit rate failure, a CRC error in an

initialization message, a CRC error during the normal steady state transmission mode, a

forward error correction error, a user request, a central office modem request and a remote

terminal modern request.

26. The method of claim 21, further comprising completing a portion of a modern

initialization sequence before forwarding the initiate diagnostic mode message.

27. The method of claim 21, wherein a transmitting modem is at least one of a

central office modem and a remote terminal modem.

28. The method of claim 21, wherein a receiving modem is at least one of a

central office modem and a remote terminal modem.
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29. A method for communicating data between modems using multicarrier

modulation comprising:

receiving an initiate diagnostic mode message;

determining the accuracy of a received diagnostic link message; and

receiving at least one of an increased transmission power diagnostic link

message if the received diagnostic link message is inaccurate and a re-transmission of at least

one of the diagnostic link messages.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein the diagnostic link message comprises at

least one of test and diagnostic information.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein the received diagnostic link message

comprises at least one of a version number of a diagnostic link mode, a length of the

diagnostic information, a communications standard, a chipset type, one or more vendor

identifications, an ATU version number, a time domain received reverb signal, a frequency

domain reverb signal, an amplifier setting, a CO transmitter power spectral density, a

frequency domain received idle channel, a signal to noise ratio, bits and gain information, and

upstream and downstream transmission rates.

32. The method of claim 29, wherein the accuracy is determined based on at least

one of an error detecting scheme, a bit error detection and a cyclic redundancy check.

33. The method of claim 29, wherein the initiate diagnostic mode message is

based on at least one of an initialization failure, a bit rate failure, a CRC error in an

initialization message, a CRC error during the normal steady state transmission mode, a

forward error correction error, a user request, a central office modern request and a remote

terminal modem request.

34. The method of claim 29, further comprising completing a portion of a modern

initialization sequence before receiving the initiate diagnostic mode message.

35. An information storage media comprising information for communicating data

between modems using multicarrier modulation comprising:

information that instructs a transmitting modem to forward an initiate

diagnostic mode message to a receiving modern;

information that determines a diagnostic link message;

information that transmits the diagnostic link message; and

information that determines the accuracy of the transmitted diagnostic link

message.
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36. An information storage media comprising information for communicating data

between modems using multicarrier modulation comprising:

information that receives an initiate diagnostic mode message;

information that determines a diagnostic link message;

information that transmits the diagnostic link message; and

information that at least one of increases a transmission power of the

diagnostic link message if the received diagnostic link message is inaccurate and re—transmits

the diagnostic link message at least one time.

37. An information storage media comprising information for communicating data

between modems using multicarrier modulation comprising:

information that receives an initiate diagnostic mode message;

information that determines the accuracy of a received diagnostic link

message; and

information that receives at least one of an increased transmission power

diagnostic link message if the received diagnostic link message is inaccurate and a re-

transmission of at least one of the diagnostic link messages. W

38. A method for communicating diagnostic information between DSL modems

using multicarrier modulation comprising:

completing a portion of a modem initialization sequence;

transmitting an initiate diagnostic communication mode message to a

receiving modem;

entering a diagnostic communications mode based on at least one of an

initialization failure, a bit rate failure, a CRC error in an initialization message, a CRC error

during the normal steady state transmission mode, a forward error correction error, a user

request, a central office modem request and a remote terminal modem request; and

transmitting a diagnostic link message comprising at least one of a version

number of a diagnostic link mode, a length of the diagnostic information, a communications

standard, a chipset type, one or more Vendor identifications, an ATU version number, a time

domain received reverb signal, a frequency domain reverb signal, an amplifier setting, a CO

transmitter power spectral density, a frequency domain received idle charmel, a signal to

noise ratio, bits and gain information, and upstream and downstream transmission rates.

39. The method of claim 38, further comprising re-transmitting the diagnostic link

message at least one time.
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40. The method of claim 38, further comprising increasing a transmission power

of the diagnostic link message.

41. A method for communicating diagnostic information between DSL modems

using multicarrier modulation comprising:

completing a portion of a modem initialization sequence;

receiving an initiate diagnostic communication mode message;

entering a diagnostic communications mode based on at least one of an

initialization failure, a bit rate failure, a CRC error in an initialization message, a CRC error

during the normal steady state transmission mode, a forward error correction error, a user

request, a central office modem request and a remote terminal modem request;

receiving a diagnostic link message comprising at least one of a version

number of a diagnostic link mode, a length of the diagnostic information, a communications

standard, a chipset type, one or more vendor identifications, an ATU version number, a time

domain received reverb signal, a frequency domain reverb signal, an amplifier setting, a CO

transmitter power spectral density, a frequency domain received idle channel, a signal to

noise ratio, bits and gain information, and upstream and downstream transmission rates.

42. The method of claim 41, further comprising receiving a re-transmitted

diagnostic link message at least one time.

43. The method of claim 41, further comprising receiving an increased

transmission power diagnostic link message.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0041] Upon detection of a trigger, such as the exceeding of an error threshold or the

direction of a user, a diagnostic link system enters a diagnostic information transmission

mode. This diagnostic information transmission mode allows for two modems to exchange

diagnostic and/or test information that may not otherwise be exchangeable during normal

communication. The diagnostic information transmission mode is initiated by transmitting an

initiate diagnostic link mode message to a receiving modern accompanied by a cyclic

redundancy check (CRC). The receiving modern determines, based on the CRC, if a robust

communications channel is present. If a robust communications charmel is present, the two

modems can initiate exchange of the diagnostic and/or test information. Otherwise, the

transmission power of the transmitting modem is increased and the initiate diagnostic link

mode message re-transmitted to the receiving modem until the CRC is determined to be

correct.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER LOOP QUALIFICATION

Technical Field

The present invention relates to digital subscriber loop technology and, more

specifically, to the qualification of existing twisted pair copper loops for digital '

subscriber loop service. I

Background Art

‘ Digital subscriber loop technology is the digital encoding of all information - . I

transmitted on the local loop, i.e., the connection between a customer’s premises

(home, office, etc.) and a telecommunications provider's central office sewing the

customer’s premises. Most existing local loops in the United States and throughout

the world are twisted pair copper loops, originally designed for analog service, or

plain old telephone service (POTS). With digital subscriber loop technology, high

speed access to the Internet, advanced telephony functions, and multimediaservices
isipossible over the twisted pair copper access network. Digital subscriber systems

can provide data from speeds of 64 kb/second in both upstream and downstream

directions to over 10 Mb/second in a single direction. Digital subscriber loop I

_ technology, often referred to as “XDSL” where x stands for any of a number of
letters, includes the following: _

ADSL, Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Loop

VDSL, Very l-Iigh—Speed Digital Subscriber Loop A

HDSL, High Data Rate Digital Subscriber Loop V

SDSL, Symmetric Digital Subscriber Loop

IDSL, ISDN-based Digital Subscriber -Loop

RADSL, Rate Adaptive Digital Subscriber Loop

ISDN, Integrated Digital Service Network

Some of these digital subscriber loop technologies (e.g.. HDSL, ISDN, and in

particular ADSL) have been standardized by various standards bodies with respect
to modulation format, bandwidth, and embedded operations channels, while others
have not been standardized and are available from different vendors in a wide
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variety of modulation formats, upstream/downstream bandwidths, and operation
channels. ‘

As illustrated in_Figure 1, digital subscriber loop technology consists of‘two

terminal endpoints (TEs) 10 and 20, which provide conversion, modulation,"

I transmission, and reception of data, and copper loop 30 connecting TEs.lO and 20.
TB 10 is typically owned and operated by the service provider,'while TE 20 is

typically at the customer’s premises. In the United States, TE 20_is typically owned

or rented by the customer, while in most other parts of the world TE 20 is typically
I owned and operated by the service provider. In addition, the digital subscriber loop

- topology can include terminal equipment, such as a repeater, between the two ‘

terminal endpoints to provide additional network flexibility or toboost signal ’
strength and transmission distances. For example, Figure 2 illustrates network

terminal 70 in copper loop 60 between TEs 40 and 50.

Digital subscriber loop services, however, cannot be carried over all twisted

pair copper loops that support POTS service. The various digital subscriber loop

technologies have complex (real and imaginary) signal attenuation restrictions that

depend upon downstream (to the customer) and upstream (from the customer)

bandwidth, modulation format, and receiver sensitivity for a particular chip set used

by a vendor terminal endpoint equipment. Signal attenuation itself depends ‘on
several factors, including the length and gauge of the copper wires contained in the I

a loop, the environment in which the copperrwires are placed (including temperature

variations), and the quality ‘of connections (e. g., splices and terminal connections)

that attachthe different sections of wire contained in a given loop. Digital

subscriber loop technologies also have restrictions on loop topology, such as the

position and number of bridge taps and load coils, and restrictions on services

provided in adjacent copper pairs in the sa.tne binder group (i.e., a group of twisted

pairs bundled together) because of crosstalk between pairs and overlapping

frequency spectrums;

Figure 3 illustrates atypical copper loop between central office (CO) 80 and

terminal endpoint 82, made up of several different lengths of wire of different

gauges spliced together. One leg of the loop terminates at terminal endpoint 82,
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while two other legs are unterminated, resulting in bridge taps 84 and 86. The loop

in Figure 3 also includes two load coils, 88 and 90,‘ as well as cross connect 92.

As an example of loop topology requirements, a loop is restricted to less than-

approximately 5.25 km of 24 gauge wire when the digital service is provided at the

ratewof 1.5 Mb/second downstream and 80 kb/second upstream for a commonly

available chip sent that uses cairierless amplitude phase (CAP) modulation for

ADSL. For this modulation format and bandwidth allocation, if there is an analog

carrier POTS service in the same wire binder group, the ADSL modulation will

interfere with the analog carrier, effectively destroying the POTS service. Sinnlarly,
if there is a T1 carrier system inthe same wire binder group, the T1 service will.

interfere with the ADSL modulation, nullifying the digital subscriber service, but V

typically not affecting the T1 service. The number of copper pairs and the potential '

for crosstalk in a binder group depends on the type and rnanufacturerof the copper
cable.

Today, when a customer wishes to order a digital subscriber loop service, the

local telecommunications service provider must determine whether the customer’s

existing twisted pair copper loop can support the requested digital subscriber loop‘

service at the desired bandwidth. This can be a difficult and time-consuming task to

perfonn manually because of the many restrictions on loop topology and services

just described. All necessary data may not be available to a person trying to qualify

a loop for digital subscriber loop services, particularly because telecommunications

providers often have data in many different databases or stored in paper records.

Even if data is available, data concerning outside plant information such ‘as loop

length and topology is often out of date. Also, certain metallic loop electrical data is

not stored in a database and can only be determined by a measurement or test

system.

It is desirable, therefore, to provide a system and methodology for

determining which digital subscriber loop technologies can be supported by a

particular twisted pair copper loop. It is more desirable to qualify a copper loop for

digital subscriber loop services on the basis of real-time electrical measurements as

well as records stored in telecommunications provider databases. It is even more

desirable to provide an automated system for digital subscriber loop qualification
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that economically determines which digital subscriber loop technologies can be

_ _ supported by a copper loop. It is also desirable to implement such" a system as an ”

expert system containing a knowledge base of rules. ' '

Disclosure of Invention

The present invention satisfies those desires by providing a system and

methodology for qualifying a_twisted pair copper loop for digital subscriber loop

services. The system automatically queries telecommunications provider database .

‘records and/or requestsumeasurements from network switching equipment or testing
systems to obtain information regarding the twisted pair ‘copper loop in question.‘

The system then determines which digital subscriber loop services are available for

the copper loop based on the combination of all information obtained.

A method consistent with the present invention for qualifying a twisted loop

pair for as digital subscriber service comprises the steps of receiving as input a

unique identifier corresponding to the loop, determining a topology corresponding to
the loop, and determining whether the loop meets topology restrictions of the digital I

subscriber service. Another method consistent with the present invention comprises

the steps of receiving data corresponding to physical characteristics of the loop and

applying a plurality of rules to the data to determine "whether the loop is suitable for

the digital subscriber service. Other methods consistent determine whether electrical

characteristics of the loop meet restrictions of the digital subscriber service and

whether services provided on other cable pairs in the same binder group with the
loop are compatible with the digital subscriber service.

Systems are also provided for carrying out the methodologies of the present

invention. I

A The advantages accruing to the present invention are numerous. A loop

qualification system and method consistent with the present invention reduce the '

time for determining which digital subscriber loop services a particular copper loop

supports from several hours to a few minutes. Agsystem and method consistent with

the present invention also provide a substantially more accurate result, in part

because they use real—time electrical measurements to determine many topological

characteristics of the copper loop.
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The above desires, and other desires, features, and advantages of the present

invention will be readily appreciated by one of ordinary skill, in the an from the

following detailed description of the preferred implementations when taken in

connection with the accompanying drawings. A

5 Brief Description of Drawings

Figure 1 illustrates digital subscriber loop technology connecting two"

terminal endpoints;

Figure 2 illustrates digital subscriber loop technology with network terminal .

equipment between two terminal endpoints;

Figure 3 illustrates a typical digital subscriber loop topology;

Figure 4'i1lustrate‘s the architecture of a loop qualification system consistent

with the present invention; and A

Figure 5 is a flow chart of a method for qualifying loops consistent with the

present invention.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

A system consistent with the presentinvention automatically qualifies

twisted pair copper loops for digital subscriber loop services. Generally, a method

for qualifying loops for digital subscriber loop services consistent with the present

invention includes at "least four types of qualification: V I 4 I

(1) Service Availability: Is the point at which the copper loop terminates ‘

equipped to provide the requested digital subscriber service?

i (2) Length Qualification: Which digital subscriber loop services at which
bandwidths can be provided given the length of the loop?

(3) Line Qualification: Is the loop physicallysuitable for use’ by a digital

subscriber loop technology’! Is the service currently provisioned on the loop

compatible with digital subscriber loop service? I

A (4) Are the services provided on the other twisted pairs in the same
binder group with the loop spectrally compatible with digital subscriber loop ‘
services? I

In order to answer these loop qualification questions. a system consistent

with the present invention combines results obtained from testing the copper loop,

results from queries of telecommunications provider database records, and
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information regarding the transmission and receiver characteristics of the digital
subscriber.

Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of a system for qualifying loops

consistent with the present invention, which may be implemented, for example, as

an expert system using a conventionalclient-server architecture known in the art.

The expert system is implemented in software residing on server 100 and performs

loop qualification by combining input from a_ number of information sources with

‘rules contained in knowledge base 105. Specifically, server 100 obtains information I

from service availability database 1'10, topology database 120, facilities database

130, and‘ metallic electrical test system 140. Databases 110, 120, and 130, and test

system 140 areitypically owned and operated by the local telecommunications

provider. It will be recognized by one skilled in the art that each database shown in

"Figure 4 may actually consist of several smaller databases or, alternatively, that ‘S
databases may be combined, since each telecommunications provider organizes its

data into databases in different ways. Server l(l0 interfaces to the databases and test

system via a suitable communications protocol such as IP or X25, provided by

interfaces 112, 122, 132, and 142. Server 100 additionally includes software handler

modules for receiving and processing information obtained from databases 110, 120,
and 130, and test system 140.

Server 100 also receives information and test results directly from central

office switches in the local network, three of which are shown in Figure 4 as

switches 160, 170, and 180 for illustrative purposes. Server 100 is coupled to switch -

«server 150, which is coupled to switch queues 164, 174, and 184, corresponding to

switches 160, 170, and 180, respectively. Switch queues 164, 174, and l84iaccess

data from switches 160, 170, and 180 via interfaces 162, 172, and 182, respectively.

It will be recognized by one skilled in the art that switch server 150 need not be

separate from server 100.

Consistent with the present invention, a user may access server 100 through

either the graphical user interface of client 194, e.g., a World Wide Web—bas,ed

client,'or character interface 190, e.g., a VTIOO character interface. Regardless of

the interface used, a user will typically enter a unique number (e.g., a telephone

‘directory number (TDN) or an IP address) or identifier (e.g., a circuit identifier) V
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associated with the copper loop for which qualification is desired. A system

consistent with the present invention also includes batch server 192, which allows

qualification of numerous loops to be performedin batch, and database server 196

for storing results in results database 198.

Figure 5‘ is a flowchart illustrating a method for qualifying loops for digital

subscriber loop services consistent with the present invention. Consistent with an

embodiment of the present invention, the method is performed by software residing

on server 100. The process begins by receiving as input a unique identifier I

corresponding to the copper loop to be qualified for digital subscriber services (step

200). The unique identifier may be a telephone directory number (TDN) as shown

in Figure 5, or any other unique identifier such as an IP address or a circuit

identifier. Also, server 100 may receive the identifier from any input source,

including character interface 190 or web interface 194 (if a human user is accessing

the system through an interface) and batch sewer 192 (if several qualification

requests have been entered for batch processing). Most of the remaining steps in the

i process use the unique loop identifier to retrieve information regarding the loop.

Once receiving _a loop identifier, the qualification processcontinues by ' _

determining whether digital subscriber loop services are available for the loop (step

210). Consistent with the present invention, the server makes this determination by

‘ querying service availability database 1 10 to determine whether the local

telecommunications provider provides XDSL services from the office serving the

customer’s location. If XDSL service is not available, loop qualification terminates.

If XDSL service is available, processing continues to step 220. In an alternate

method consistent with the present invention, the server may choose to continue the

loop qualification process although XDSL service is not available.

Next,‘the process determines whether the loop is on a working pair (step

220) by querying facilities database 130. Some measurement tests performed by a

loop qualification method consistent with the present invention require that the loop

be on a working pair. If the loop is not on a working pair, the server either

tenninates loop qualification (as shown in Figure 5) or chooses to continue loop

qualification, although not all tests will be available for the loop. Alternatively, the
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loop may be temporarily assigned to line equipment and a test number so that loop

qualification may be performed.

If loop qualification continues, the sewer determines whether the current
service on the loop is compatible with xDSL service (step 230).~ For example, in the
United States the current service cannot be Tl or ISDN. Consistent with the present I

invention, the server performs this step by querying facilities database 130. -As

discussed above, it should be apparent to one skilleduin the art that, although the-
queries in steps 220 and 230 both access databases with information regarding

‘ facilities, the facilities database shown in Figure 4 (database 130) mayconsistiof

‘ several smaller databases, so that the queries of steps 220 and 230. access two

different, smaller databases. -If the current service is not compatible, loop

qualification ends. If the current service is compatible, then flow proceeds to several

data collection steps. In alternate method consistent with the present invention,‘

the server may choose to continue the loop qualification process although the current
service is not compatible with xDSL service. I

A method consistent with the present invention performs some or all of data

collection steps 240, 250, 260, and 270. These steps are not necessarily performed
in a particular order, and some steps may be performed simultaneously. For

example, Figure 5 shows steps 240 and 250 being performed at the same timeas _

steps 260 and 270. Each of these steps involves obtaining information about the
loop to be qualified from a database or a test or measurement system in the network,

and all of the information obtained is used as input to step 280, which applies a

plurality of rules to the information to model the response of the networl-it and
determine which digital subscriber services are available on the loop.

In step 240, the server queries topologygdatabase 120 using the unique loop

identifier (e.g.,_TDN or IP address) to obtain a variety of loop topology data. In

particular, the server requests length and gauge of wire on the loop for each loop

segment, cable type,'the location of load coils on the loop, and the location and

length of bridge taps on the loop. For example, the loop topology shown in Figure 3

is an example of data that may be obtained from topology database 120. As I

described above, topology database 120 may consist of several smaller databases,

each of which contains different information. Step 240 may also include a query of A
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a separate database (not shown in Figure 4) that stores recent measurements of the

loop length. This data may be more accurate than a topology database operated by I T

the telecommunications provider for storing many different types of loop topology
data. 7 A

Referring again to Figure 5, in step 250 the server queries facilities database

130 using the unique loop identifier to determine the services on other cable pairs in '

the same binder group as the loop to be qualified. This information will be used in

Step 280 to determine whether xDSL services are spectrally compatible with the

services on the other cablepairs in the binder solthat crosstalk will not degrade _
service‘ quality. i

In step 260, the server requests measurements from metallic electrical test

’ system 140, which is a remote test system such as 4TEL, manufactured by I

Teradyne, Inc., or Mechanized Loop Test (MLT), manufactured by Lucent

Technologies; Consistent with the present invention, the server requests _a measure
of loop length and/or loop capacitance, which can be convened to loop length using.
a known mathematical relationship. The server also requests measures of

longitudinal balance and wideband and narrowband electrical ingress which will be

used instep 280 to determine the suitability of the loop for digital subscriber loop

services. As described earlier, tests in step 260 may not beperforrned if the loop is

not on a working pair. V i

I T In step 270, the sewer requests a load coil detection measurement to
determine if there are any load coils in theiloop. This measurement can be

performed at the end office switch at which the -loop terminates (e.g., switch 160,

170, or 180 in Figure 4) or by metallic electrical test system 1.40. If the server

‘obtains the measurement from the switch, switch server 150 receives measurements '
from queues 164, 174, and 184, and controls server 100's access to switch

measurements. Examples of load coil detection measurements known inthe art are
a swept frequency measurement and a time domain reflectometry measurement. As

descirbed earlier, tests _in step 270 may not be performed if the loop is not on a 9

working pair. A

All of the information “obtained in steps 240, 250. 260, and 270 from

‘database queries and test and measurement systems is input to step 280. Consistent
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with the present invention, in step 280 an expert system resident on server 100

combines the results of steps 240, 250, 260, and 270 with a plurality of qualification

rules from knowledge base l05 and information on network equipment stored in a - '

database (not shown for the sake of clarity) to model the response of the network for
I the various digital subscriber loop services available to the subscriber. The "expert

system also determines, for each of the available digital subscriber loop services

(e.g.. ADSL, VDSL, etc.), how much bandwidth can be supported in both upstream

and downstream directions. 4 I

Consistent with the present invention, the qualification rules in knowledge

» base 105 are not limited to any particular set. The rules ‘may range from the simple .

(e.g., a loop with one or moreload coils does not qualify for a digital subscriber loop

service) to the more complex (e.g., for a certain type of terminal equipment and a . _ _

particular digital subscriber loop service with given upstream and downstrearn
bandwidth, a combination of wire length and gauge limits can be calculated

according to mathematical relationships to satisfy given signal attenuation and/or bit

' error rate requirements). ‘

Consistent with the presentuinvention, there may be a conflict between data

retrieved from a database and data measured in real—time using a measurement _

system or test system. In such cases, knowledge base 105'can also include rules for
reconciling the differences. For example, if data retrieved from a database is known '

i not to have been updated recently, then a qualification method consistent with the

present invention would rely on measured data, which may be more accurate. -
The ultimate output of a system consistent with the present invention is a list

of digital subscriber loop service packages that the loop can-support. For a

particular type of xDSL service (e.g.. ADSL), there may be multiple packages. each

of which defines a different class of service, including upstream and downstream

bandwidth. For example, a loop may be able to support an ADSL packageuwith

downstream/upstream bit rates of 640k/272k, but the same loop may not support

ADSL with bit rates of 640k/680k because of the loop length and topology.

Alternatively, .a system consistent with the present invention may determine whether

a loop can support a "specified digital subscriber loop service with given upstream

and downstream bandwidths. In this case, the system user may enter the service
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type and bandwidth desired. In addition to simply listing qualified services, the

system may provide the user with diagnostic information explaining why a particular I

decision was reached.

It will be-apparentto those skilled in this art that various modifications and

variations can be made. to the loop qualification scheme of the present invention
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Other embodiments of

the invention will be apparent to those skilled in this art from consideration of the

specification and practice of the invention disclosed herein. In particular, the
method is not limited to implementation in a client/server architecture or as an

expert system. Nor is the invention limited to the user interfacesdescribed. For
example, a machine application program interface can provide access to the system

from another system or as part of a larger provisioning system. A method consistent
with the present invention can also be used to qualify loops for other services whose

qualification requires access to database andlor real-time measurements‘. It is

intended that the specification and examples be considered exemplary only, withthe

true scope and spirit of the invention being indicated by the following claims.
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1. A method for qualifying a_twisted pair loop for a digital subscriber .

service having loop topology restrictions, the method comprising the steps of:
receiving a unique identifier corresponding to the loop; i V I

identifying a topologylcorresponding to the identified loop; and -

detennining whether the identified loop ‘meets the loop topology restrictions

of the digital subscriber service based on the identified topology. t A

2. The method of claim 1 further including the step of computing a."
V bandwidth that can be supported on the loop in response to the topology. A

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the identifying step includes "the-

substeps of determining a length corresponding to the loop and determining a gauge

corresponding to the loop.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the substep of determining a" length

includes the substeps of requesting a capacitance’ measurement of the loop from a

metallic electrical testing system and converting the capacitance measurement into I

the length. I i i _
.5. The methodof claim 3 wherein the substep of determining a length

includes the substep of requesting a length measurement from aimetallic electrical

testing system.

6. The method of claim 3 wherein the substep of determining a length

includes the substep of querying a database containing a recent length measurement

of the loop. I _ _

7.- ‘ The method of claim 3 wherein the substep of determining a length

includes the substep of querying a database containing a known length of the loop.

8. Theimethod of claim 3 wherein the substep of determining a gauge

includes the substep of querying a topology database containing the gauge of the

loop. I

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the loop contains a plurality of loop

segments, and wherein the identifying step includes the substeps of determining a '

length corresponding to each of the plurality of loop andsegments and determining a

gauge corresponding to each of the plurality of_ loop segments.
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10. ' The method of claim 9 wherein the substepof determining a length

V ! includes the substep of querying a database containing the lengthof each of the

plurality of loop segments.

V 11. _ The method of claim 9 wherein the substep of determining a gauge

includes the substep of-querying a database containing_ the gauge of each of the

plurality of loop segments. I

M l2.- - The method of claim 1 wherein the identifying step includes the _ I
substep of querying a database for the position of a bridge tap in the loop. I

13. I" The method of claim l wherein the identifying step includes the '
substep of querying adatabase for the length ‘of a bridge tap in the loop.

14. The method of claim 1 wherein the identifying step includes the

substep of querying a database for the number of bridge taps in the loop. A

15. I The method of claim 1 wherein the identifying step includes the

substep of querying a database for the position of a load coil in thelloop. p
16. The method of claim 1 wherein the identifying step includes the

substep of querying a database for the number‘ of load coils in the loop.

17. ' The method of claim 1 wherein the identifyingstep includes the

substeps of requesting a load coil measurement of the loop from a test system at a
' switch connected to the loop; M

V A 18. ' ‘The method of claim_l7 ‘wherein the load coil measurement is a -
swept" frequency measurement.

19. The method of claim 17 wherein the load coil rneasurementis a time

domain reflectometry measurement.

20. A method for qualifying a twisted pair loop for a digital subscriber

service, the method comprising the steps of: I

‘ receiving a unique identifier corresponding to the loop;

identifying a first cable pair and a binder corresponding to the identified loop

having the first cable pair corresponding to the identified loop and a second cable '

pair; and ‘
detennining whether services ‘provided on the second cable pair are

compatible with the digital subscriber service.
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‘ 21. The method of claim 20 wherein the identifying step includes the‘:
substep of querying a database correlating the binder to the first and second ‘cable

pairs and services provided on the cable pairs, and wherein the determining step

includes the substep of querying the database. i g V i
22. A method for qualifying a twisted pair loop for a digital subscriber

service, the method comprising the _steps of: M M '

receiving a unique identifier corresponding to the loop; A
identifying a current service on the identified loop; and

determining whether the current service is compatible with the digital

' subscriber service. A

23. The method ofclaim 22 wherein the identifying step includes the. .

substep of querying a database correlating the identifier to the current service on the .

loop.

24. The method of claim 22 further comprising the step of determining

whether the identifier corresponds to a working loop. _

25. A method for qualifying a twisted pair loop for a digital subscriber

service having longitudinalbalance restrictions, the method comprising the steps of:

receiving a unique identifier corresponding to the loop; I

requesting a longitudinal balance measurement of the identified loop from a_
metallic electrical testing system; and M

M determining whether the measurement meets the restrictions.

26. A method for qualifying a twisted pair loop for a digital subscriber

service having electrical ingress restrictions, the method comprising the steps of:

receiving a unique identifier corresponding to the. loop; I

requesting electrical ingress measurement of the identified loop from a

metallic electrical testing system; and

determining whether the measurement meetsthe restrictions.

27. A method for qualifying a twisted pair loop for a digital subscriber

service, the method comprising the_steps of:

receiving data corresponding to physical characteristics of the loop; and

applying a plurality of qualification rules to the data to determine whether

the loop is suitable for the digital subscriber service. -
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28. The method of claim 27 wherein the receiving step includes the

substep of receiving data from a metallic loop electrical test system.

29. The method of claim 27 wherein the receiving step includes the

substep ofireceiving data from a database.

30. The method of claim 27 wherein the receiving step includes the

substep of receiving data from a switch connected to the loop.

31. t The method of claim 27 wherein the applying step is performed by an

expert system. A

32. A method for qualifying a twisted pair loop for a telecommunications

service, the method comprising the steps of:

receiving data corresponding to physical characteristics of the loop; and

applying a plurality of qualification rules to the data to determine whether .
the loop is suitable for the telecommunications service.

I 33. The method of claim 32 wherein the applying step is performed by an
expert system. A A

34. A system for qualifying a twisted pair loop fora digital subscriber

service having loop topology restrictions, the system comprising: i

an interface for receiving a unique identifier corresponding to the loop;

means for identifying a topology corresponding to the identified loop; and

means for determining whether the identified loop meets the topology

restrictions of the digital subscriber service based on the identified‘ topology.

' 35. The system of claim 34 wherein the identifying means includes

means for querying a database. I

36. The system of claim 34 wherein the identifying means includes

means for requesting a measurement from a test system.

37. A system for qualifying a twisted pair loop for a digital subscriber
service comprising:

means for receiving data corresponding to physical characteristics of the

loop; and A

means for applying a plurality of qualification rules to the data to determine

whether the loop is suitable for the digital subscriber service.
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' 38. The system of claim 37 further wherein the means for applying

includes an expert system, the expert system including a knowledge base containing

the plurality of qualification rules.

39. A system for qualifying a twisted pair loop for a digital subscriber’

service having loop topology restrictions, said system comprising: '

an interface for receiving a unique identifier corresponding to the loop; _

a memory comprising a loop qualification program for identifying a topology.
corresponding to the identified loop, and for d_eterminin‘g whether the identified loop

meets the loop topology restrictions; and I

a processor for running the loop qualification program.

40. ‘A system for qualifying a twisted pair loop for a digital subscriber

service comprising:

an interface for receiving data corresponding to physical characteristics of

the loop;

a memory comprising a knowledge base containing a plurality of rules, and a-

loop qualification program for applying the‘ plurality of rules; and l 1
a processor for running the loop qualification program. I
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Descripti _n

l FT v '

The invention relates generally to an improved high-speed communications system which establishes a data link
using only a selectabl portion of the total availabl bandwidth of a channel. The present invention has particular appli-
cability to systems which use rate adaptable techniques such as the discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT) technique
and CAP for transmitting data in Digital Subscriber Lines and similar environments. By limiting the data throughput of
the link to some adjustable fraction of the total available data rate. the present invention significantly reduces hardware
costs and allows a downstream user to configure a data link whose performance is directly controllable by the process-
ing power avaitable to such user. In this manner. the system is completely tonrvard compatible and ‘expandable in lunc- '

tlonality. and permits a user to increase throughput to_the point of achieving full potential of the available channel .bandwidth .

R. ND THE l N

Remote access and retrieval of data and information are becoming more desirable and common in‘ both consumer
and buslnessenvironments. As data and information transfer is becoming more and more voluminous and complex.
using traditional data links such as voice—band modems is too slow in speed. For example. the use of the Internet to
locate and access information is increasing daily, but the retrieval of typical graphics, video. audio. and other corrplex
data forms is generally urisatisfyingly slow using conventional voiceband modems. In fact the slow rate of existing dial-
up analog modems frustrates users. and commerce and interaction using the Internet would have been even higher
were it not for the unacceptable delays associated with present day access technology. The ability to provide such
desired services as video on demand. television (including HDTV. video catalogs. remote CD-ROMS. high-speed LAN
access. electronic library viewing, etc., are similarly impeded by the lack of high speed connections. '

Since the alternatives to copper line technology have proven unsatisfactory. solutions to the high speed access
problem have been focused on inproving the performance of voice band modems Voice band modems’ operate at the
subscriber premises end over a_ 3 kHz voice band lines and transmit signals through the core switching network. the
phone company network treats them exactly like voice signals. These modems presently transmit up to 33.6 kbps over
a 2-wlre telephone line. even though the practical speed only twenty years ago was 1:2 kbps. The improvement in voice
band modems over the past 20 years has resulted from significant advances in algorithms. digital signal processing,
and semiconductor technology. Because such modems are limited to voice bandwidth (3.0 kHz). the rate is bound by_
the Shannon limit. around 30 kbps A \/.34 modem. for example. achieves 10 bits per Hertz of bandwidth. a figure that
approaches the theoretical Shannon limits. - . ' _ .

There is a considerable amount of bandwidth available in copper lines, however, that has gone unused by voice
band modems. and this is why a proposal known as Asymmetric Digital Subscriber l.ine (ADSL) was suggested in the
industry as a high-speed protocollconnection alternative. The practical limits on data rate in conventional telephone line
lengths (of 24 gauge twisted pair) vary from 1.544 Mbps for an 18.000 foot connection. to 51.840 Mbps fora 1.000 foot
connection. Since a large proportion of current telephone subscribers fall within the 18,000 toot coverage range. ADSL -
can make the current copper wire act like a much ‘bigger pipe" for sending computer bits and digital information (like
movies and TV channels). while still carrying the voice traffic. For example, an ADSL modem can carry information 200
times faster than the typical voice band modem used today. ’ V

ADSL is "asymmetric" in that more data goes downstream (to the subscriber) than upstream (back from the sub-
scriber). The reason for this is a combination of cost. demand. and performance. For example. twisted pair wiring cou-
pling increases with the frequency of the signal. if symmetric signals in many pairs are used within a cable. the data rate
and line length become significantly limited by the coupling noise. Since the preponderance of target applications for
digital subscriber services is asymmetric. asymmetric bit rate is not perceived to be a serious limitation at this time.
Therefore. the ADSL standard proposes up to 6 Mbps tor downstream. and up to .640 kbps for upstream. For example.

- video on demand. home shopping. lnternet access, remote LAN access. multimecfia access. and specialized PC serv-
ices all feature high data rate demands downstream, to the subscriber. but relatively low data rates demands upstream.
The principal advantage is that all of the high speed data operations take place in a frequency band above the voice
band. leaving Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) service independent and undisturbed. even if an ADSL modem fails.
ADSL further provides an economical solution for transmission of high bandwidth information over existing copper line
infrastructures. ’ . ' .

Specifically. the proposed standard for ADSL divides the available transmission bandwidth into two parts. At the
louver 4 kHz band. ordinary (POTS) is provided. The bulk of the rest bandwidth in the range from 4 kHz to about 1 MHz V
is for data transmission in the downstream direction. which is defined to be from the exchange to the subscriber. The
upstream control channel uses a 160 kHz band in between. The signals in each channel can be attracted with an
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appropriate band -pass filter.

A DMT implementation of ADSL uses the entire available 1 MHz range of a copper phone line. It merely splits the
signal into 255 separate channels. and each 4 kHz channel can be made to provide a bit rate up to the best present day
voice band (33.6 kbs) modems. This results essentially in overall performance which _is equivalent to around two hun-
dred V/.34 modems used in parallel on the same line. Because each channel can be configured to a different bit rate.
according to the channel characteristics, it can be seen that DMT is inherently ‘rate-adaptive‘ and extremely llexible for
interfacing with different subscriber equipment and line conditions. .

A nurrber of problems arise. however. in attempting to implement a full scale ADSL transceiver cost-effectively. _
First. to achieve this high bit rate transmission over existing telephone subscriber loops. advanced analog front end

(AFE) devices. complicated digital signal processing techniques. and high speed complex digital designs are required. ,
As a result. this pushes current technology limits and imposes both high cost and power consumption. For example,
AFE devices in modem applications provide the interface between analog wave forms and digital samples for digital
hardwareisoftware processing. in high speed modem technologies such as ADSL. AFE devices need to operate at a

' very high sanpling rate and high accuracy. For example. the DMT technology has a spectrum of 1 MHz and requires
sampling above 50 MHz if a sigma-delta analog-to-digital (ADC) method is used. This thus requires the state-of-art

ADC technology and imposes a high cost for end users. ‘ .
Second. the time domain signal in ADSUDMT transmissions is a summation of a large number of carriers modu-

I lated by quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). This typically results in a large peak-to-peak deviation. As a result.
even though a high speed AFE is made possible. a large dynamic range and high resolution AFE is required at the
same time to minimize quantization errors.

Third. in addition to the high sampling rate and resolution requirement for ADSL AFEs. the other hardware and soft- '
were in ADSL environment also needs to operate at a much higher speed than current conventional modem counter-
parts. For example. to irrplement the DMT technology in software, a custom and dedicated digital signal "process (DSP)
of a power of several hundred MIPS (millions instructions per second) is required to process many components such
as error encocfing and decoding. spectrum transforms. timing synchronization, etc. As with the AFE part of the system,
this high speed requirement for the signal processing portion of ADSL also results in less flexible. high component
costs. -

Fourth. requiring a communications device (such as a modem) to fully‘ supp ort the total throughput oi a standard
such as ADSL may be lneflicient in some cases. since many prospective users of high-speed data links may not need
to use all the available bandwidth provided by such standards. it is generally more preferable therefore to pemtit users
to throttle or scale the data throughput in a manner they can control. based on their particular application needs. hard-
ware cost budget. etc. For example. a full-scale ADSL system may have the -performance level of 200 times conven-
tional V.34 modems, but it is apparent that even a performance improvement of 10 - 20 times than present day available
analog modems would be sufficient for many consumer applications. such as Internet access and similar uses Thus.

. unlike conventional analog modems. which are available in various speeds varying generally from 14.4 to 56 Kbps.
there are no known ADSL modems which offer scalable performance levels to users. ‘-

Fifth. in addition to the inplementation challenge. the T1 E1 .4 ADSL standard does not specify the system interface
and user model. Although various high level inlerlace to support T1 /E1, ATM. etc. have been described, system inte~
gration with high level protocols such as TCPIIP and interface with computer operating systems have not yet been
defined. As a result. there is uncertainty how existing and future modembased applications can work withthe ADSL
technology. For example. when users run an Internet application which sends and receives data to and from an Internet
service provider (ISP). a mutually agreed protocol is required to set up a call and transfer data. Possible protocols evaiI- A
able at various levels include ATM (asynchronous transfer mode). TCPIIP. ISDN. and current modem AT commands.
Either one cl these or a possflaly new protocol needs to be defined to facilitate the adoption of ADSL technology.

 

An object oi the present invention therefore is to provide a communications system which is fully conpatible with
high speed. rate adaptable protocols‘ such as are used with ADSL. but which system is nevertheless implementable
with simpler analog font end receivingltransmitting circuitry and is thus reduced in cost and complexity; _

A further object of the present invention is to provide a communications system which is fully compatible with high
speed. rate adaptable modulation protocols such as used with ADSL. but which system is nevertheless implementable
with simpler digital signal processing circuitry and is thus reduced in cost and complexity;

Another objective of the present invention is to provide a method for transmitting data within a fractional. desirable ‘
portion of available bandwidth in a channel by modulating only a limited number of desirable sub—channel data‘ carriers.
so that a high speed data link can be achieved that is faster. and has reduced computation and hardware demands;

Yet a further objective of the present invention is to provide a communications system with smaller peak-to-peak
deviation in the sub-channels signals. so as to reduce the dynamic range required for the front end ADC. and to mini-
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mize quantization errors. _ .

Another objective of the present invention is to provide a high speed communications system having a data
throughput that is easily controllable and expandable, so that the performance range of such system can be configured
to any fractional percentage of total bandwidth available in a transmission channel, up to and including full bandwidth
use of the channel: » .

A related objective of the present invention is to provide a h igh speed communications system that is modular so
that forward compatible and expandable functionality can be incorporated flexibly and with a minimum of effort on_the
part of a user of such system:

Yet a further objective is to provide a system that is compatible with high speed protocols used in ADSL but which
is also easily adaptable to support preexisting high level data protocols, including those presently used for controlling
high speed voice band modems; V - .

A further object of the present invention is to provide a high speed communications system that self—calibrates its
own performance level, based on the processing power available to such system;

Another objective of the present invention is to provide a high speed communications system that permits a user to
configure the performance parameters of such system using conventional personal computer hardware. software and
operating systems: ' . .

A further object of the present invention is to provide an interface between a host operating system and at high
speed communications system that provide forward compatible and expandable functionality;

An additional aim of the present invention is to provide an improved system for concurrent control of conventional
voice data traffic on a POTS channel, and upstream/downstream communications on separate sub-channels: -

These objects and others are accomplished by providing a communications system that permits a host processing
device to receive selected data within a narrow bandwidth from an tpstream transciever which can and normally trans-
mits a large bandwidth analog data transmission signal through a connected channel. A channel interface circuit AFE
samples the received analog signal to generate a digital signal. only a limited portion of the bandwidth may be sampled.
thus reducing front end complexity. A digital signal processing circuit then extracts the selected data from this limited
digital signal, which is significantly easier to process than a full bandwidth digital signal. Feedback information is pro-

. vided back to the upstream transmitter which causes the upstream transmitter to transmit downstream data thereafter
only using the limited bandwidth of the front end, and not the full bandwidfl-i. This feedback information contains infor-
-rnation about the channel that suggests to the upstream transmitter that the other bandwidth in the channel is unusable.
"in this manner. the upstream transceiver is trained to accommodate the lower rate downstream transceiver in a manner
that nevertheless preserves protocol integrity.

In a preferred embodiment, the large bandwidth analog data transmission signal is comprised of a nurrber of DMT
modulated sub~channels, and an anti- aliasing filter on the front end of the the downstream transceiver ensures that
only a limited number of such sub-channels are processed by a DMT signal processing core. The feedback information
consists of non-zero SNH information for the selected sub-channels. and a sub-channel blackout "mask" to eliminate
the potential use of other scb-channels. The feedback information is sent by way of afront and transmitting circuit which
transmits an upstream data transmission using a second frequency range different from the downstream transmission.

One implementation of the aforementioned high speed system is in a personal computer, so that the signal
processing can be accorrplished using a processor within such computer. which in a preferred embodiment is an X86
compatible processor. Another implementation of the aforementioned high speed system uses a dedicated signal proc-
essor for demodulating the selected sub-channels. This cuts down on processing overhead requirements for a host

processing system incorporating the system. in such implementations the portion of the downstream data transmission
to be processed for data extraction can be configured by a user of such systems. or alternatively, it can be dynamically
determined based on an evaluation by the digital signal processing circuit of performance characteristics of different
portions of the frequency spectrum within the bandwidth potential of the upstream transceiver.

In another variation, the data rate of a system such as described above can be increased by processing data from
an additional second limited frequency bandwidth portion of the total available downstream bandwidth. In a preferred
embodiment. this can be done by including a number of anti- aliasing filters in a modular bank as part of the analog front
end section, each of which passes a different frequency bandwidth portion. By making the analog front end modular,
the data rate of the overall system can be scaled in a controllable and oost—effective fashion. At the same time, each
analog front end portion can be operated at a slower sampling clock and smaller dynamic range. This results in a more

- relaxed speed requirement and smaller quantization noise at a given number of bits per sample.
The present disclosure also includes an interface to an operating system. to facilitate controlling the high speed

communications system when it is incorporated in a personal conputer system. This interface ensures that the operat-
ing system treats such communications system essentially the same as other prior art voice band modems. and in a
preferred embodiment, is a device driver for the Windows NT operating shell. Finally. the present disclosure also
describes an applications program which permits a user of a personal computer to control the performance character-
lstics of the high speed communications system by setting certain system parameters when such system is incorpo- -
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rated in a personal computer system. This program includes an auto calibration routine for setting such system
parameters, or alternatively a user of such program can tailor the settings subject to confirmation ofthe efficacy of such
settings based on an evaluation of the processing power available to such user. ' ’ ' ‘ '

Although the inventions are described below in a preferred embodiment implementing the ADSL standard, it will be
apparent to those skilled in the art the present invention would be beneficially used in any high sp ed rate-adaptable

applications. ‘ _ ‘_ ' - _' , _
it should be noted that whfle some prior art devices also have limited mechanisms for achieving a reduction of nom-

inal or peak transmission speed in a channel. they only activate or implement such mechanisms as a fallback response
to a failure in the channel, or because of a transmission rate reduction in the upstream transceiver. Unlike _the present
invention. such prior art modems. during an initialization process, attempt to establish the_ highest possible transmission ‘
rate achievable by the channel and the upstream transciever. In other words. any rate reduction imposed by the dow_n- ‘
stream modem is typically considered an unintended and undesirable side effect of bad channel characteristics. and
not a desirable and intentional design target as set forth in the present invention. in additicn.vthe data rate reduction in
such modems is accomplished primarily by varying the number of bits per baud (hertz) at a fixed trequency. and nor by

controlling the overall frequency spectrum of the downstream data transmission. Moreover. in such prior art systems.
no effort is made to measure, identify or use an optimal portion of the usable bandwidth or set of transmission sub-
channels. instead. such prior art systems typically use whatever available bandwidth or subchannels happen to be
usable at that instant in lime. . - _ . -

Similarly. while a fixed 300 baud rate downstream modern can work with an upstream 33kbs rate modem this
arrangement is also unlike the present invention. This is because. again. the bandwidth reduction in such prior art
device is so large that it is considered commercially unusable by today's standards. Furthermore. the smaller bandwidth
modem is not compatible with. and does not support. the higher protocols of the higher bandwidth modem. which is also
undesirable front an irnplernentation standpoint Stated another way. unlike the present invention. the lower end modern
limitations of prior art system force the data link to be set up using a low level protocol that does not take advantage of ’
the full capabilities of more advanced protocols. ’ -

Finally, there is no mechanism for users of either of the prior art systems noted above to expand the functionality 'of such modems in a controlled. flexible, and modular manner.

Fll NFIRA

Figure 1 is a pictorial depiction of the ADSL’/DMT bandwidth allocation for upstream and downstream data in a
channel based on frequency division multiplexing (FDM) configuration.
Figure 1B shows the relationship between a sub —band filter and an analog to digital converter that can be used in
an analog front and (AFE) of the present invention ; . . v '
Figure 1 C is a pictorial depiction of a SNR curve for a typical subscriber loop channel using sub-channel modula-
tion; '

Figures 1D - 1G are mathematical modellings and charts that further explain the underlying physical premises of
the present invention based on DMT ; ’
Figure 2 is a block diagram of a general implementation of a communications system employing the present inven-
tion. adapted tor use in an ADSL environment ; ’ _ ,
Figure 3A is a block diagram of a dedicated hardware implementation of a communications system employing the
present invention. also adapted for use in an ADSL environment; . _
Figure 3B is a block diagram of a mixed hardware an d software based implementation of a communications sys-
tem employing the present invention, also adapted for use in an ADSL environment; '
Figure 4 is a block diagram depicting the general structure of thedata pump device driver used in the mixed imple-
‘mentation shown in Fig. 3: ' ' ’ -
Figure 5 is a flowchart depicting the general operation of the control and application interface used in the mixed
implementation shown in Fig. 3 ; , ’ "
Figure 6 is a block diagram of an implementation of a communications system employing the present invention.
also adapted for use in an ADSL environment, in which it is depicted how a user can modularly expand throughput
capability by adding additional AFE stages to process a greater percentage at the available bandwidth in the chan-
nel. » ~

DDE lPTl N FT I

While some of the concepts set forth immediately below are well-known. a brief explanation of ADSL technology is '
provided with reference to Figure ‘l to facilitate an understanding _of the present invention. As explained above, it is well-

known in th art to use DMT to effectuate the ADSL standard. in contrastto most modulation schemes. such as AMIFM
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transmissions that use one carrier. DMT uses multiple carriers to _transmit data bits. Specifically. T1E1-.4 ADSL stand-
ards specify an up to 255 channels for downstream transmission from the central office to sibscrmers and up to 31
channels for upstreamtransmission lrom subscribers to the central office. As shown in i-'igure 1. each carrier has a
bandwidth of 4.3125 kHz. The total bandwidth is 1 .1 MHz for a total of 255 channels. in the upstream direction. a "pilot"
tone in the approximate range of 69 kHz, is used for maintaining timing synchronization. A similar pilot tone is transmit-
ted in the downstream direction in the vicinity of 276 kHz. ( '

_ Since upstream and downstream transmissions are over the same 2-pair twisted wire, they need to be separated
by either echo cancellation (EC) or frequency division multiplexing (FDM). Echo cancellation allows simultaneous trans-
missions in both directions but requires a complex echo canceler implementation. On the other hand. FDM uses two
different frequency bands for separate downstream and upstream transmissions. As shown in Figure 1. the upstream
transmission uses subchannels from channel number 6 to 31. and the downstream transmission uses subchannels
from channel number 41 to 255. While the remainder of the cfiscussion below focuses on an system employing FDM. it
will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the present invention is adaptable and can be used beneficially with

echocanceilation approaches as well.As with most communication environments. the transmission bit rates for both upstream and downstream commu- ’

nications in ADSL are not fixed but instead are determined by the quality of the channel. in the present invention. a
' number of well-known techniques can be used advantageously for setting up the initial data link in general, these tech-

niques work as follows: during initialization. the channel quality is measured and a certain data rate (typically a number
of bits) is assigned for each DMT subchannel; thereafter, a “hand-shaking‘ process is used to dynamically and adap-
tively change the bit loacfings (and energy levels). The latter is often necessary because (among other things) changes V
may occur in the overall channel characteristics. changes in the target bit rate may be needed. or new bit distribution
in the sub-channels may be required because of degradations in one of the sub-channels. ‘

The quality of the sub-channel response can be measured by the received signal to noise (SNR) ratio. According
to the Shannon theorem. the upper limit of the number of bits per unit Hz that can be transmitted is log2(1+SNR). There-
fore. by measuring the received SNR at the receiver end, one can determine the number of bits allocated for each ’
subchannel modulation. The total data throughput race achieved by the system. therefore. is simply the sum of all the
data rates of all the usable subchannels. .

According to the T1 E1.-1 ADSL standards.,data bits are grotped and processed every 250 uses. The number of
bits that can be processed over one such time trame is the summation of the bits allocated for each subcharnel deter-
mined from the previous channel response measurement. For a given nuntier of bits assigned to a certain subchannel.
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is used to convert bits to a compimr value. which is then modulated by the_
subchannel carrier at the corresponding frequency.

The above is a merelya brief summary of the general operation of a typical DMT/ADSL communications system.
The general circuits used in prior art ADSL systems. the specifics of the bit/energy loading process for the subchan-
nels. the bit fine tuning process. and the details of the modulation of the stb-channels. are well-known in the art. and
will not be discussed at length herein except where such structures or procedures have been modified in accordance

‘with the teachings herein. - v
The full downstream data throughput of a typical p rior art ADSL standard transceiver approaches 6 Mbps. which

is more than 200 times the speed of conventional analog modem technology. This requirement was imposed since a
large pan of the initial motivation to implement ADSL was to achieve high speed multimerfia commmications and video
teleconferencing. Nevertheless. a large number of potential users do not want or need to have such wide bandwidth
capability. For example. many potential users of ADSL (or similar high speed loops). including many who are intending

' to use such links primarily for Internet access. only need to achieve downstream transmission speeds that are in the
hundreds of kiiobits per second range. This data rate is in fact achievable using only a traction of the available band-
width ol ADSL. By processing only a fraction of the available bandwidth of the ADSL standard. the present invention
permits a limited but extremely useful ADSL modem to be implemented with significantly less expense and complexity
than previously possible. At the same time. because the present invention has modular characteristics. the proposed
implementation oi the present invention affords users an easy path to lorward and upward expansion of the overall lunc-
tionality of their system. '

The principle behind this aspect of the present invention is as follows: As shown in Fig. 1B, if the transmission in
the channel is restricted to a smaller bandwidth by an anti-aliasing filter 80. according to the Nyquist sampling theorem,
the sampling rate of AFE devices (such as ADC 81) that perform analog to digital conversion can be significantly
reduced. Specifically, it the total downstream bandwidth is limited to some fractional total B Hz (in a preferred embodi-
ment using DMT in an ADSL environment. B = 20 DMT channels or about 86 kHz) as shown below. we can limit the
Nyquist sampling rate to around 180 kHz. This is achievable with ADCs having greatly simplified hardware and reduced
performance requirements. in contrast to the full ADSL bandwidth approach, which processes 200 DMT channels or
900 kHz in the case of full ADSL implementation. ' '

The total accumulated bit race of an ADSL communications system using the present invention can be calculated
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astollows. Suppose a total number of k subchannels (out of a total of M possible) are to be sipported and each channel
is allocated bk bits for transmission. The total accumulated bit rate (R) is: ' ‘

H = ( ).‘.l_”‘ bi) ' 4 kHz (bitslsec)

where 4 kHz is the framing ‘race defined by T1 E1 .4 ADSL standards. If k=20 channels and the averagenumlzier of bits
per channel is 6, than total bit rate (R) is approximately 480 kbitslsec. it can be seen that this fractional use of the ADSL
bandwidth nevertheless provides about 9 times the performance of a conventional analog 56_kbitslsec digital moden1.
The benefits of this approach of the present invention are apparent. The overall performance and cost of a highspeed
communications system can be scaled and controlled in direct relationship to the particular needs of particular users.
In general, the data rate supportable by (and the relative cost of) any particular implementation of.th_e present invention
is generally determined by two factors: (1) the capacity of the AFE; and (2) the capacity of the hardware performing the
DMT. - '

The capacity‘ of an AFE is generally measured by the maximum sampling speed it can achieve. As explained
above. the sampling speed in turn determines the upper limit of the frequency band B (in kHz) that can be obtained. At '
the defined channel separation of 4.3125 kHz for ADSL. the total number of subchannels that can be supported is less

than or equal to B/4.1325. A suitab|e.ADC can be selected. therefore. based on the particular data rate and cost
requirements of any particular user. _ v . i ' _ V I

The other factor that Iimi is the number of subchannels (and achievable data rate) is the processing power available
for DMT modulation and demodulation routines. For example. a variety of performance levels (achievable data rates)
are possble with well-known dedicated signal processing hardware, such as rfigital signal processors. as discussed in
more detail below with reference to Figure 2. Alternatively. as shown in Figure 3, if such routines are implemented pri-
marily by software and run by a host CPU. the required processing power (MIPS) generally increases directly as func-
tion of the nurriber of subchannels that need to be processed. This is because. in general. most of the processings are
done in serial, or a channel by channel basis. As discussed below in more detail. the present invention makes use of a
"caIil)ration" routine for estimating the total available processing power of a users computing system in order to set an
upper limit of the total subchannels that can be supported. ’ ’ -

irrespective of the selection of the particu lar AFE or signal processing technique used. however. another useful
(but not essential) aspect of the present invention is that the subchannels with the largest signal to noise ratio (SNR)
within the passband are selected for data transmission. in other words. in the preferred embodiment of the present ‘
invention. those k subchannels within the passband that support the largest number of bits are used for processing. As
seen in Fig. 1C. for example. a standard two-are subscriber line typically has a SNR curve that exhibits extensive atten-
uation with higher frequencies. it can be seen roughly in this figure that while there are more than 200 sub.-channels .
provided for downstream transmission in ADSL. it is typically the case that 50% of the maximum data rate can be
accomplished using only a much smaller percentage (than 50%) of the sub~ohannels. This fact is especially useful in
considering some of the shared! multi-channel bandwidth embodiments discussed further below. - —

The present invention. therefore. permits an implementation for a high speed data communications system that
makes use of the best portion of the channel, while still being upwardly compatible and forward expandable. By these
tenns. it is meant that a system constructed in accordance with the teachings herein is completely corrpatible with a
fully implemented version ADSL DMT modern. Moreover, it will be-apparent to those skilled in the art that appropriate
modifications specific to the channel and data link protocols and standards can be made so that the present invention
can be advantageously employed in non-ADSL environments as well. Upward compatibility and forward expandability
refer to the fact that systems constructed with the present teachings can have data rates that are easily upgraded while

_ still preserving and maintaining compatibility with existing standards. For example, lower end users desiring less band-
width can achieve a satisfactory performance with a minimum of cost, and can then upgrade the p_erformance levels of
their systems at later time by suitable (and preferably modular) upgrades of the AFE and signal prrmessing hard-
ware/soflware. _

A system constructed in ‘accordance with the present teachings is completely compatible with the full ADSL stand-
. ard because of the following two aspects: According to the rate adaptation feature specified by the T1 E1 .4 ADSL stand-

ards. the bit rate for each sub-channel is determined initially (and preferably dynamically on an ongoing basis) by the
sub-channel SNH analysis. Specifically. an ADSL downstream receiver can inform an upstream ADSL transmitter about
the quality of the transmission; the receiver can also decide the bit rate for each sub-channel. Therefore. a downstream.
partial-channel bandwidth receiver using the present invention can (based on the speed and passband of such
receiver) supply an upstream, lull-standard ADSL transmitter with information or control signals to effectuate a trans-
mission only iri selected sub-channels. in particular, in a preferred embodiment, the upstream. ADSL transmitter is pro-
vided with SNB information for sub-channels outside the passband that is artificially contrived so as to suggest to the
upstream transmitter that these sub-channels are not usable. in this manner. the downstream transmission is limited to

a certain number of subchannels within the AFE and signal processing capabilities of th receiver. it can be seen. nev-
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ertheless. that this sch me is completely transparent to the transmitter, thereby permitting a system built in accordance
with the present teachings to be fully compatible with the ADSL standard. white not possible at this time within the,
ADSL standard, it is apparent that other high-speed data protocols may use a control signal, instead, to provide for
express limiting and control of the identity of the sub-channels transmitting information. '-

As the technology improves for AFE devices and DMT implementation, the number of subohannels supported by a
system using the present invention can increase. As a result. such systems can upgrade corrpletely to af_u|l T1E1.4 -
ADSL implementation using a single higher end modular replacement APE devices. or alternatively, a number of lower '
end modular AFE devices. -

GENERAL EMBODIMENT t)F PRESENT INVENTION

The basic structure of the present inve ntion is depicted generally in Fig. 2. In general. the present invention can be
embodied in different corrbinations of hardware and software. The primary difference between these embodiments is
the specific implementation of the DMT core. These specific embodiments are described in more detail below with ref- .
erence to Figs. 3A and 3B. ‘ . t .,

The structure and operation of ADSL transceivers is well-known in the art. and for that reason the present descrip-
tion primarily details those aspects of such transceivers which are necessary to an understanding of the inventions
herein. As seen in Fig. 2. a channel 100 is made of a regular copper wire "loop". and each such loop may have differing
electrical properties. transmission lengths (sizes), varying attenuation characteristics. and agnunber of impairments or
interferences. Spfitter 210. a conventional and well-known circuit. separates a DMT slgnal occupying more than 200
sub-channels from a lower end 4 kHz POTS analog signal. The latter can be um for simultaneous voice or conven-
tional analog modem. Hybrid circuit 220 is alsowell-known in the art, and consists primarily of conventional transform- ’
ers and isolation circuitry used In a wide variety of high-speed devices interfacing to standard telephone lines. A ring
detect logic circuit 290 can also be implemented using accepted techniques. to alert a Control Interface 295 to the exist~
ence of a transmission signal originating from an upstream transceiver (not shown). ’ .

The full bandwidth signal is either law passed or bandpass limited to a‘ frequency width B by suitable. well-known
techniques as it passes through bandpass Filter and Analog/Digital Converter 280. so that only a frafltion of the signal y
in the frequency domain is passed on to Butter and DMT Receive Core 260. Again. the only important consideration for
Subband l-“liter 280 is that it must constrain the bandwidth of the incoming signal to be 5 B, where the sampling rate of v V
the Analoglbigital Converter is 2 2B. This can be accomplished by using well-known filterldesigns. By suitable selection
of circuitry for Filter and ADC 280, the overall system cost and performance can be scaled accordingly. In a preferred
embodiment. the signal passed through Filter and ADC 280 occupies a spectrum between approximately 200 and 400 v
kHz. This selection is based primarily on an expected average performance of a typical two-wire line. It will be apparent
to those skilled in the art that different bandpass widths and regions may be more suitable or optimal for other kinds of
data linls, or other kinds of multi-carrier modulation schemes. _ - -

Moreover. in some instances, while it is somewhat more expensive to implement. an adaptive or tunable filter may
be substituted. such that the target frequencies of the passband are adgustable uniquely for each new data link In such
cases. the bandpass can be configured to coincide with the sub-channels having the highest achievable SNR. inclucfing
the subchannels that must be supported for protocol or other system overhead reasons. Also, in some applications, the
analog-to-digital conversion may be performed by a digital signal processor, or by the host computer and therefore. the
sampling rate can be dynamically controlled and matched to the bandpass target frequency and frequency breadth.
This feature, in turn. would assist dynamic scaling of the data throughput based on system oormuting power and over-
head requirements.

Furthermore, in this preferred embodiment, using a multi-carrier approach implementation for ADSL a pilot tone at
276 kHz must be allowed within the passband. it is apparent that other protocols may require similar pilot tones. and
the design of comparable filters to achieve the functionality of I-Trlter and ADC 280 is well within the ordinary skill of one
in the art. , . "

DMT Receiver Core 260 is generally responsible for monitoring and measuring the SNR of the sub-channels falling
"within the frequency range passed by FILTER and ADC 280. and for extracting the original data stream from the numer-
ous sub-carriers. in a preferred embodiment. Control interface 295 receives system configuration information from a
host 298. This information may contain such parameters as target throughput rare Ft, target error rate. target center fre-
quencies F for FILTER and ADC 280, target frequency width B. etc. By evaluating the SNR and bit capacities of the sub-
channels computed by DMT Receiver Core 260. and taking into consideration the target data rate R. Control Interface
295 can select a nurrber k of sub—channe|s_ up to and including the total available number M of sub-channels to carry
the data stream from the upstream transmitter (not shown). The number of subchannels that can be used for carrying
data is directly related to the bandpass frequency B as described above. in a preferred embodiment. M = 200+ (ADSL) .
and Control interface 295 will usually configure. k = 20. _

For every sub~channel other than the selected k sub~channels, a "mask" or blackout oontrollfeedback signal is gen-
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erated and transmitted by DMT Tx Core 250, Butter 260 and DAC 230 to the upstream transceiver. This ensures that
‘_ any subsequent data transmissions by the upstream transceiver only use the selected k sub-channels. This feedback

information is provided. therefore, irrespective of the transmitting capacity of the upstream transceiver. and even during
' times when the channel 100 is capable of supporting more than k sub-channels. in this manner. the present system is

perceived by upstream transceiver to be compatible with protocols and performance characteristics of the upstream '-
transceiver. because the upstream transmitter receives feedback information indicating merely that the two systems are
connected through a channel with substantial signal attenuation characteristics for data signals outside the k sub-chan-
nels. Based on the inherent rate adaptiveness of ADSL and other similar protocols. the upstream transceiver will auto-
matically train itself to use only the k sub-channels predetermined by the downstream transceiver. It should be noted
that the DAC 230 and Buffer 240 in the front end transmitting circuit preferably transmit any upstream data transmis-
sions using a second frequency bandwidth different from that of the downstream data transmission. However. this is not
necessary in systems using echo-cancellation. Furthermore, in ADSL applications; the size of this bandwidth is consid-

~ erably smaller, and uses only L sub-channels. where L < M. in other xDSL applications. L may be on the same order or
larger than M. .

Again, while the ADSL standard fixes the data error rate to be 10 '7. it is conceivable that other applications of the ‘
present invention may tolerate a reduced error rate. For example. if maximum data throughput is required (i.e.. the mar-
gin is less-constrained) then the largest bit capacity sub-channels within S can be selected. Alternatively. if the system
is error-performancedriven and has more relaxed throughput requirements. than the 20 stbchannels with the best mar-

gin are selected. A suitable combination ofsub-channels can be selected by one skilled in the art based on the partic- '
ular system requirements which may vary from application to application. Moreover. Controller Interface 295 may.

optimize the desired sub-channel mix dynamically depending on the type of data transmitted in channel 100. For exam-
ple. streaming audio or video. or pictorial graphics. may require less integrity and error performance than other.kinds of
data used byri applications programs running on host 298.~The specifics of the structure. operations and techniques
used by Controller Interface 295 are not constrained by any requirements of the present invention. and can be imple~ .
merited in various ways well-known to those seed in the art ' .

The operation ol the remainder of the circuitry shown in Fig. 2 is also relatively straightforward and not unlike a typ-
ical multi-carriermodulation system. Control interface 295 ensures that DMT Transmit Core 250 performs bit and
energy loading only for those sub-carriers necessary to effectuate a selected host throughput ratderror rate combina-
tion. As with the circuitry used for Filter ADC 280. the circuitry for performing the functions of DAG 230 can be imple-
mented in programmable form to allow for greater flexibility. '

Finally. whfle not presently supported in ADSL protocols. it is nevertheless possible that the filter in block 280 can
be eliminated entirely in some applications when the sub-channel or downstream transmission frequencies can be con-
figured through eppropriate handshaking or similar procedures. In other words. if the upstream transmitter can be con-
figured to transmit using only a portion of the bandwidth available in the channel. the advantages of thepresent
invention can still be realized. because the ADC portion ‘of block 280 can still be relatively less complex, since it will be
processing at a much slower sampling rate than that required for a full spectrum implementation. Moreover, such an
implementation would also yield the same commensurate savings in the DMT processing core. and reduced quantiza-
tion errors. ‘ '

Somespecial features of the present invention include the ‘fact that:

(0 unlike hardware architectures implementing a full T1 E1 .4 ADSL standard, the present invention uses a filter in
the front end. As mentioned earlier. the use of this filter is to allow low speed sampling by the ADC. it suitable hand-
shaking between the upstream and downstream transcievers can be effectuated to generate a reduced downt-

. stream transmission. the filter can be eliminated. , V
at) standard ring detection logic is incorporated to support existing modem features;
6:) DMT Rx core 260 is basically implemented the same way as specified by T1E1.4. but with some important dif-
ferences, specifically:

' [a] due to subband tutoring and lower speed sampling, the frequency channels at the oulputof FFT (not shown)
in the DMT Rx Core have a frequency shift . '
[b] Since not all 256 subchannels are necessarily supported by the DMT Flx Core 260. actual FFT implemen-
tation can be smaller. simpler and more cost-effective:

(iv) Control logic 295 permits the system to behave essentially like a conventional analog modem. and is used to
support necessary settp tasks arch as dialing and handshaking:
(v) The use of limited bandwidth from the downstream channel reduces the need for echo-cancellation circuitry.
because there is less need for overlap between the upstream and downstream transmissions, and this further
reduces system complexity and cost; V
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(vi) Because a smaller portion of the spectrum is processed by the present invention. the peak-topeak deviation of
the downstream signal is reduced, and this helps to minimize quantization errors. .

DEDICATEDVHARDWARE BASED EMBODIMENT

l-'igure 3A illustrates an embodiment of the present invention that can be 9 enerally described as a dedicated hard-
ware implementation. For the present cfiscussion of Fig. 3A, it can be assumed that those circuits having like numbered
references are the same and/or perform the sametunction as their counterpart in Fig. 2. For example. unless otherwise
indicated. there is no material ditlerence between Splitter 210 (Hg. 2) and Splitter 310 (Fig. 3A). ' ' A

in this embodiment, the DMT sub-channel modulation core is implemented completely in dedicated processing
hardware. For thin appliction. DMT Receiver Core 260 typically includes a digital signal processor (DSP) (not shown)
and including onboard program ROM (or other suitable memory) for storing executable microcode routines for perlorrn- .
ing bit, energy and SNR measurements of the carriers in the sub-channels. In such an errbodiment. due to thepower

- of the DSP. there is typically no need for processing assistance from a user's host processor 898. This embodiment

apparent to those skilled in the art.

therefore may be advantageously employed where host processing power limitations are a consideration. _
A user of a system shown in i-‘lg. BA can expand the functionality (i.e.. data throughput rate and modem features)

of such system-by upgrading the DMT Receiver Core 260, and where necessary. the AFE 280 as well. The system of
Fig. 3A can be incorporated on a typical printed circuit board. By mounting or packaging the circuits used in such blocks '
in an accessible lashion. they can be replaced or supplemented much in the same way present users at personal corri-
puters can upgrade their motherboards to include adcfitional DRAM. One practical alternative. for example. would be to
have multiple available slots to accommodate new subband pass litters for passing a greater portion of the downstream
transmission to be processed by the DMT core logic. Other practical and simple variati‘ons_ot this approach will be ’

PARTIAL SOFTWARE BASED EMBODIMENT

in the above dedicated hardware embodiment, the overall speed (data throughput) can be maximized but with less
llexibility for upgrades. This is because ipgrades to such a system must take the form of hardware replacements. which ' -
can be more costly and difficult lor the user to incorporate. On the other hand. as depicted in Fig. 38. a number of impor- .
tent tunctions cl a communications system can be completely implemented in software. in an analogous fashion to what
is commonly described in the art as a “software” modern. in this case. the overall speed of the system depends on the
users processor power available at host 398, and only the AFE portion need be implemented in hardware. , '

The primary differences between the embodiments of Fig. 3A and 3B are the following: (1) implementation of DMT
modulation; (2) implementation of the control and handshaklng functions; and (3) irrplementatlon oi the control inter- .
tace. As seen in Figures 38 and 4. DMT Receive Core 460 and DMT Transmit Core 450’ are implemented in a data
pump device driver by the host system 398. in a preferred embodiment. host system 398 includes some form at multi-
purpose microprocessor (such as an x86 type processor) running a suitable operating system (such as Vlfindows by
Microsoft). and is capable of executing suitable low level drivers for the DMT modulation (Fig. 4), as well as high level
application software lor implementing Control interface 500 (l-"lg. 5). Host processor system 398 communicates over a
standard bus interface 385 (i. e.. a PCI bus) to Front End circuitry 396 for implementing a high speed modem. As with
the circuitry in conventional analog modems. this circuitry oi the present invention can be effectively incorporated on a
PC motherboard ('i.e.. Bus Interface 385 and Front End Circuitry 396 can be "merged so that they are essentially partol
hostsystem 398) or on a separate printed circuit board , or as a stand-alone unit physically separated ‘from host 398.

' While this approach may not provide as much throughput performance. it has the advantage ot being less expensive
than the pure hardware approach ct Fig. 2. and much easier to upgrade. ' -

In the-“software” modern implementation at Fig. 3 using a typical PC running Windows. the DMT Tx core 450. Rx
Core 460 and Control/Handshaking logic are irriplemented as a Windows Data Pump Device Driver 400, which consist
of DMT routines, associated control and handshaking codes. and an interface to kernel 480. . - ’

A more detailed characterization of a portion of host processing system 398 is depicted in Fig. 4, which illustrates
a preferred embodiment of a device driver 400 as it would be constituted for a computer operating system shell 480. in
the present embodiment. Microsoft Windows NT is considered. but it is understood that other comparable environments
may be used. including UNlX. Windows 95. etc. As is well-known. operating system 480 is responsible for supervising
and controlling the operation of processing system 398 and all of its associated peripheral devices. Operating system
480 also includes various interactive control and graphical application interfaces (Fig. 5) for permitting a user of
processing system 398 to run various applications programs. and to set up. control, configure. monitor and utilize
peripheral devices such as disk drives. printers. monitors. modems and the like. ‘

To assist operating system 480 to interact and control such peripheral devices, it is also well-known to use device
drivers. which are essentially low-level hardware routines executed by a host processor and operating system. A device
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driver is a memory image file or executable file that contains all the code necessary to instruct a host processor to inter-
face and drive a particular device within a computing system. Device driver 400 acts as an interface between an oper-
ating system 48O (in this case. Microsoft Vlfindows NT) and hardware 396. in this case. for xample. device driver 400
supports hardware 396 (see Fig. 38), which is embodied in a typical printed circuit board (or external device). The
teachings herein therefore provide for a new device driver that in combination with hardware 396 operates as a "sett-
ware' modem. In this manner, operating system 480 classifies this combination as an ADSL modem. or in other words.
another typical personal computer peripheral device. analogous to conventional voiceband modems. ’

Generally speaking. device driver 400 worls as iollows: a user of processing system 398 desiring to establish a
data link to a remote site for transmittinglreceiving data initiates such link through an application program (Fig. 5). Oper-.
ating system 480 (Fig. 4) interprets and services this request by passing control of this task to device driver 400. which
first generates appropriate instructions for a Device Initialization 440. In a preferred embodiment, Modem card 396 is
initialized through Bus interface 410 using conventional voice band modem control commands. so that the present
invention is compatible with preexisting applications programs written for controlling modems using operating system
480. Similarly. therefore. control and data signals are imerpreted and transmitted by operating system 480 to a Serial

' Port lmerlace 475 so that conventional modem dialing instructions and handshaking signals can be imparted to Modern
Card 396 to establish. a link through channel 100 to an upstream conventional ADSL transciever (not shown). As
explained above, after suitable handshaking protocols have been completed. the upstream fully compatible ADSL
transceiver will begin transmitting data on all available M usable sub-channels. This downstream data is fitered by FlL- .
TER/ADC 380 and at this time, information for only N sub-channels (N<=M) is temporarily held in Buffer 370. Al or

‘ before this same time. an interrupt is generated by bus interface 385 and passed through device driver bus interface
410 to alert interrupt Senrice Router 415 to the existence of downstream data requiring processing. Thereafter. DMT
Receive Core 460 begins processing the downstream data stream in response to control inlorrnation from ISH 415. A
demultiplexer 465 extracts and correlates the data in the various sub-channels before passing it on to Serial Port inter-
face 470, and back to Operating System 480. In this manner. Device Driver 400 coordinates with Modern card 396 to

effectuate a sofware modem whose performance is directly correlated to the computing power ot a processor contained
within the host processing device ' -

As mentioned earlier. Device Driver 400 also contains control information for contiguring the number and selection
of sub-channels to be used in the particular data link established through channel 100 with the upstream transciever
during an initialization process. its also mentioned above, this control information may be self-determined by a user of
host processing system 398. or alternatively, automatically sensed and monitored by such processing system. based
on a computing pertomnance rating for such system determined in a calibration routine. in either event. during the ini-

‘ - tialization process (and at all times subsequent) the upstream transceiver is induced to use such sub~channels only for
the ensuing data transmission. This is accomplished by transmitting SNR information that is interpreted by the
upstream transceiver as zero for all but K s N of the subchannels of the driver selection. This data is passed under con-
trol of Operating System 480 through Serial Port 475. Framing control 455 and DMT Transmit Core 450 before being
sent out to Modern Card 396 and channel 100. '

it is understood. of course. that ADSL Modem 396 can also respond to a request from a remote modem for initiating _
the data link The process for initializing the link. nevertheless, is essentially the same as that described above. Device
driver 400 can also contain control logic for supporting typical dial-up modem operations and control codes from con-
ventional modem application programs typically implemented in voice-band modems. such as setting up Origi-
nate/Answer modes. monitoring call progress. performing modem diagnostics, configuring receiveltransmit buffer sizes.
supporting facsimile transmissions. as well as performing enhanced error ccntrol.vdata compression and flow control I
between Modem Card 396 and Operating System 480. Device Driver 400 can also support other conventional "always-

‘ on" data link connections as desired. such as may be found in typical ethernet network connections. and other dedi-
cated applications.

Given the teachings of the present invention. the general design of the above Data Pump Device Driver 400 is a
routine task well within the abilities oi one skilled in the art. The specifics of such implementation are not critical or ‘

; essential to the present inventions, and will vary from application to application according to system designer require-
ments. so they are not included here. Again, while this errbodiment of the present invention is set out in the context ot
a PC based host processor running Vlfrndows, it will be apparem to _those skilled in the art that above description is
merely an exemplary implementation. The referenced DMT routines. associated control and handshaking codes can be
employed in numerous host processing/operating system environments. and in a variety of different coding organiza-

- tions (high level or low level processing lorms) well-known in the _
in the preferred embodiment implemented using a standard PC running \Mnclows, Controlmpplication interface

500 includes lMn32 codes which provide standard modem utility functions and interface with Data Pump Device Driver
400. in Fig. 5. a florvchart of the operation of the Control/Application Interface 500 can be seen .. which interface is dis-
cussed in more detail below. '

Anoth r particularly beneficial aspect of the embodiment of Fig. 3B is the provision of a selldetermining ‘perform-
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ance" or cafibration rating that can be used to determine an optimal or maximum data throughput rate. In other words.
the system of Fig. 38 can automatically and adaptively configure a host system 398 to a particular throughput rate

- based on an emluation of the availabl computing power. in a preferred embodiment. the performance rating is deter-
mined based on a calibration rouune executed by Data Pump Device Driver 400. This routine sets a timer. and counts
how many DMT frames can be processed within the given time; this gives a relative figure of merit for the particular host
system in question. For each sub-channel to be added. one DMT frame needs to be procexed within a small fraction

“of 250 us. Therefore. by incrementally increasing the sub-channel count, the overall effect on total system processing
overhead can be determined. Control/Application interface 500 provides the user with control to set a threshold of avail~
able host power for implementing the high speed link. Based on this threshold of available power (which can be nomi-
nally set to 20%) the nurrber of subchannels that can be supported can be gleaned very quickly. -
_ In view of current technology. when DMT processing is implemented in software, the host processing power is more
irlrely to be the limiting factor than the frequency band of the subband filter 80 in Figure 1B. Nevertheless. because host
processors (and especially microprocessors) are evolving in performance at a fairly rapid rare, the present invention
affords users an opportunity to realize a high speed data link with performance that is controllable. and which irmroves
whenever there is an tpgrade in the host processing system. Since many typical present day personal computer sys-
tems have easily accessible and replaceable host processors. users of the present invention can easily and flexibly
expand and enhancethe throughput and functionality ofan ADSL moden1. '

An example of the flow chart for an ADSL mo dem eppiicatiorvcontrol program 500 designed in accordance with
the present teachings is shovim in Fig. 5. Wth the teachings herein, a user of host processing system 398 can. for the
first time, dynamically control a forward compatible and expandable modem. such as an ADSL modem. using modem-
control applications software that is analogous to that only previously available for voice band modems. In a preferred

' embodiment, ADSL Modem Card 396 is automatically detected by Operating System 430 and set up by initialization
routine 505 by Modem Device Driver 400. A separate detection routine 510 determines whether or not ADSL Modem
"Card 396 has been upgraded with an adcfitional AFE (as described generally with reference to Figure 6 below). or alter-
natively whether a processor used in a host system has changed. The purpose of this step is primarily to determine
whether entries in a Device Parameters Tatie 560 need to be updated because of changes in corrputing power. front
end capabilities or other parameters that may necessitate a modification of the data throughput characterization of the
overall system when used in a communications mode. ' - '

A calibration routine 520 is then executed to determine the nominal setup parameters for the overall system in the
manner described earlier. The results from this Operation are stored in Device Paramater Table 560 where they then

' become accessible to vanous application programs that may make use of ADSL Modem Card 396 and Device Driver
400. The information stored in table 560 can include any or allot the following (a) measurements of the computing
power available to the host processor: (b) measurements of the number of frames processable by the system within a
particular time period; (c) estimations of the expected loading on the processing system based on demands of other
"applications programs and peripheral devices: id) minimum and maximum data throughput estimations and/or targets; A
(e) data identifying the type of host processor; (f) data identifying the number and type of AFEs in ADSL Modem card
396; (g) estimations andlor target system loading rates available for a datallnk G.e.. maximum available processing time

’ to be used by the system during data transmission): (h) data transmit and receive buffer sizes; ( 3 interrupt or similar .
priority data for the modem card: lj) estimations andlor target system sub-channel utilization: (k) estimations andlor tar-
get system sub-channel bit capacity infomtation; etc. It will be apparent to skilled artisans that the above are just exam-
ples of the types of information that may be pertinent to the performance of a high speed communications system. and
that other parameters may be considered depending on the environment, application, etc. in which the present inven-
tion is used. ' . ’

After performing Auto Calibration routine 520, the results of the same are presented to the user for acceptance and
verification at step 525. At this point. the user can accept the predetermined configuration data at step 526 G.e.. such
as proposed maximum and minimum throughput rates. loading rates. etc.) and this would otherwise invoke an end of
modem. setup routine 590. Should the user not want to accept the recommended parameters. a Manual Configuration
routine 530 is executed. At this juncture. various system performance data can be presented to the user for review.
along with a list of modifiable system options 532. if for example. the user elects to increase the desired throughput rate.
a Verification routine 540 is then executed to determine whether such rate is reasonably sustainable within the other

parameters of the system. if the new proposed configuration data is otherwise acceptable, then the Device Parameter
. Table 560 is updated, and the setup routine again ends. Othenuise. the user is alerted by a Notificelionlsuggestion rou-

tine 550. which points out the failure of the proposed configuration. and. it possible. makes suggestions to the user for
modifying the system options 532 so that overall compliance can be achieved within the performance capabifity of the
host processing system. The program then loops badc to Acceptance routine 525. and thereafter the process is
repeated until an acceptable configuration has been achieved. and any changes have been incorporated into Device
Parameter Table 560. i _

While some of the operational steps above are described as implemented solely by Operating system 480 and
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Device Driver 400. it is understood that such operations occur. under direction of modem applications program 500, or
in some cases. based on initialization routines executed by the host procéssin'g'system. Moreover. to simplify the pres-
entation of the present invention. only some of the features that may be implemented are described above. and many
other well-known operational steps normally associated with setting up or monitoring modems are omitted.

As with the design of theabove Data Pump Dev-iceDriver 400. the general design oi the Controlmpplicafion Inter-
face 500 required to accomplish the above functions is a routine task well within the abilities of one skilled in the art
given the teachings herein. The specifics of such irrplementation are not critical or essential to the present inventions.
and will vary from application to application according to system designer requirements, so they are not included here.
Again. while this embodiment of the present invention is set out in the context of a PC based host processor running
Windows, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that above description is merely an exemplary implementation.
The referenced Controwtpplicatlon interface can be employed in numerous host processinglopereting system environ-
ments. and in a variety of different coding organizations (high level or low level processing forms)_well-knovm in the art.

MULTIPLE AFE AND LOWER SAMPLING SPEED EMBODIMENT

Figure 6 fllustrates an example ot the present invention wherein a user can achieve significantly increased data
throughput using multiple km cost. low sampling speed AFEs. generally designated 680A. 6803. 6800. etc. As
described above. these AFEs may be in separate. modular form and configured in a bank form so that they can be
incorporated conveniently on a printed circuit board (or similar mounting) or integrated in a single lc chip. Each AFE
can be implemented in a fixed hardware configuration. or individually programmedlcontrolled to pass a certain portion
of the downstream data transmission. Assuming suitable processing power is available for DMT modulation/dernodula-
tion (either through a dedicated or software implementation as described above in connection with Figs. 3A and 38) a
user of such system can achieve substantially expanded functionality by upgrades having performance characteristics
and costs of their choice.

UNDERLYING THEORY OF PRESENT INVENTION FOR ADSL/DMTAPPLICATIONS

A discussion of the underlying theory supporting the premise of the present invention now follows. in particular, this
section shows the mathematical loundation For the use of multiple low speed AFE's to sample a full bandwidth
ADSUD MT signal. It will be apparent to those sldlled in the art. alter reading this discussion. that the present inventions .
can be advantageously used in a number of rate adaptable communications environments. including CAP irrplementa-
tions of ADSL ‘ -

DMT Transmitter.

To simplify the present discussion. only a subset of the DMT transmitter is considered. as shown in Figs 1D and
1E. The contained model that includes the channel response and the DMT receiver is shown below. where only one
branch of band-pass tutoring and sampling is shown for simplicity. To further simplify. the channel response and the
SFIR are combined together. ‘ ‘ . .

in this subsection. we analyze the signal over one band pass filtering process. The result shows that the DMT sig-
nals within the band pass can be recovered with the same use of impulse response shortening technique. Vtflth use of
multiple AFE's that cover different frequency bands. all DMT subchannels can be recovered. .

IFFT‘

In an ADSL environment as shown in Fig. 1D. N (N=512) frequency dornainvariables are transtormedinto the time
domain by lFl-‘r block 60

N4 12 I IN
‘ -0

y,,= 2 x,,e '-r.o
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Cyclic Prellx .

c time domain variables at the end are added to the prefix ol the sequence as shown in Fig. ti) by block 70
lZnl=lZ-c-Z-cw ' ' '-Z-1-Z031-' ' '-Z~-1}={YN-c- ' ' '-YN-1-‘Yo-' ' '-YN-1}

AFEIDAC

Discrete time domain sequence are convened by AFE 75 to the continuous time domain waveform as follows:

2(1): 2 Z,.,p-,X(t-nTVc).n--no

where pm (r) is the transmitter pulse of the AFE/DAG used. and T6 is the transmitter DAC clook period and equal to

T = 250gsec‘ N+c

according to the DMT ADSL specifications.

‘Channel

’ Wth reference now to Fig. 1E. if the channel impulse response is h,,(!), we have

u(t) = Z z,,p,,,x (t-nT¢)flu-E

_ where pR,<r')=p 1x(t)9YhcU)-

Bandpass Filtering

If the bandpasslilter 80 has an impulse response of

h5,,,.-(I). vi!) =. E znp5p,(1'-nT¢). ' n u -no

where p ,,,,,(r)=p ,,,,(r)oh ,,,,,(r) L

AFEIADC

Let the sampling clock be T, a TC x L. This means aslower sampling by a factor of L for AFE 81. Thus.

Wu‘ Z ?nPaPF(kTs‘”Tc)’-‘ ZnPePF([kL'"lTc)II--W nu-D

For causal pulse PBPF (I). we have

Wk'-' 2 2np8Ff-‘“kL'n)Tc)‘ E ?nu»PaPF("Ta)n--on n-0
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Shortening FIR (SFIR)

After AFE discrete time sampling. a time domainequalizer (TE0) called SFIFl 82 is used to reduce the combined dis-
crete time impulse response t a duration smaller than c. It the SFIR response is hs,.-,,:,[n]_ we have5 .

'1: = 2 Wmhsrrnm Irun

f. 1. Parr (luv ‘ " ‘ H-Tr:')]"srInmi=0 n-_—-

iz.h...lkI~-nlIII-an

izkl.-nhtarlnln-0

hiai["L" "1 = i"srIirmParr([kL“ "‘ ‘I-17;)r-o

Physical Meaning of h,,,, [n]

It we perform discrete Fourier transform at block 84 tor h,,,, [n], we obtain H ,a,[u)]= H 3,,” [Lox]!-ll”; [0] where H5-,.-,3
[L0] and Hap; [to] are the DFT‘s with period 1I(LT,,) and HTC, respectively. Their spectra can be illustrated as shown in
Fig. 1F for L=5.

Dropping Cyclic Prefix

By dropping the cyclic prefix of length c/L. at block 83 we consider only 5 R =r,(,k=0. - - -,N1-1 . where N‘ - N/L.

FFT

Performing FFT at block 84 for s K, k=o. - - - .(N/L)-1 . one obtains:
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N -I

sle
(=0

N -I

= rke
t=0

= Ni.l{fi Zl:l.—ihran.[i])e-12"‘ UV‘k=-'0 i=0
N ‘—|

-j2JrnlIN‘

-1'2xnkIN,

i Z“ _h me—j2xn‘_(u-1;/N.e—)2m/N,. ‘I M!
i=0 i=0

2 z-kL—iei=Ok-0
c N —lV

9" 2 ZkL-ie

i=0;=0l
= f : ykL_‘_e-j2mkL—.')_rN.hm‘’ me-jzmru,

"mo ago '

-j2_xn(kL—i)lN.h [1-]e—j2mu‘IN.I0!

-1'2:-(kt.-n"/N.h-W [1-16-jzmriv,

where we assume h,,, [F] is only nonzero for i = 0, - - - .c. For a given I . let us define

I.‘-=rilL~[;

We can then define i'=l'L-i. where i'=D.....L -1 . Thereiore. i=l'L -1‘

From the above definil§ons. we have

01-! . ' l’— . , N—l . .

2 ya _«e—-;L1n(kL-Olhl. ___ zlyufie-j21n(kL-c)/IV, + 2 yufle-/2:vI(kL—«)I1\I,_, .
k=O hi) Ic=!’

-I"~'<<**W"~+”§y,.4
H ( 7

l‘—|

_ E -j2m({l:-l'l(.+c“)/N, ' '‘ }’(k—I'>L«* .H .
L+a‘

"" - _’,'7:vu[k-4-+.Iv,1L+n/N, I """"
=’§o)'(k-4'+~,)L+a'e o 4’ E0 Ykcw

’ N—l N—H' . - — '
. _ —'2m(kL+a")/N ' — 2m(kL+«‘)/N

- X ykL«“e I "*‘ Z )’u_«"e I '
k=N,-r . lr=0 ~
N-I -

-'2::n(kL+-1")/N,
= 2 }’r;L "5 I

k=0 4‘

-J'7flI(kL+4‘)/ N:
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H,,,[n] = i-H,,,(-A-’-,fn). for 0 S n < N

‘Relationship between q,, and x,,

As shown in Fig. 1G ifFl,,,[n] is a bandpass filter and nonzero only in the ifitewals [k(N/2L). (k + 1)('N/2L)] and [(2L-
k-1)(NI2L). (2L-k)(Nr2L)l. where 0 s k < L. the possible values of m that

H',,,,[muv I L) «- n]

Is nonzero for 0 s n < (M) are as lollows.

Even k

If k is even, we can have m=k/2 and O s _n <(N/2L) so that
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H,,,[nr(NIL)+n)

ls nonzero over the interval [k(N/2L"). (k + 1)(Nf2L)]. and m=(L~1)-k/2 and (N/2L) s n < (N/L) so that

H,°I[ni(NIL) 4- Ir]

is nonzero over the interval [(2L-k-1)(.N/2'l.). (2L-lr)(Nl2L)].
Oddk

it it is odd, we can have m=(k-1)I2 and (NIZL) S n < (NIL) so that

H,,,[ui(mr.l+n)

is nonzero over the interval [k(Nf2L). (k + 1)(N/2L)]. and m=L-(k-1)/2 and 0 s n <(N/2L) so that

H,,,{ni(NI Lin]

is nonzero over the imerval [(2L-k-1)(NI2l.), (2l.-k)(N/2l.)].
The above discussion is illustrated in Fig. 1G for L = a.

in another variation that can be used in the present invention. similar advantages to those obtained by limiting '
bandwidth in the received signal in the downstream transceiver can be obtained by also optionally limiting the upstream
data rate of the transceiver as well. In other words. the ADSL standard provides tor 31 channels in the upstream direc-
tion. but many applications do not require this amount of banoyvidth. The constraints. requirements and costs associ-
ated with the DMT modulation signal processing. and DAG 330 also can be significantly reduced by transmitting only a
sub-set of the available 31 sub-channels. The determination of the appropriate sub-channels would be accomplished
in essentially the same manner as set forth above, except that the information on upstream sub-channel SNR usually
must be determined by the upstream transceiver, and then led back to the downstream transceiver. To save time and
overhead complexity. and given the fact that there is less variation in bit capacity in sub-channels in this frequency hand,
one approach also would be to simply select a fixed sub-set ot such sub-channels-without regard to their actual per-
formance characteristics. in a software modem environment. Control/Application software 500 would provide a user
with selectable control to eflectuate a restricted upstream transmission on limited stb-channels Again. with respectto
the ADSL standard, the only requirement in this respect is that the upstream pilot tone must also be transmitted to

‘establish a valid data link An optimal limited "upstream" transmission can be effectuated in a variety of ways by the cir~
cuitry already described above in connection with Figs. 2 and 3. The exact details of such implementation will be appar-
ent to thaw of skill in the art given the present teachings. »

Although the present invention has been described in terms of a preferred ADSL errbodimerrt. it will be apparent
to those skilled in the art that many alterations and modifications may be made to such embodiments without departing
from the teachings of the present invention. For example. it is apparent that the present invention would be beneficial ‘
used in any xDSL or high speed multi-carrier application environment. Other types of VLSI and ULSI components
beyond those illustrated in the loregolng detailed description can be used suitably with the present invention. Accord-
ingly, it is intended that the all such alterations and modifications be included within the scope and spirit of the invention
as defined by the following claims.

Claims

1. A high speed communications system capable of supporting a downstream data transmission lrom a upstream
transceiver using a analog signal consisting ol M data carrying signals contained within a bandwidth F, said system
comprising: i ~
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a channel interlace circuit for coupling to and receiving said analog signal: and ,

a front end receiving circuit for processing the analog signal and convening it to a digital signal;
a processing circuit for attraning N data carrying signals (N <M) from the digital signal using a first frequency

portion ft of the digital signal (ft <F).

The system of claim 1, wherein the N data carrying signals’ are selected by the processing circuit based so as to
minimize the amount of processing required to extract the selected data from the digital signal.

I The system of claim 2, wherein the N data carrying sinals can be selected during a initialization process setting
up a data link to the upstream transceiver.

The system of claim 3. wherein M data carrying signals can be sent by the upstream transmitter during a initializa- .
tion process, and thereafter. only N data carrying signals are sent.

The system of claim 1, wherein the front end circuit includes: (i) a subband filter for passing the first frequency
bandwidth portion 11 of said bandwidth F: Gi) and an analog to digital converter.

The system of claim 1. wherein the selected data lurther includes data obtained from an additional second tre-
quency bandwidth portion t2 of said bandwidth F. so that an additional number of data carrying signals P from the
M data canying signals (N+P < M) can be processed. ' ‘ - .

The system of claim 6. further including one or more sub-band filters for passing the first frequency bandwidth por--
tion it and second frequency bandwidth portion t2 of said bandwidth F and an analog to digital converter. ‘

The system of claim 7. wherein a target data rate of the system can be increased by processing an additional
number of data carrying signals P from the M data carrying signals. where N+P <M. '

The system of claim 1, wherein the selected datalto be extracted from the bandpassed data can be controlled by a
user at such system.

. .The system oi claim 9. wherein a user at such system can increase a target data rate of the system by modularly
augmenting the trout end circuit to include additional bandwidth and analog to digital conversion capacity such that
an additional number of data carrying signals P lrom the M data carrying signals (N4-P <M) can be proceaed.

. The system of claim 1. further inclucfing a front and transmitting circuit for transmitting control intormation to cause
said upstream transceiver to transmit downstream data only using the N data carrying signals.

. The system of claim 11, wherein the control information transmitted to the upstream transceiver indudes feedback
information indicating that only N of the M data carrying signals are desirable for downstream data transmission.
even during times when said channel is capable of supporting more than N data carrying signals. '

The system of claim 12, wherein the control information transmitted to the upstream transceiver further includes
feedback inlorrnation indicating that: G) the system can. support any data protocols used by said upstream trans-
ceiver; and fii) that they are connected through a channel with substantial signal attenuation characteristics llor data
signals other than the N data carrying signals.

. The system at claim 1. lurther including a lronl and transmitting circuit for transmitting an upstream data signal
using a second frequency bandwidth F2 ditierent from F. and L data carrying signals, and where L < M. _

. A high speed communications system for processing an analog data signal from a channel capable of supporting
M modulated sub-channels. said system comprising: , - -

a channel interface circuit for coupiing to and receiving said analog data signal from the channel;

a analog front end circuit for processing the analog data signal and converting it to a digital signal;

a processing circuit for extracting data from the digital signal. the digital signal includi_ng data taken from a
number N of said sub-channels, where N is intentionally selected to have a value less than M and where N is
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negotiated with an upstream transceiver during a initialization procedure.

16. The system at claim 15, where the N stb-channels are initially loaded with bit capacities that are left essentially
unchanged unless said channel characteristics vary.

17. The system of claim 15, wherein the selection of the N sub-channels can be done during the initialization proce-dure. . - - ’

18. The system ol claim 15. wherein the value at N is based on signal processing capability of the processing circuit.

19. The system olclaim‘15. wherein artarget data rate of the system can be increased by processing at additional‘
number of sub-channels P from the M sub-channels, and where N+P <M.

20. The system of claim 15 further includinga front and transmitting circuit for transmitting control information to cause
said upstream diver to transmit downstream data only using the N sub-channels.

The system of claim 15. wherein the upstream trarsceiver uses discrete multi4tone (DMT) modulation for general-
ing the M modulated subchannels. and the channel supports asymmetric digital subscriber loop (ADSL) transmis-
sion standards. -

. A high speed communications system lorprocessing an analog data signal from a channel capable of supporting
M modulated sub-channels. said system comprising:

a channel interface circuit for coupling to and receiving said analog data signal from the channel;

an ‘analog lront end circuit for processing the analog data slgnalnand converting it to a digital signal:

a bus interface circuit for transmitting the digital signal to a host processing device. and tor receiving a trans-
mision control signal from the host processing device to cause said upstream transmitter to transmit using
only from a number N of said sub-channels. where N is intentionally selected to have a value less than M, and
where N is negotiated with a upstream transceiver during a initialization procedure.

. The system of claim 22. wherein the value of N is based on signal processing capability of the host processing
device. - ' '

The system of claim 22, wherein a data rate of the system can be increased by processing an additional numbe
of sub-channels P from the M sub-channels. and where N+P < M. p '

. The system of claim 22, wherein the upstream transceiver uses discrete multi-tone (DMT) modulation tor generat-
ing the M modulated sub-channels. and the channel supports asymmetric digital subscriber loop (ADSL) transmis-
sion standards. '

A method ot processing a xDSL signal from a digital subscriber loop. said method including the steps ot:

negotiating a reduced data rate R‘ for said signal between a downstream and e upstream transceiver; and

thereafter transmitting said xDSL signal from the upstream transciever to the downstream transceiver utilizing
‘ a nurrber oi sub-channels N to effectuate the reduced data rate Ft‘. where N is intentionally selected to be less

than a maximum number of sub-channels M supported by said digital subscriber loop:
wherein the number of sub-channels N is based on signal processing capability available to the downstream
transceiver. - '

. The method of claim 26. wherein the data rate of the system can be increased by processing an additional nurrber
oi sub-channels P from the M sub—channels. and where N-i-P <M.

. The method of claim 26. wherein the upstream transceiver uses discrete multi-tone (DMT) modulation for generat-
ing the M sub-channels. '
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29. The method of claim 26, wherein the reduced data rat R’ can be specified by a user operating the downstream
transceiver.

30. A high speed communications data receiver for communicating through a channel at a data rate X with a upstream
transmitter capable of transmitting a data stream at a rate Y (X<Y), the receiver comprising:

a channel interface circuit for coupling to and receiving said data stream; "and
an analog front end circuit for data sampling the analog signal and converting it to
a digital signal: and l . -
a processing circuit for extracting selected data from the digital signal, and for generating a transmission con-
trol signal for causing said upstream transmitter to transmit at a data rate substantially equal to said data rate
X during a data stream transmission: and ' - ‘
wherein data sampling requirements of the analog front end circuit and extracting oi the processing circuit are
reduced because data sarrpling and extracting is only performed for a fractional portion of the data stream.

31. The system of claim 30. wherein the analog front end circuit further includes one or more sub-band filters for filter-
ing the analog data signal to generate the fractional portion of the data stream that requires data sampling and
extracting. — '

32. The system of claim 30. further incl uding a front end transmitting circuit for transmitting the transmission control sig-
nal from the processing circuit to cause said upstream transceiver to transmit downstream data only at said data
rate X. ‘

33. The system of claim 32. wherein the control information transmitted to the upstream transceiver includes feedback.
information indicating that the maximum downstream data transmission data rate is X, even during times when said
channel is capableoi supporting more than said data rate X.

34. 11-ie system of claim 30, further including a front end transmitting circuit tor transmitting an upstream data transmis-
sion using a data rate 2, where Z < Y. A ~

35. The system of claim 30, wherein the ratio of X to Y is approximately .5 or less. and this ratio can be increased
through modular additions to the analog front end circuit. _ I

36. A high speed communications data receiver for communicating through a channel with an Lpstream transmitter that
' is capable of transmitting a data signal with a particular frame rate T and data rate Y. the receiver comprising:

a channel interface circuit for coupling to and receiving said data signal: and
an analog front end circuit for sampling the data signal and converting it to a digital signal: and '
a processing circuit that: (l) is configurable for processing the digital signal at a data rate <=X and using said

. frame rate T. where X_ is determined lor such processing circuit prior to initialization of a data transmission and
X < W2‘. (It) generates a transmission control signal for causing said upstream transmitter to transmit at a data
rate no greater than X during a data transmission: V .
wherein signal processing requirements for the processing circuit are reduced because processing is only per-
formed at a fractional rate of the available data rate of said transmission protocol.

37. The system of claim 36. wherein the control information "transmitted to the upstream transceiver includes feedback
information indicating that the maximum downstream data transmission data rate is X. even during times when said
channel is capable of supporting more than said data rate X.

38. The system of claim 36. wherein the feedback information including the data rate X can be controlled by a user of
such system. ' .

I 39. The system of claim 36, wherein the ratio of X to Y is approximately .2 or less.

40. A high speed communications system for transmitting digital information in a channel capable of supporting a trans-
mission bandwidth F. said system comprising:

an upstream data transceiver capable of modulating the digital information to generate an analog data signal"
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data transmission using said transmission bandwidth F; and

a downstream data transceiver channel interface circuit for coupling to and receiving said analog data signal
from the upstream data transciever through said channel, the downstream data transceiver including:

6) a front end receiving circuit for processing the analog data signal and converting itto a digitalsignal:
G0 a processing circuit for demodulating the digital signal. the digital signal including data from a first fre-
quency bandwidth portion ft of said bandwidth and for generating feedback information incficating to the
upstream transceiver that the bandwidth other than ft is unsuitable for data transmission: and ‘
Gin a front end transmitting circuit for transmitting the feedback information using a second frequency
bandwidth portion f2 to cause said upstream transceiver to transmit downstream data only using the first
frequency portion f1.

41. The system of claim 40, wherein the ratio of ft to F is approximately .5 or less, and this ratio can be increased
through modular additions to the front end receiving circuit. _ »

42. The system of claim 40. wherein the feedback information contains intentionally altered channel «characteristic
information. ‘ ' . ' T

43. The system of claim 41 . wherein the feedback information. including the size and location of first frequency portion V
H, can be controlled by a user of such system.

44. A high speed communications data receiver for communicating through a channel at a ‘controllable data rate X with
an upstream transmitter capable of transmitting a data signal at a flame rate T. and a data rate Y. where XIY < 1/2. -
the receiver conwlsing: -

a channel interface circuit for coupling to and receiving said analog data signal: and
an analog front end circuit for data sampling the analog signal and converting it to a digital signal; and
a processing circuit for determining said rate X based on processing capabilities available for extracting data
from the digital signal. and for generating a transmission control signal tor causing said upstream transmitter
to transmit using said flame rate T. and a data rate substantially equal to said data rate X during a data trans-
mission.

45. The receiver of claim .44, wherein said rate X is determined during a calibration routine.

46. The receiver of claim 45,- wherein said calibration routine is executed by a host data processor to determine the
capabilities of such processor. ' «

47. The receiver of claim 44. wherein said rate X is configurable by a user of such receiver based on performance char-
acteristics cf a host processor comprising a portion of the processing circuit. -

48. The receiver of claim 44. wherein X/Y is approximately..5 or less.

49. A method for communicating through a channel with an upstream transmitter that is capable of-transmitting a data
signal at a frame rate ‘I’, and a data rate Y. the method comprising the steps of:

receiving said data signal; and
sampfing the data signal and convening it to a digital signal: and _
processing the digital signal at a data rate <=X and using said frame rate T. where X is determined prior to ini-
tialization of a data transmission and X < Y/2: and g
generating a transmission control signal for causing said ‘upstream transmitter to transmit at a data rate no
greater than X during a data transmission.

50. The method of claim 49. wherein the control information transmitted to the upstream transceiver includes feedback
information indicating that the maximum downstream data transmission data rate is X, even during times when said

channel is capable of supporting more than said data rate X. ' 1

51. The method" of claim 49,_ wherein the feedback information including the data rate X can be controlled by a user of
such system. ~ A
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52.__The method of claim 49, wherein said rate X is determineduduring a calibration routine.

‘ 53. The method of claim 49, wherein said rate X is configurable by a user ofsuch receiver based on performance char-
acteristics of a host processor corrprising a portion of the processing cirwit. '

5 " - r V .

54. A method of operating a high speed communications system that is coupled through a channel to an upstream
transceiver operating at a maximum data rate Y using a bandwidth E said method conwrising: ‘ '

(a) receiving an analog initialization signal having a bandwidth F from the upstream transceiver through the _
channel; and
(b) generating a digital signal based on sampling a portion of the analog data transmission signal correspond-
-ing to a first frequency bandwidth portion it. where it <F; and . A
(c) processing the digital signal to extract data from the digital signal such that an effective receiving rate X.
(where X<Y) is achieved by the system;
(d) generating feedback information pertaining to the channel transmission characteristics indicating to the
upstream transceiver that data rates higher than X should not be used; , '
(e) thereafter recieving an analog data signal transmitted by the upstream transceiver to have a bandwidth f1;
(7) repeating steps lb) and (C).

55. The method of claim 54. further including a step prior to step (a): receiving a control signal from a user of such sys-
tem for determining the efleclive receiving rate X. -

56. The method of claim 54. further including a step: determining an optimal bandwidth portion 11 so as to minimize he
amount of processing required to extract the data from the digital signal at the receiving rate X.

57.- A high speed communications transceiver for communicating with an upstream transceiver transmitting an analog
data transmission signal using M data carrying signals within a bandwidth F through a channel to said system. said
transceiver comprising:

a channel interface circuit for coupling to and receiving said analog data signal from the channel; and
a front end receiving circuit for sampling the analog data signal and generating a digital signal based on such
analog data signal, the digital signal incluclrng data from a first frequency bandwidth portion ft of said band-
wldth.F containing N data carrying signals, where N<M: and . '
a bus interface circuit for transmitting the digital signal to a host processing device: and
wherein the system's performance. including data rate. can be scaled based on modifications to said front end
receiving circuit or said host processing device so that a the sampling of the analog data signal can be
Increased. and the first frequency bardwidth portion f1 can also be expanded. '

:|..l..:Ill-II-IlslrlIIII421-...
58. The system of claim 57. wherein the front end receiving circuit includes afilter for passing the first frequency band-

width portion fl of said bandwidth F; (ii) and an analog to digital converter. ,

59. The system of claim 58, wherein when the modifications include additional bandpass filters for increasing the first
frequency bandwith portion from 11 to f2. where F > l2 > ft, the number of data carrying signals is increased from
N to N+P. where P = f2Ill‘N. and N+P< M.

60. The system of claim 57, wherein the modifications include adding an additional number of front end" circuits k in the
system each with a bandpass frequency it to result in N‘k data carrying signals being included within the digital
signal. '

61. The system of claim 57. wherein the first frequency bandwidth portion f1 is programmable.

62. The system of claim 57. further inciuding a front end transmitting circuit for transmitting control information to cause
said upstream transceiver to transmit downstream data only using the N data carrying signals. '

ss 63. The system of claim 62, wherein the control information transmitted to the upstream transceiver includes feedback
information from the host processing device indicating lo the upstream transceiver that only N of the M data carry-
ing signals are desirable for downstream data transmission. even if said channel is capable of supporting more than
N data carrying signals.
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64. The system of claim 63. wherein the front end transrnitting-circuit transmits an upstream data transmission using a
second frequency bandwidth F2 and L upstream data carrying signals. and where L < M.

65. The system of claim 57, further including a host processor circuit in the host processing device for extracting
selected data from the N data carrying signals. _ . ‘

66. The system of claim 65. wherein host processor circuit includes a host microprocessor. a programmable memory‘
coupled to the microprocessor, and a data extraction routine located in the memory which can be executed by the
microprocessor.

. The system oi claim 66. wherein the modifications include upgrading said host processing circuit to include addi-
tional signal processing power for processing an additional number of data carrying signals. . »

. A method of operating a high speed intertace between an upstream transceiver and a host processing device at a
target data rate. said method comprising: ‘

(a) receiving an analog initialization signal having a bandwidth F from the upstream transceiver through acum-
munications channel: and ~ . . _ .
(b) generating a digital signal based on sampling a portion of the analog initialization signal corresponcfing to
a first frequency bandpass portion f1 ; . _ —
-(c) transmitting the digital signal to said host processing device so that characteristics of data carrying signals
contained within first frequency bandpass portion it can be determined. and a nurrber of such data carrying
signals can be configured for use by said host processing device to achieve said target data rate; and
(a) generating feedback information indicating to the upstream transceiver that bandwidth other than the first ‘
frequency bandpass it should not be used for data transmission; and A
(f) receiving an analog data transmission signal having a bandwidth it from said upstream transceiver: and
(g) generating a digital signal based on sarrpling the analog data transmission signal; and _
(h) transmitting the digital signal to the host processing device so that it can be processed to extract selected
data from the data carrying signals: _
0) when a data rate increase is required. expanding the first frequency bandpass portion ft and returning to
step (a). - ‘

69.‘ The method of claim 68. further including a step of: determining an optimal size and location of first frequency
bandpass portion it so as to minimize the amount of processing required by said host processing device to extract
the data from the digital signal. V - .

10. The method of claim 68, wherein the ratio of it to F is approximately .5 or less. and a data rate of such interface is
controlled by controlling this ratio. . '

71. The method of claim 68 wherein the analog data transmission is con-prised of M modulated sub-channels within
bandwidth F. and the selected data is contained in N of the M sub-channels within first selected frequency band-
pass portion it, where N < M. . - .

7'2. The method of claim 68. further including a step: determining an optimal set of N sub-channels so as to minimize
the amount of processing required to extract the data from the digital signal. V ‘

73. The method of claim 68, further Including a step wherein protocol information pertaining to standards applicable to i
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Loops is transmitted bythe upstream data transceiver so as to set up a ADSL com-
patible data link

74. The method of claim 68. wherein during step 6) the first frequency bandpass portion f1 islncreased by the use of
additional bandpass filters for increasing the first frequency bandwith portion from it to t2. where F > f2 > it, so that
the selected data is received at an increased rate equal to approximately f2/l1.
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(57) Abstract K‘
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Verfahren zur bidirektionalen Dateniibertragung iiber eine Zweidrahtleitung ’

Die‘ Erfmdung betrifft ein Verfahrcn zur bidircktionalen’Datenfiberlragung iiber eine
Zweidrahtleitung, wobei digitale Daten zum Senden oder Empfangen, z.B. mittels diskreter

Meh.rtonmodulation'(DMT),'moduliert bzw. demoduliert und die zu sendenden und zu

empfangenden Daten, z.BL durch Frequenzmultiplexbetrieb (FDM) oder Echoauslbschung
(EC), getrennt werden. '

Um stérende Beeinflussung von zu iibermitteltenden Daten zu beseitigen, fihren bekannte

Verfahren dieser Art die Trennung der z.B. DMT-modulienen Daten im

Frequenzmultiplexbetrieb (FDM) dutch, wobei unterschiedliche Frequenzbereiche fiir die

beiden Ubertragungsrichtungen festgelegt sind. Eine wcitere Mésglichkeit zur Trennung

besteht in der Anwendung des Echoausléschungsverfahrens (EC), bei dem duxch den Einsatz

adaptiver Filter der Einflufl des Sendeteils auf den Empfinger durch adaptive Filter

unterdrfrckt wird, Andere Trennverfahren wurden im Stand der Technik in diesem

Zusammenhang bisher nicht verwendet.

.Das FDM-Verfahren . erzeugt bei der Ubertragung _ entsprechend den beiden

Ubertragungsrichtungen ein unteres und ein oberes Frcquenzband. Da aber die

Kabeldéimpfung frequenzabhéingig ist, bereitet es groBe Schwierigkeiten fiir beide

Ubertragungskanéile die gleiche Ubertragungsqualitéit zu erzielen, in den iiberwiegenden
Fallen ist die Ubertragungsqualitéit in eine besser als in die andere Rjchtung. Generell ist es

aber erwiinscht, eine miiglichst gleiche Qualitfit fiir beide Kanéile anbieten zu kifinnen.

Weiters ist bei FDM die Variation der Ubenragungskapazitfit mi! erheblichem Aufwand

verbunden, da dafiir eine Anpassung der jeweils verwendeten Bandfilter erforderlich ist,

sodafl die Kanalbandbreite entsprechend erhbht oder emiedrigt werden kann.

Das weiters aus dem Stand der Technik bekannte Echoausi6schungs—Verfahxen weist ebenso

' wenn auch anders geartete Nachteile auf. So ist bei diesem Verfahren das Nah-

Nebensprechen ein grofles technisches Problem, da der Signalabstand zwischen Sende- und

Empfangssignal sch: grofl ist. Es miissen dahcr sehr hohe Anforderungen an die bei den

Sende- und Empfangsteilen vorgesehenen A/D-Wandler erfiillt werden, da Sende- und

Empfangssignale gleichzeitig auftreten und diese entprechend gut getrennt werden miissen.

Die hohen ~ Pegelunterschiede der Sende- und Empfangssignale erfordern eine
dementsprechend hohe Auflbsung der A/D-Wandler, die wiederum hbhere Produktkosten zur

Folge hat. ,

_Fi.ir die Durchfiihrung dieser bekannten Trennmelhodcn FDM und Echoausléschung ist auch
eine relativ hohe Rechnerleistung erforderlich, die die Kosten ffir die Dateniibertragung stark

erhijhen. Besonders bei Anwendung in Féillen, in denen wie etwa bei ADSL (Asymmetric

Digtal Subscriber Line) in einer Ubertragungsrichtung ("downstream) grofie Datenraten von

einer zentralen Datenanlage zu einem an der Peripherie gelegenen Teilnehmer und

vergleichsweise geringe Datenraten in die andere Ubertragungsrichtung ("upstream")

ENSDOClD:<WO__V97O1%OA1_|_ >
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iibcrmittelt wcrdcn sollcn, ist der bci dicscn bckanntcn Datcnfibenragungsyerfakiren
gen-iebene Aufwand nur cincr schlechtcn Nutzung unterworfen.

Ziel der Erfindung is! es, ein Verfahren anzugcben, das sich durch gcringe Komplexheit

hinsichtlich Hardware-Einsatz bzw. Rcchnerieistung auszeichnet, sodafi die Durchfiihnmg

auf einfachc und kostcngtinstige Weisc erfolgen kann. ' ‘ . V ‘

Wcitcrs ist es Ziel der Erfindung, ein Verfahren zu schaffcn, mil dcm sich bei

Ubcrtragungen, die zu einem grofien Tcil nur in eincr der bcidcn Ubertragungsrichtungen vor

sich gchen, mit hohcr Ubertragungsgcschwindigkeit durchfihren lasscn. .

Wcitcrc Aufgabc dcr Erfindung ist es, cine schr gutc Ubcrtragungsqualitéit mit rclativ

gcringem technischcn Aufwand zu crrcichcn, wobei ylindcrung

Ubcnragungskapazitéit einfach und kostengiinstig méglich sein soll._

Erfmdungsgemiifi wird dies dadurch erreicht, daB die zu sendenden und zu cmpfangcnden

Datcn durch Zeitmultiplcxbctricb (TDM) getrcnnt werden, wobei der ziigehfirige Multiplex-

Zcitrahmen in cine vorbcstimmbaxc Anzahl N von Zcitschlitzcn untcijtcilt wird, ‘und davon
cine Anzahl K von Zeitschlitzen ausschliefllich ciner Ubcrtragungsrichtung, z.B. Senden, und‘

die restlichc Anzahl (N-K) von Zcitschlitzcn ausschlicfilich der andcrcn

cine der

Ubertragtingsrichtung, z.B. Empfangen, zugcordnct wird. . .

Da bcim erfindungsgeméificn Verfahren entweder nur Senden odcr nur Empfdngerfunktionen

aktiv sind, wird wcnigcr Prozessorlcistung als bci hcrkfjmmlichen Verfahren beniitigt, da

lctztcrc cincn sehr hohcn intcmcn Datcnverkchr zu bewéiltigcn habcn. Dadurchgclingt cs,
cine nach dcm crfmdungsgcmiificn Verfahren durchgcfiihrtc Ubcnragung sehr kostengiinstig .
zu implcmentiercn.

Das erfindungsgcmfific Verfahren bietel wcitcrs dcn Vortcil einer glcichenv

Ubertragungsqualitéit in beidcn Ubertragungsrichtungcn, .da Senden und Empfangen bei

TDM mit der glcichcn Leitungsdéimpfung erfolgt. ‘Dadurch _k6nncn beide

Ubcrtragungsrichtungcn mit geringstmfiglicher Qualtitéitsniinqlcnmg im gleichen
' Frcqucnzbereich durchgefiihrt wcrden. Ein wcitcrcr Vortcil des erfindungsgcméiflcn

Vcrfahrens ist die schr cinfache Veriindcnmg der Ubcnragungskapazjtfit, die durch die

entspechcndc Wahl der Anzahl der Zeitschiitze fiir die jewcilige Ubcrtragungsrichtung

erméiglicht wird.

Als besondcrs vorteilhaft bei asymmctrischer Datcniibertragung kami c_s sein, wcnn in ciner
Ubertragungsrichtung der GroI3tcil der Datcn und in der andercn nur cin klcincr Rest

iibcrtragcn wird. Dies ist dann_ gcgcben, wenn die Anzahl N der Zeitschlitze schr viel gr5Ber

als dic Anzahl K gcwiihlt wird. Vorzugsweisc ist dicse Bcdingung crfillit, wcnn N glcich 30

und K glcich I ist.

Da das erfindungsgcmiiflc Vcrfahren zur Datcniibertragung fiber A Tclcphonlcitungen

cingcsctzt wcrdcn kann, kann cs z.B. durch die Nummcmwahl auf der Lcitung zu

impulsanigcn Sttirungen kommcn, die eincn Ubcrtragungsfehlcr bewirken, dcr unbedingt

' korrigien wcrden muB. Die Datcnijibenragung muB abcr nicht iiber Tclcphonlcitungen

crfolgcn, sic kann im Rahmcn der Erfindung iibcr jcdc dafiir geeignctc Zwcidrahticitung
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geschehen. Genauso vkénnen die unterschiedlichsten eleklromagnetischeii Stdrungen, auch

systemexterne, auf die Dateniibertragung ihren Einflufi haben. — _

Das bekannte ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request)-Verfahren wird zur Fehlerkorrektur

ublicherweise so eingesetzt, daB die Dateniibertragung auch bei beliebigen Stbrungen auf der

Leitung fehlerfrei bleibt, wobei der Datendurchsatz jedoch stark absinken kann, jda ein

fehlerhafr fibertragenes Datenpaket solange wiederholt Wird, bis es fehlerfrei empfangen

wird. . » v A

Iniweiterer Ausbildung der Erfindung kann daher vorgesehen sein, dafl im Multiplex-

Zeitrahmen der Datenfibertragung im Zcitminel cine vorbestiminbare Anzahl Von A

Zeitschlilzen _f1'.'1r ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request)-Ubertragungswiedeiholungen

vorgesehen sind. ‘ ‘ - _

Bei dieser Ausfiihrungsform steht somit stéindig Ubenragungs-Uberlgapazitéit zur Verfiigung.

Wird ein Datenblock fehlerhaft ernpfangen, fordert. der'Empfainger nut so oft eine

Wiederholung an, wie es im Rahmen der im Zeitmittel zur Verfiigung stehenden

Uberkapazitfit mijglich ist, sodaB unbeeinflufit dutch die‘Ubertragungswiederholungen der

nominelle Datendurchsatz konstant gehalten werden kann. Im fehlerfreien Uberiragungsfall
wi.rd ein héiher redundantes Signal fibermittelt. Die Dauer der Zeitspanne, fiber die die

Zeitmittelung erfolgt, ist im wesentlicheh durch die Speicherkapazitéit d_es eingesetzten ARQ-

Puffers begrenzt.

Nach eincr anderen Variante der Erfindung kann vorgesehen sein, daB bei fehlcrhafter .

Ubertragung die Daten, z.B. mittels eines Rechenalgorithmus, modifizierti iibertragen
werden. -.

Dadurch kann der bei der Ubenragung auflretende Fehler, der dutch das Abschneiden eines

Teils der Amplitude bei Sende-Ubersteuerung hervorgerufen wird, korrigiert werden.

In besonders bevorzugter Weise kann dabei vorgesehen sein, dafl die Daten dutch logische

Inversion modifiziert werden.

Diese Inversionsoperation stellt einen sehr einfach berechenbaren Algorithnius dar, der ohne
groBen Aufwand realisierbar ist. ' '

Weiters kann vorgesehen sein, dafi die Schaltfrequenz einer Stérquelle, z.B. eiri Netzteii, mit

einer der Triigerfrequenzen der idiskreten Mehrtonmodulation synchxonisiert wird.

Dadurch kann das auf frequenzselektive Stbrungen empfindliche _DMT—Verfahren gegen
bekannte Stérquellen gesichen werden. Bei Synchronisation der Schaltfrequenz der
Stiirquelle auf eine der Tréigerfrequenzen der DMT-Modulation wirkt sich die Stéirung nur
auf diese Traigerfrequenz und deren Viclfachc aus, sodaB sic dutch cinch adaptiven

Algorithmus kompensiert werden kénnen.

Bei mehreren nebeneinander geffihrten Zweidrahtleitungen, auf denen jeweils Daten

iibertragen werden, ergibt sich iiblicherweise ein Ubcrsprechen, welches auf die Ubertragung

naturgeméifi stbrend wirkt.

Gemiifi einer anderen Ausffihrungsform des erfindungsgeméiflen Verfahrens, bei welchem

Daten fiber zwei oder mehr Zweidrahtleitungen, die zumindest teilweise in
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Ubersprechabstand gefiihrt sind, iibenragen werden, kann vorgesehen sein, dafl der

Zeitrnultiplex-Betrieb (TDM) auf allen Zweidrahtleitungen synchron durchgefiihrt wird,

sodaB auf allen Zweidrahtleitungen gleichzeitig entweder gesendet odcr cmpfangen wird.

Dadurch wird immer zur gleichen Zeit entweder gesendet oder empfangen, sodafl eine

stbrende Beeinflussung der cinzelnen Empfanger durch nicht direkt verbundene Sender

vermieden wcrden kann.

Im folgenden wird die Erfindung anhand eines in den Zeichnungen dargestellten

Ausfiihrungsbeispieles niiher erléiutert. A

Es zeigt dabei: 4

Fig.1 ein Blockschaltbild zur Durchfiihrung einer Ausfiihrungsform des erfindungsgemfifien

Verfahrens und
Fig.2 eine schematische Darstellung eines erfmdungsgemiiflen Zeitrahmens.

Eine bidirektionale Datenfibertragung von digitalen Daten gemfifl dem in Fig.1 dargestellten

Blockschaltbild wird durchgefiihrt. indem bcim Senden die aus einer Datenquelle 1,4
kommenden digitalen Daten im Sendeteil 50 zu einem analogen Sendesignal umgewandelt .
und fiber cinen Leitungsiibcnrager 13 einer Zweidrahtleimng 100 an einen am Ende dieser

Leitung 100 gelegencn Teilnchmer iibertragen werdcn. Demgegeniiber wird ein auf der

Zweidrahtleitung 100 ankommendes Signal fiber den Leitungsiibertrager I3 als

Empfangssignal an den Eingang eines Empfangteils 51 gefiihrt und dort in digitale Daten

umgewandeh. Da beim erfmdungsgemfifien Vcrfahren nie gleichzeitig gesendet und

empfangen wird, kann an Stelle einer sons! (iblichen Gabelschaltung der Leitungsiibenrager

13 verwendet werden, wodurch die oft problematische Anpassung der Gabelschaltung an die '

Leitungsimpcdanz von vornherein wegfaillt. Ein durch eine Gabelschaltung bedingtes

stérendes Ubersprechen, durch welches Signalreste vom Sender zum Empfénger derselben

Teilnehmerseite gelangen, scheidet somit als Stérquelle fiir diescs Vcrfahren aus.

In dam in Fig.1 gezeigten Ausfiihrungsbeispiel ist der Sende- und Empfangsteil ‘S0, 51

sowohl einer zentralen Datenstelle C (CENTRAL) alsauch einer peripheren Datenstelle R

(REMOTE) in einem einzigen Blockschaltbild dargestellt, welches so zu verstehen ist, dafi

die zentrale Datenstelle C fiber den Ubertrager 13. die Zweidrahtleitung 100 und einen

weiteren Ubertrager 13 mit der Datenstelle R verbunden ist. Jene Funktionseinheiten, die nur

zur Datenstellc C bzw. R zugehérig sind, sind mit "ATU—C only“ bzw. "ATU-R only"

' gekennzeichnet.

Ohne Beschréinkung der allgemeinen Anwendbarkeit des erfmdungsgeméifien Verfahrcns sci
Vals Ausfiihrungsbeispiel einer asymmetrischen Datenilbertragung em Heimvideosystem’
beschrieben, bei welchem in der zentralen Datenstelle C die Videoinformation verschiedener

Videos in einem Groflrechner als Daren in komprimicrter Form gespcichert und fiber eine

periphere Datenstelle R abrufbar ist. Uber einen bidirektionalen Steucrkanal wird die

Steuerinformation zwischen den Datenstellen C und R ausgetauscht. wobei eine Datenrate

von 64 kbit/s festgelegt ist. Diese Steuerinformation karm sich auf verschiedene vom

Teilnehmer auszugebende Befehle, wie etwa PLAY, REWIND 0.5., wie sie von einem
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Videorecorder bekannt sind sowie inteme Steuerkommandos beziehen und ist in ihrer Menge

vergleichsweise gering gegenfiber der Von der zentralen Datenstelle C. ausgesendeten

Breitbandinfonnation, die im wcscntlichcn die Videoinformation beinhaltet, die mil einerv

Datenfibertragungsrate von 2, 048 Mbit/s nur in einer Richtung von C zu R gesendet wird.

Die genannten Datenraten konnen jedoch ffir das erfindungsgemafie Verfahrenaber auch
géinzlich anders, z.B. viel hfjher gewéihlt werden, wobei ffir die nur in eine Rjchtung zu
fibermirtelnde Breitbandinformation auch eine Datenrate von etwa 50- Mbit/s bis ‘I50 Mbit/s

zur Verffigung gestellt werden kann. Die fibertragene Information kann dabei jede Art von

Sprach-, Bild- oder Dateninformation darstellen. Ebenso ist eine andere Rate fiir den
bidirektionalen Steuerkanal ausfiihrbar, der aber nicht nur Steuerfunktioneni sondem alle

moglichen Datenfibertragungsfunktionen erffillen kann. . ,

Am eingangsseitigen Teil des Sendeteils 50 sind ffir die Datenstelle C 'zwei verschiedene

Dateneingéinge und ffir die Datenstelle R nur ein Dateneingang ansgebildet. An den ersten
Eingang, der ffir C und R gleich ist, gelangt der Datenstrom aus der Datenquelle .1, die z.B.

im wesentlichen Steuerbefehle aussendet, ‘die fiber einen» nachfolgenden Verwfirfler 2 in
einen diesem nachfolgenden Sendepuffer 3 gelangen, wobei die aus der Datenquelle 1.

kommenden Daten im Verwfirfler 2 nach einem vorbestimmbaren Algorithmus gewandelt

werdcn. Dadurch wird ein linger andauemder, konstanter logischer Zustand verhindert und

eine ausgeglichene statistische Verteilung der binéiren Zustéinde erreicht. Anschliefiend daran

erfolgt im Sendepuffer 3 eine Zwischenspeicherung der verwfirfelten Signale. In der .

Datenstelle R sind die aus dem Sendepuffer 3 austretenden Datenvfiber ‘eine Vorrichtung

MUX mit anderen Daten, die im ARQ-Puffer 24 erzeugt werden und Wiederholanweisungen

enthallen, gemultiplext. _

Am zweiten Eingang des Sendeteils 50, der nur ffir die Datenstelle C ausgefiihrt ist, kommt

der’Datenstrom _aus der Datenquelle 4, die die Breitbandinformation generiert, fiber einen

' nachfolgenden Verwfirfler 5 und fiber einen ARQ (Automatic Request)-Puffer 6, der einen

CRC-Generator enthfilt, fiber den eine Fehlerkorrekturkodierung erfolgt, an den zweiten

Eingiang des Sendeteiles 50. Die im Verwfirfler 5 umgewandelten Daten werden im ARQ-

Puffer 6 zwischengespeichert und bei fehlerhafier Ubertragung wiederholt. Eine besondere.

erfindungsgeméifle ARQ-Ubertrégunigstechnik wird weiter unten noch beschrieben.

Die fiber die Eingélnge des Sendeteils 50 seriell eintreffenden Daten werden im Kodierer 7
zum Herabsetzen der Datenrate in vorbestimmbarer Léinge zusammengefafit und anhancl

einer Kodiertabelle einem errtsprechenden Symbol zur weiteren Verarbeitung zugeordnet.

Weiters wird dieses kodierle Signal in dem nachfolgenden DMT (Discrete Multi Tone)-
Modulator 8 nach diesem bekannten Verfahren moduliert und fiber ein Hochpal3-Filter 9

geleitet, welches zur Vermeidung von' Storeinflfissen im wesentlichen das

Sprachfrequenzband unterdrfickt. Das digitale Ausgangssignal dieses Hochpali-Filters 9 wird

fiber einen Digital-Analog—Wand1er 10 in ein analoges Signal gewandelt, welches fiber ein

BandpaB-Filter 11 und anschliefiend fiber eincn Verstilrker 12 zum Wandier 13 gelangt. Das

Bandpafi-Filter 1 1 erfiillt einerseits nochmals die Funktion des I-Iochpasses ll und
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andererseits schneidet. es die durch den Analog-Digital-Wandler V10 hervorgerufenen
hochfrequenten Spannungsspitzcn ab. Die Frequenz der Analog-Digital-Wandlung ist zur

‘ Erfiillung des Abtasttheorems so gewélhlt, dafl fiir die htichsten vorkommenden Frequcnzen

mindestens zweimal eine Abtastung durch den Analog-Digital-Wandler I0 erfolgt.

_ Der Sendeteil 50 und der Empfangsteil 51 sind durch eine TDM (Time Division Multiplex)-
Einheit 30 gesteuert, sodaB erfindungsgcméifl die zu sendcnden und die zu empfangenden

Daten durch Zeitmultiplexbetrieb getrennt werden, wobei der zugehfirige Multiplex-

Zeitrahmen in cine vorbestimmbare Anzahl N von Zeitschlitzen unterteilt wird, und davon

eine Anzahl K von Zeitschlitzen des Zeitrahmens auschliefllich einer Ubertragungsrichtung,

z.B. Senden, und die restliche Anzahl N-K von Zeitschlitzen ausschliefilich der andcren

Ubertragungsriehutng, z.B. Empfangen, zugeordnet wird. Dazu steuert die TDM—Einheit den

Sendeteil 50 und den Empfangsteil 51, indem sie zur gegebenen Zeit diese aktiviert. Der

Sendeteil 50 und der Empfangsteil 51 sinddabei nie gleichzeitig in Betrieb, wodurch die ffir

die Steuerung benistigte Prozessorleistung entsprechend niedrig ausgelegt werden kann. Da

dadurch auch eine Beeinflussung des eigenen Senders auf den Empfzinger ausgeschlosssen

ist, ist fiir den Analog-Digital-Wandler 16 des Empfzingerteilsi nur eine geringe Aufliisung
' erforderlich. Dieser Vorteil wirkt sich infolge der direkten Proportionalitfit von Auflésung

und Preis bei Analog-Digital-Wandlem sehr kostengiinstig ans. _

Das erfindungsgemfifie Verfahren hat den Vorteil eines relativ geringen Bandbreitenbedarfes

und einer sehr geringen Komplexheit, die sich bei der Hardware bzw. bei der-bentitigten

Rechnerleistung zeigt. Bel herkdmmlichen Verfahren zur Trennung von Senden und

Empfangen geht ein betriichtlicher Teil der Rechnerleistung fiir interne Kommunikation .

verloren, wfihrend beim erfindungsgemafien Verfahrem diese Rechner-Hilfskapazitéit sehr

gering gehalten werden kann.

Das erfmdungsgemiifle Verfahren hat don seine Grenze, wo sich der Anteil des Sendenslunid
Ernpfangens der 50%—Prozentgrenze nfihert, da dann andere Verfahren etvva wie Echo— -

Cancelling 0.5. mit gleichgrofiem oder kleinerem Aufwand durchgefiihrt werden kénnen.

In Fig.2 ist der in Zeitsehlitze unterteilte Zeitrahmen, wic er im erfindungsgemfiflen

Verfahren zur Anwendung gelangt, dargestellt. Die beiden Ubertragungsrichtungen sind

durch die Ausdrficke "upstream" und "downstream" gekennzeichnet. Der ganze Zeitrahmen

ist in diesem Beispicl 20,625 ms lang und in verschiedene Schlitze zu 625 ps aufgeleilt,

- wobei die Mehrzahl der Daten in downstream-Richtung iibertragen wird. Diese Aufteilung

ist besonders dann von Vorteil, wenn in einer Ubem‘-agungsri_chtung ein bidirektionaler Kanal

mit geringer und ein unidirektionaler Kanal mithoher Datenrate bentstigt wird. In dem.

dargestellten Ausfiihrungsbeispiel werden fiber den bidirektionalen Kanal durch die mit

CONTROL bezeichneten Zeitschlitze in downstream- und upstream—Richtung Steucrbcfehle
und fiber den unidirektionalen Kanal durch die mit VIDEO bezeichneten 30 downstream-

Zeitschlitze mit im Zeitmittel einem Hilfsschlitz Videoinformation iibertragen. Diese Art der

' Ubertragung kann fiir belicbige Informationen erfolgen.
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Die Verteilung der Sende- bzw. Empfangskapazitéiten ist_ den jeweiligen Verhéiltnissen durch _

Wahl der Anzahl der upstream bzw. downstream-Zeitschlitze anpafibar. Bei sich éindemden

Auslastungen kann dieses Verhfiltnis automatisch entsprechend dem aktuellen Bedarf

abgestimmt werden. Die festgelegten Sende- und Empfangszeiten haben gegenfiber einer

Frequenzmultiple-x'—Ubertragung den Vorteil, daB nicht gleichzeitig empfangenc und zu

sendende Daten verarbeitet werden miissen, wodurch die Rechnerleistung bzw. der

I-Iiardware-Aufwand entsprechend niedrig ausgelegt werden kann. In jedem DMT-Schlitz

wird cine’ codierte und DMT—moduliertc Datcneinheit iibertragcn. '

Fiir ARQ—Ubertragungswiederholungen wird 'geméiB einer erfindungsgemaflen

Ausfiihmngsform im Multiplex-Zeitrahmen der Datenfibertragung -im Zeitmittel cine

.vo1-bestirnmbarc Anz/ahl A von Zeitschlitzen ffir ARQ-Ubertragungswiederholungen
vorgesehen sind. Dazu werden beim Senden der Daten diese stéindig in den ARQ-

Sendepuffer 6 eingeschrieben und von diesem wieder an den Kodierer 7 weitergegeben.

Dabei werden die vom Puffer 6 abgehenden Dalen schneller iibertragen als dieser gefiillt

wird- In der dabei entstehenden Liicke wird emeut jeweils der letzte Datenblock eingetragen,

dieser wird jedoch empfalngerseitig als wiederholter Block erkannt und automatisch beseitigt.

Somit wird im fehlerfreien Ubertragungsfall stfindig mit Uberkapazitat gesendet, ohne dafi

der iibertragene Informationsgehalt gr6Ber ist.

Sobald ein Ubertragungsfehler auftritt, erkennt der Empfanger in der periphercn Datenstelle

R den Fehler mittels seiner CRC- Fehlererkennung in der ARQ-Einheit 24 und gibt darauf _

A den Befehl fiber den Multiplexer des Sendepuffers 3 zur Datenwiederholung weiter, der dann

als Steuei-information fiber den bidirektionalen Kanal gesendet wird. In der zentralen

Datenstelle C wird diese Information nach Durchlaufen des Empfangeneils 51 im

Empfingerpuffer 27 gedemultiplext und ein Steuerbefehl an den 'ARQ-Puffer 6 gegeben, die

fehlerhafte Ubertragung zu wiederholen. .

‘ Dafiir steht in diesem Ausfiihrungsbeispiel im Zeitmittel nur ein Hilfsschlitz zur Verfiigung,

was einer Uberkapazitét von 3,33% entspricht. Dauer und Anzahl der I-lilfsschlitze sind in

diesem Zusammenhang keiner Einschréinkung unterworfen und kénnen innerhalb des

technisch Realisierbaren beliebig den jeweiligen Verhéiltnissen angepafit werden.

Nach einer Fehliibertragung wird nun im darauffolgenden Zeitrahmen, die

Wiederholungsiibertragung durchgefiihrt, die sich fiber mehrere nacheinanderfolgende

Zeitschlitze erstrecken kann. Gemittelt fiber die Zeit sollte in diesem Beispiel nur ein

Zeitschlitz pro Rahmen fiir die Wiederholungen benutzt werden.

Die Zeitspanne, fiber die dabei das Zeitmittel berechnet wird, ist durch die Gr6Be des ARO-

Pufferspeichers festgelegt. Sobald dieser mit Information"vollgeschrieben ist, kénnen keine

weiteren Wiederholungcn durchgeffihrt werden und der fehlcrhafie Datenblock rnufi als

transparent ausgegeben werden.

Gegenijber einem herkvjmrnlichen ARQ-Verfahren ist die fiir die Datenwiederholungen

festgelegte Zeitspanne im Zeitmittel fixien. Dadurch kann es nicht passieren, cIal3 aufgrund

einer liinger andauernden Stéirung die Ubertragung solange wiederholt wird bis sie fehlerfrei

BNSDOCID: <W0__: 97019DOA1,l,_>
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ist und damit die Ubertragimgszeit sich stark erhtiht. Durch das bekanme ARQ-Verfahren

wird die Dateniibertragung auch bei beliebigen Stbrungcn solange wiederholt, bis sie

fehlerfrei empfangen wird, wodurch der Datendurchsatz aber sehr stark sinkt. Hingegen wird.

durch die feste Uberkapazitrit, die zwischen 2 und 10%, vorzugsweisc abet zwischen 3 und

5% liegl, im erfindungsgemiiiien Verfahren die Ubertragung nur so oft wiederholt, wie es im '

Rahmen der Uberkapazitéit méglich ist, um den nominellen Datendurchsatz aufrecht zu

erhalten. Kann bei mehreren aufeinanderfolgenden faischen Datenbibcken einer nicht mehr

wiederholt und richtig empfangen werden, wird er transparent ausgegeben. .
Bei einem durch die diskrete Mehnonmodulation (DMT) modulierten Signal ist das

Verhfiitnis von Spitzenwert zu Mittelwert sehr groB, sodaB ein Abkappen ("Clipping") der

Signalspitze eine héiufige Fehlerquelle darstellt. Um diesen Fehlcr Vauf einfache Weise zu

korrigieren, kann nach einer fehlerhaften Dateniibemagung die digitale Bitfolge beim

Wiederholvorgang im Sender z.B. dutch einen Rechenalgorithmus, modifiziert werden und

dann emeut iibertragen werden. Im Empfalnger wird der-verwendete Rechenalgorithmus

entsprechend in Umkchrung angewendet und die Daten wiedergewonnen. Dadurch karm

dieser Uberiragungsfehler sehr veffektiv ausgeschaltet werden. Im besonderen ist es

schaltungs— oder rechentechnisch auf einfache Weise durchfiihrbar, die fchlerhaften Daten in

invertierter Form zu iibertragen

Eine weitere Stérquelle beim DMT-Verfahren ergibt sich aus der Schaltfrequenz der

eingesetzten Spannungsversorgung, z.B. des Netzteils, da diese Schaitfrequenz im

Ubcrtragungsbereich liegt und somit als frequenzselektive Sttsrung ihre Auswirkung zeigt.

Hinzu kommt die Abhéingigkeit dieser Stbrungen von anderen EinfluBgr<':‘oBen, etwa die

gerade am Netzteil vorliegende Last. Diese Art von Stbrungen kbnnen verringert werden,

indem die Schaltfrequenz des Netzteils auf cine der Tréigerfrequenzen der DMT-Modulation

synchxonisien wird. Damit wirkt sich diese Stfirung nur auf diesc Trfigerfrequenz und ihre

' Vielfache aus, sodafl sie sehr leicht dutch einen adaptiven Algorithmus kompensiert werden
kénnen.

In Fig.1 ist weiters der dem Sendeteil 50 entsprcchende Empfangstcil 51 dargestellt. Die fiber

die Zweidrahtleitung 100 und den Ubertrager 13 von der anderen Teilnehmerseite

einlangenden Signale werden fiber einen Bandpafl 14 und fiber eine AGC (Automatic Gain

Control)-Einheit, die unabhéingig von den momentanen Signalverhaltnissen auf der Leitung

ein annéihernd amplitudenkonstantes Signal erzeugt, an den Eingang einesl zum Empfangsteii

51 gehbrigen Analog-Digital-Wandlers 16 gefiihrt, dessen Ausgang mit einem I-lochpaJ'5-

Filter 17 verbunden ist. Das am Eingang des Hochpasses 17 anliegende Signal wird fiber

einen AGC-Regclkreis 18 als Stellgrfifie zur AGC-Einheit 15 riic1<gefi'1hrt.«

Nach dem HochpaB I7 erfolgt die Demodulation des Signals, aus welchem nur in der

peripheren Datenstelie R der mitfibertragene Pilotton einer Pilot-AGC~Einheit 20 zugefiihn

wird, woraus in der Taktgewinnungseinheit 21 ein fur die

Takterzeugungseinheit 31 der peripheren Datenstelle R gewonnen wird. Diese

Takterzeugungseinheit 31 generiert fur die TDM—Einheit 30 und flir den Systemtakt die

Referenzsignal

9701900A1 I >
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Zeitbasis. Die Datenstelle C benétigt keine Taktgewinnungseinheit, da hier eine unabhéingige

Zeitbasis vorgesehen ist. 7

Die durch die Ubertragungsstreckc bcwirktcn linearcn Vcrzerrungen werden in einemvan den
DMT-Demodulator 19 anschliefiendcn Entzerrer 22 mit update-Funktion beseitigt.‘ Daran

anschlieflend. findet in einem Dekodierer 23 das Umschliisseln entsprechend einer
Dekodiertabelle statt, woraufhin am Ausgang des -Dekodieres 23 wieder ein ‘serieller

Bitstrorn vorliegt, der fiber zwei Ausgéinge gefiihrt wird. Der Fir Datenstelle C und R gleich

ausgefuhrte erste Ausgang besteht aus einem Empfangs-Puffer 27 fir Steuerinformation,

einem ‘nachfolgenden Entwurfler 28, in welchem die Daten _in ihrer richtigen Reihenfolge

wiederhergestellt werden und der Datensenke 29, die die gesendeten Steuerdaten empfdngt.
Der zweite Ausgang des Empfangsteils 5], welcher nur ffir die.Datenstelle R vorgeschcn ist,

ist mit einem ARQ-Puffer 24 verbunden, der die iibertragene Breitbandinfomuation aus der

Datenstelle C zwischenspeichert, verifiziert und bei Bedarf fiber eine im ARQ-Puffer 24

integrierte Steuereinheit den Befchi zum nochmaligen Senden der fehlerhaft iibcrtragenen .

Daten an den Multiplex-Eingang des Sendepuffers 3 gibt, der znr Datenstelle C '
riickiibertragen wird. Am Ausgang des AIRQ-Puffers 24 ist ein Entwiirfler 25 und daran _
anschlieflend eine Datensenke 26 zur Ubernahme der Breitbandinformation ‘angeschlossen.

Werden Daten fiber zwei oder rneh: Zweidrahtleitungen, die zumindest‘ teilweise in

Ubersprechabstand gefiihrt sind, iibertragen, kann es geschehen,.da.B d1_1I'Ch die gegenseitige

induktive Beeinflussung der Zweidrahtleitungen es zum Ubersprechen kommt. Besonders in

einer zentralen Datenanlage, in der viele abgehende Zweidrahtleitungen nebeneinander

gefiihrt werden, ka.nn es zu dieser unerwfinschten Sttirung kommen. '

Bei einer Ausfiihrungsforrn des erfindungsgeméiflen Verfahrens wird diese An der Stérung
vermieden, indem der Zeitmultiplex-Betrieb auf allen -Zweidrahtleitungen .synch:ron

durchgeffihrt wird. Dies bedeutet, dafl gleichzeitig fiber alle Zweidrahtleitungen cntweder

gesendet oder empfangen wird, sodaI3 keine Beeinflussung mehr méiglich ist,‘

BNSDOCID: <WO,__,970|900A1_|_>
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Patentanspriiche

Verfahren zur bidirektionalen Dateniibertragung iiber eine Zweidrahtleitung, wobei

digitale Dalen zum Sehden oder Empfangen, z.B. mittels diskreter Mehrtonmodulation

(DMT), moduliert bzw. demoduliert und die zu sendenden und zu empfangenden

Daten, z.B. durch Frequenzmultipllexbetrieb (FDM) oder Echoauslfischung (EC),

getrennt werden, dadurch ‘ gekennzeichnet, daB die zu sendenden und zu

empfangenden Daten durch Zeitmultiplexbetrieb (TDM) getrennt werden, wobei der

zugehiirige Multiplex-Zeitrahmen in eine vorbestimmbare Anzahl N von Zeilschlitzen

unterteilt wird, und davon eine Anzahl K von Zeitschlitzen ausschliefilich einer

Ubertragungsrichtung, z.B. Senden, und die restliche Anzahl (N-K) von Zeitschlitzen

aussch1iel3lich’der anderen Ubertragungsrichtung, z.B. Empfangen, zugeordnet wird.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafi N’ gleich 30 und K gleich
1 ist.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB im Multiplex-

Zeitrahmen der Dateniibertragung im Zéitmittel eine vorbestimmbare Anzahl von

Zeitschlitzen fiir ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request)-Ubertragungswiederholungen

vorgesehen sind. ‘ '

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB bei fehlerhafter
Ubertragung die Daten, z.B. mittels eines Rechenalgorithmus, modifiziert wiederhdlt
iibertragen werden.

Verfahrcn nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Daten durch logische

Inversion modifiziert werden.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Schaltfrequenz

einer Stiirquelle, z.B. ein Netzteil, mit einer der Triigerfrequenzender diskreten

Me-hrtonmodulation synchronisiert wird.

Verfahi-en nach Anspruch 1 bis 6, wobei Daten fiber zwei oder_ mehr
Zweidrahtleitungen, die zumindest teilweise in Ubersprechabstand gefiihn sind,

iibenragen werden, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafl der Zeitmu1tiplex—Betrieb (TDM)

auf allen Zweidrahtleitungen synchron durchgeffihrt wird, sodaB auf allen

Zweidrahtleitungen gleichzeitig cntweder gesendet oder Vempfangen wird. ‘
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METHOD OF OPERATING'A DIGITAL DATA DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Background of the Invention

This invention relates to method of operating a digital

data distribution network.

In a conventional cable television system, a video

information signal in analog form, such as the NTSC composite

_video signal, is employed to modulate the RF carrier of an

assigned RF transmission frequency channel at the system

headend and the RF signal is distributed over a cable network

to multiple subscriber nodes. At a subscriber node there may
be a cable—ready television receiver including a tuner which

can select the frequency channel and a detector which

recovers the video information signal from the selected

channel and employs it to control operation of the television

display.

_A data distribution system in which the information

signal is transmitted in digital form has well known

advantages over a system in which the information signal is

transmitted in analog form.V Accordingly, it has been
‘proposed by the United States Federal Communications

Comission (FCC) that terrestrial transmission systems under

the jurisdiction of the FCC should phase out use of the NTSC

composite video signal by 2007 and should instead use digital

video information signals to modulate RF carriers. The
digital video information signal provided by a video signal

source will then be composed of a succession of bits I

segregated into digital data packets. The data packets
modulate an RF carrier which is broadcast from the

'transmitter. Each period of the RF carrier conveys several

bits of the digital information signal in one symbol. For

example, in the 64QAM modulation scheme, each symbol conveys

six bits of the digital information signal. The television

receiver selects the frequency channel, detects an analog

information signal, converts the detected information_signal

to digital form and recovers the digital data packets. The
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digital information signal is then used to control operation
of the television display. I '

The change in standards from analog to digital for

terrestrial television transmission effectively dictates that

cable television systems will also have to provide digital

video signals in order for the video signals to be compatible

with digital television receivers. 4

Referring to FIG. 1, a digital cable television system

includes a digital processing interface 8 which receives a

digital video information signal, such as the MPEG transport

stream, and generates an error protected digital signal

composed of a succession of error protected digital signal
packets. The error protected digital signal is applied to a

modulator 10 which employs it to modulate an RF carrier which

is typically in the frequency range 50-550 Mz, although it

may be higher or lower. The digitally modulated RF carrier _
is supplied to<a transmitter 14 which impresses the signal on

a propagation medium 16. In the case of a cable television

system, the propagation medium is a network of coaxial cables

configured as a trunk extending from the transmitter l4 and

having numerous branches connected to the trunk by

directional couplers 18, sub-branches connected to the

branches by directional couplers, and so on, and connected at

the subscriber nodes to digital television receivers 20.

Each receiver 20 has a front end 22 including a tuner

(not shown) which converts the RF signal to intermediate

frequency and an analog—to-digital converter (ADC) 26 which

digitizes the IF signal and provides a digital output signal
to a demodulator'30. The demodulator 30 removes the IF

component and provides a digital output signal, which,

ideally, should match the error protected digital signal

provided to the modulator 10. The receiver front end 22 also

includes a digital processing circuit 32 which carries out

the inverse of the error protection algorithm employed at the

headend and ideally provides at its output a digital video

information signal which matches the signal supplied to the

digital processing interface 8. The digital video
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information signal from the digital processing circuit 32 is

supplied through a decoder (not shown) which the MPEG

transport stream and supplies an analog video signal to

display circuitry 34 to control operation of the television
5 display. _

Error protection is employed in the digital cable

television system to allow correction of bit errors, i.e.

incorrect values of digital l or digital O, in the output

signal of the demodulator 30 caused by impairments in the

transmission path from the input of the modulator 10 to the

output of the demodulator 30.

Provided that the bit error rate is below a critical

value, known as the critical bit error rate and generally

considered to be about 10” for a digital television signal,

digital error correction techniques can correct the errors
and provide a signal having a bit error rate that may be less

than 10'”, which is sometimes referred to as guasi—error

free. The maximum bit error rate that can be tolerated is

considered to be about 10” before error correction.

some video signals in a cable system are transmitted in
encrypted form in order to restrict their use to subscribers

who have paid an additional fee, either on a periodic basis

for premium channels or on a pay—per—view basis for

particular programs. In this case, the digital processing

interface 8 not only applies a digital error protection

algorithm but also encrypts the digital video information

signal, so that the digital data packets provided to the

modulator 10 are error protected and encrypted. In order to
decrypt the digital data packets and regenerate the analog.

video signal, the subscriber is provided with a set top

terminal 40 which is connected between the cable system

connection and the display circuitry 34, by—passing the front

end 22. The set.top terminal includes a tuner (not shown) an

ADC 42, a demodulator 44 and_a digital processing circuit 46,
performing the same general functions as the front end 22,

but the digital processing circuit 46 performs not only error

correction to recreate the digital signal applied to the

BNSDOCID: <WO_._9926375A2_|_ >
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modulator 10 but also decryption in order to extract the

digital video information signal supplied to the digital

processing interface 8. It is expected that much of the

programming distributed by digital transmission cable systems

will be transmitted in encrypted form, so that a subscriber

will need a set top terminal, or equivalent functionality

built into the television receiver, in order to display a

variety of programming.

The economic value of a cable television distribution

system resides in its ability to distribute video payload,

i.e. the program material that subscribers wish to view, to a

large number of subscribers without excessive degradations
The system operator derives revenue based on the system's

ability to distribute the video payload. Accordingly, it is

important that the system operator be warned of impairments

in the distribution system, so that these impairments can be

corrected before they adversely affect the ability of the

system to distribute video payload and hence the revenue

derived by the system operator. The operator must therefore

be able to measure impairments in transmission quality so

that appropriate repairs can be made. Typical impairments

that should be detected and repaired are reductions in '

signal—to—noise ratio (SNR), e.g. due to noise being coupled

into the transmission channel, reductions in frequency

response, reductions in phase response, phase noise, jitter,

addition of interfering signals and addition of multipath

signals. T

Hitherto, it has been suggested that the bit error rate

of an RF digital transmission system may be a satisfactory

measure of transmission channel quality, but this measure is

subject to disadvantage because an RF data distribution

system in which the information signal is digital is subject

to the "cliff effect," in that the curve that relates bit

error rate to the quality of the transmission channel,

expressed as signal—to-noise ratio, has a very steep drop

off. Thus, referring to FIG. 2, a change of less than 1.5 dB

in signal—to—noise ratio can cause the bit error rate to

inn:-1:;nr~u-y -ulr'\ moan-mg... . _
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change from less than 10“ to more than 10”. ‘The curves shown
in FIG. 2 assume that the only impairment is noise when in

fact there will always be other impairments, which can make_

the drop off even steeper. Accordingly, the system operator

is not alerted to impairment of the transmission quality of
the channel either by BER measurements or byaa relatiyely V
small increase in subscriber complaints. On the contrary,
the operator may not learn of an impairment until the system
fails. This makes it difficult to monitor the noise margin

in the system, to track degradations and fix degradationsl

before a system failure.» A

In a report issued by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETR 290; May’ 1997), it is suggested that

the estimated noise margin is a better indicator of
transmission channel quality than bit error rate.V The

estimated noise margin is based on the probability of

mathematically added noise causing a bit error and is
approximately the difference between the_current estimated

signal—to—noise ratio and the estimated signal—to—noise ratio

at which the bit error rate exceeds the critical bit error

rate.. Use of the estimated noise margin to identify ‘

impairments is subject to disadvantage because it is

computationally expensive and is not applicable to

impairments other than noise. Further, its reliability is
limited because there is an unknown set of errors associated

with calculating the estimated noise margin. Since the

estimated noise margin is not the same as the actual noise

margin, there is a possibility that the current signal—to—

noise ratio_is-substantially less than the estimated signal-

to—noise ratio, and consequently the actual noise margin may

be substantially less than the estimated noise margin. It

would therefore be desirable to determine the actual noise

margin of the transmission channel.

Summary of the Invention

In accordance with a first aspect of the invention there

is provided a method of operating a digital data distribution

BNSDKXID: <WO_>,9926375A2__I_ >
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network having a transmitter and a receiver, wherein digital

data is transmitted in error protected packets from the

transmitter to the_receiver over a transmission path by

employing the digital data to modulate at least one carrier
and impressing the modulated carrier on the network, said

method comprising (a) generating an error protected data

packet for transmission over the transmission path, (b)

impairing the transmission path to a selected extent upstream

of'a transmission path segment that is to be tested, (C)

transmitting the data packet over the transmission path, (d)

receiving the data packet at the receiver, and (e)

determining whether the received data packet is error free;

In accordance with a second aspect of the invention

there is provided a method of operating a digital data

distribution network having a transmitter and a receiver,

wherein digital data is transmitted in error protected

packets from the transmitter to the receiver over av
transmission path by employing the digital data to modulate

at least one carrier and impressing the modulated carrier on

the network, said method comprising (a) generating an error

protected data packet for transmission over the transmission

path, (b) transmitting the data packet over the transmission

path as an analog signal, (c) receiving the analog signal at
the receiver, (d) recording the analog signal received at the

receiver, and (e) transmitting the record of the analog

signal to a remote location for analysis.

In accordance with a third aspect of the invention there

is provided a method of operating a digital data distribution

network having a transmitter and a receiver, wherein digital

data is transmitted in error protected packets from the

transmitter to the receiver over a transmission path by

employing the digital data to modulate at least one carrier

and impressing the modulated carrier on the network, said

method comprising generating an error protected data packet

for transmission over the transmission path, impairing the

transmission path to a selected extent upstream of a

transmission path segment that is to be tested, transmitting

msoocuu: <WO___ 9%6375A2_ |_>
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the data packet over the transmission path, receiving the

data packet at the receiver, and counting bit errors in the

received data packet.

‘ In accordance with a fourth aspect of the invention

there is provided a method of operating a digital data

distribution network having a transmitter and a receiver,i

wherein digital data is transmitted in error protected

packets from the transmitter to the receiver over a

transmission path by employing the digital data to modulate a
carrier and impressing the modulated carrier on the network,

said method comprising (a) generating an error protected data

packet for transmission over the transmission.pathg (b)

impairing the transmission path to a selected extent upstream

of a transmission path segment that is to be tested, (c)

transmitting the data packet over the transmission path as an

analog signal, and (d) receiving the analog signal at the
receiver.

Brief Description of the Drawings

For a better understanding of the invention, and to show

how the same may be carried into effect, reference will now

be made, by way of example, to the accompanying drawings, in’
which

FIG. 1 is a partial schematic block diagram of a

proposed form of cable television system, A '

FIG, 2 is a graph illustrating bit error rate as a

function of signal—to—noise ratio in a digital data

communication system.

FIG. 3 is a partial schematic block diagram of the

headend and receiver in a cable television system embodying

the present invention,

FIG. 4 is a map of part of a cable television system,

and

FIG. 5 is a partial schematic block diagram of a digital

subscriber line system.

BNSDOCI D: <WO___9926375l\2 _|_ >
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Detailed Description

A first application of the invention will be described

with reference to a digital cable television system.

The cable TV system shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 is used to

5 distribute digital video information signals from a headend

48 to subscriber nodes 50. Referring to FIG. 3, the headend

48 includes a digital processing interface 8, a modulator 10

-and a transmitter 14 similar to the corresponding elements

shown in FIG. 1. The digital processing interface receives

the MPEG 2 transport stream and performs various operations,

including energy dispersal, error protection, interleaving

and base band shaping in order to generate inphase and

quadrature signals which are applied to the modulator 10.

All the functions of the digital processing interface, and

possibly also the functions of the modulator, may be

performed in a single integrated circuit. In addition, the

headend 48 includes an impairments generator 60. The

impairments generator 60 may be located between the

transmitter 14 and the cable network 16, as shown in FIG. 3,

or it may be incorporated in the digital processing interface

8 or the modulator 10. The effect of the impairments"

generator 60 is to degrade to a selectively controllable

extent the quality of the transmission path between the

digital processing interface 8 and the subscriber nodes 50.

The impairments generator may function by adding noise to the

transmission channel or degrading the frequency response or

phase response of the transmission channel. .Further, the

impairments generator may introduce "spurs" (spurious

modulation products) and phase noise or jitter. "The manner

in which the impairments can be applied to the transmission

channel is well known to those skilled in the art.

Considering, for example, the signal—to-noise ratio. the

quality of the channel may be degraded at the headend using

an impairments generator that couples noise into the

transmission channel. The extent to which the signal—to—

noise ratio is degraded depends on the amlitude of the

noise. .
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As shown in FIG. 4, the cable network 16 includes a
trunk extending from the headend 48. Branches and sub-

branches are connected to the trunk by directional couplers

18. Each subscriber node 50 is at the end of a branch or

sub—branch. The cable system operator maintains a_map of the

cable network, showing schematically the topology of the path

to each subscriber node 50. At each active subscriber node

50, there is a diagnostic cable receiver 64 (FIG, 3)

connected between the cable network and the display circuitry

34 of the subscriber's digital television receiver. The

cable receiver 64 may be implemented as a set top terminal or

it may be housed in the same cabinet as the digital

television receiver. Each cable receiver has a unique ID and
the cable system operator maintains a database relating cable

receiver IDs with the subscriber nodes and billing addresses.

If the database also relates the cable receiver IDs with

physical addresses, the system operator is able to determine

not only the physical location of each cable receiver but

also the topology of the path between the headend and each

cable receiver.

Referring to FIG. 3, the cable receiver 64 includes a

tuner (not shown) for converting the received signal to the

intermediate frequency, an ADC 66, a demodulator 68, a

digital processing circuit 70 and a decoder (not shown),

similarly to the set top terminal 40 described with reference
to FIG. 1. A controller 74 included in the cable receiver

controls operation of the other components of the cable

receiver 64.

The capabilities of the digital processing circuit 70

are expanded relative to those of the digital processing

circuit 46. The digital processing circuit 70 has a video
data output for supplying the MPEG transport stream to the

decoder, which supplies an analog video signal to the display

circuitry 34 of the digital television receiver. The digital

processing circuit 70 includes an error bits counter which

accumulates the number of error bits in the received signal.

The error bits counter can be queried by the controller 74

BNSDXID: <WO____ 9926375A2_ I_ >
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and reset from time to time, so that the controller is able

‘to calculate the bit error rate based on the error bit count

and the time that has elapsed since the counter was reset.

The controller 74 supplies a digital data word representing

the calculated value of the bit error rate to a digital

processing interface 76, which produces an error protected

data packet. A

The cable receiver 64 also includes a memory 80 which

[can be enabled to store the output signal of the ADC 66

during a selected interval. The stored digital signal is

applied to the digital processing interface 76 to generate an
error protected data packet. The error protected data-packet

produced by the digital processing circuit 76, either from

the bit error rate word or from the signal provided by the

memory 80, is supplied to a modulator 82. The modulator 82

uses the error protected data packet to modulate an RF

carrier, typically at a frequency in the range 5-50 M2,

although it may be higher or lower. The modulated RF signal

is applied to a transmitter 84 which impresses the signal on

the cable network.

The headend 48 of the cable system also includes a

receiver 90 for receiving the return messages provided by the

transmitter 84 in each of the cable receivers 64. The

receiver 90 includes a tuner (not shown), an ADC 92 which

digitizes the return message signal, a demodulator 94 which

removes the IF component and provides a digital output signal

which, ideally, should match the error protected return

message packet provided by the digital processing interface

76, a digital processing circuit 96 which carries out the

inverse of the error protection algorithm employed in the

digital processing interface 76 and ideally provides at its

output a data signal which matches the input signal provided

to the digital processing interface 76, and a report/display

device 98. It will be understood that the headend includes a

controller (not shown) for controlling operation of the

various components thereof.

SNSDOCIDI <WO,_ 9926375A2,|_>
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In a first mode of operation of the cable television

system shown in FIG. 3, the system is used to measure the bit

error rate of the transmission channel to each of the

subscriber nodes. In this mode of operation, the headend‘

controller issues a signal which is transmitted to the cable

receivers, instructing the cable receivers to calculate bit

.error-rate during a selected measurement interval, which may
be defined by reference to start and stop flags included in

the data stream or by_reference to specific start and stop

times supplied to the cable receivers by the headend.

During the measurement interval, the controller 74,

calculates the bit error rate and provides an output word

representative thereof. The calculated bit error rate is

reported back to the headend with the cable receiver ID and a

report or display is generated. The report/display device.
may accumulate information received from numerous cable

‘receivers 64 and generate a report or display showing trends
"in bit error rate with time.

Alternatively, or in addition, the report/display device

may generate a report or display showing bit error rate as a
function of the locations of the cable receivers in the cable

network, for example. _The system operator is thereby able to

determine, on a node—by—node basis, the bit error rates of

the signal propagation paths between the transmitter 14 and

the subscriber nodes. By comparing the bit error rates

reported by different cable receivers, the cable system

operator may be able to determine the location in the cable

network of a particular impairment. For example, referring

to FIG. 4, if the cable receivers at nodes 50C and SOD have

poor transmission margin compared to the terminals at nodes
50A, SOB, 50E and SOP, indicated by high bit error rate, then

it is likely that there is an impairment between the

directional couplers 182 and l82J<

It will be appreciated that a test of this nature will"

generate a response message from each cable receiver, and

accordingly it may be advantageous to instruct only selected’

RNSFKXZID: <W0 9&6375A2 I >
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cable receivers to calculate the bit error rate and provide

return messages.

As noted previously, the bit error rate of the

propagation path may be of limited value for monitoring

degradation of the transmission quality, and it may be better

to measure noise margin.

In order to measure the noise margin, i.e. the

difference between the current signal-to—noise ratio and the

SNR at which the bit error rate exceeds the critical bit

error rate. the headend controller instructs the cable

receivers (or a selected group of cable receivers) to report

when the bit error rate calculated by the controller 74

exceeds the critical bit error rate. The headend controller

operates the impairments generator 60 to add a noise

impairment to the signal emitted by the transmitter. The

noise amplitude is progressively increased, for example in

stair—step fashion. In each of the cable receivers addressed

by the headend controller, the controller 74 provides an

output indicating the bit error rate. When the bit error

rate at a given cable receiver 64 without addition of the

noise impairment is sufficiently low, and the bit error rate

with addition of the noise impairment exceeds the critical

bit error rate, the level of impairment introduced by the

impairments generator is approximately equal to the noise

margin for the transmission channel from the transmitter 14

to that cable receiver. (If the impairments generator were

upstream of the transmitter, the level of impairment

introduced by the impairments generator would be related to

the noise margin for the segment of the transmission path

between the impairments generator and the cable receiver.)

The cable receiver reports that the critical bit error rate

has been exceeded, and includes its ID in the report. The

cable system operator is thereby able to determine the noise

margin to critical bit error rate on a node—byfnode basis by
correlating the cable receiver IDs with the level of

impairment at which each cable receiver provides a report.

It is, of course, necessary to correlate the report that the
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critical bit error rate has been exceeded with the noise

level at which the report was generated. This may be
accomplished by including framing bits in the signal

transmitted by the head end in the event that the cable

receiver reports immediately that the critical bit error rate

has been exceeded. Alternatively, the headend controller may

maintain a log recording level of impairment as a function of

time and the report could include a time stamp indicating the

time at which the critical bit error rate was exceeded.

It may be helpful in locating system impairments in the

system shown in FIG. 3, to apply an impairment to the

transmission channel and observe the effect of that

impairment at multiple locations simultaneously.

If there is an impairment in the trunk of the cable

network or in a major branch, it is likely that many cable
receivers will respond to the stair—step type of impairment
and the reverse transmission system would become jammed by
the message storm. This can be avoided by testing all cable

receivers at relatively short intervals, with a small level

of impairment. Appropriate selection of the level of_V

impairment should ensure that relatively few cable receivers

will report a malfunction or failure condition. If this

indeed occurs, the operator then has confidence that the

transmission channel has a reasonable margin. If there is an

unexpectedly large number of return messages, the headend
controller may broadcast a message to all cable receivers

instructing them not to send error information but to reset

and measure again. The headend then repeats the test with a

lower level-of impairment in order to locate the regions of

the network for which the noise margin is smallest. At
longer intervals, e.g. daily or monthly, the operator tests

all cable receivers with a stair-step sequence of impairments
preceded by a message that the cable receivers should report

the result of the test only when polled. The headend then
polls the cable receivers and the cable receivers respond to

the poll by reporting the actual transmission margin. The

polling is best done during an idle period, so as not to
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interfere with revenue generating transmissions. Since the

transmission margin from the headend to each cable receiver

can be inexpensively monitored, the problem of locating an

impairment in the cable network is greatly simplified.

If multiple impairments exist, it can be difficult to

locate the impairment responsible for a failure condition.

For example, referring to FIG. 4, the reduction in

transmission margin.downstream of an impairment in cable

segment 102 may be quite small and may be swamped by another

impairment upstream in the system, e.g. in cable segment 104.
Alternatively, two different impairments, e.g. in cable

segments 102 and 106, may cause similar reductions in

transmission margin, thus leading to the erroneous conclusion

that there is a single impairment in a branch that is common

to the nodes 50C and 50B, e.g. cable segment 104. If the

impairments are of different types, e.g. noise and jitter,

this problem can be solved by classifying the impairments.

In order to classify impairments, it is necessary to

observe the effect of the impairments on symbols, as opposed

to the bits used to encode the symbols.

Impairments can be classified by comparing the waveform

of the signal received at the subscriber node with the

waveform of the transmitted signal.

This is accomplished by using the memory 80 to capture

the digital output signal of the ADC 66 during a test

interval and transmitting the captured waveform back to the

headend. The digital processing circuit 96 provides an

output signal that matches the captured portion of the output

signal of the ADC 66 and can be compared with the output

signal of the transmitter 14 during the corresponding time

interval, so that the effect of the impairments on symbols

can be determined.

Alternatively, the captured sample of the waveform can

be analyzed locally using a measurement instrument.

There are several ways in which impairments can be

classified. One technique is to derive the error vector

waveform and extract the spectrum of the error vector. The
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presence of various imairments, such as noise, coherent _

distortions and spurious modulation products, can be deduced

from the spectrum of the error vector. Amplitude and phase
modulation impairments can be deduced from the Hilbert

Transform of the error vector waveform.

The error vector waveform is derived by subtracting the
signal received at the input of the cable receiver from the

-transmitted signal. Typically, the cable receiver will

‘include an equalizer downstream of the ADC, often as part of

the demodulator. If the equalizer is upstream of the point

at which the received signal is read for storing in the I

memory 80, it affects the timing of the received signal and
'its effect must be removed in order for the received signal

waveform to reflect the condition of the transmission path)
This can be accomplished by using the equalizer coefficientsd
to create a digital filter having a transfer function that is

the inverse of the transfer function.of the equalizer. The

error vector waveform is then generated by subtracting the

output waveform of the digital filter from the transmitted

. waveform. I
_ Once the impairments_have been classified, a particular
existing system impairment is chosen for testing. The chosen

impairment might be the impairment suspected of most likely
causing a reduced transmission margin. The impairments I

generator then adds this impairment, at a sufficient level

that the combined effect of the existing system impairment

and the added impairment will be greater than the level

previously detected for the existing impairment. Since the

‘normal cable receiver is not calibrated for level, and there

is a potential for destructive interference between the

existing system impairment and the added impairment, the new

aggregate level of impairment is best measured by repeating

the recording and classification process and determining by

how much the level of impairment has changed.‘ If addition of

35 this impairment causes a system failure report from the cable

receiver at one subscriber node but not from the cable
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receiver at another node, it can be inferred that the two

nodes are affected by different imairments.

If multiple similar impairments exist simultaneously,

the impairments cannot be separated by classification and the

problem of locating the impairments is more complex.-

However, if several of the diagnostic cable receivers are

instructed to record the received waveform simultaneously,

signal processing of the digitized waveforms can be used to

extract the separate locations of the multiple similar
impairments. The cable receivers can be made to measure

simultaneously by means of two mechanisms. In accordance

a protocol that instructs all cable

(possibly just all unused cable receivers or just

selected cable receivers)

with the first mechanism,

receivers

stop recording when the end of a particular data packet is

received can be broadcast to all (or some) cable receivers.

This method can provide robust, but relatively coarse,

More precise time correlation can be achieved by

inserting a time mark in the broadcast waveform,

timing.

and suitable

signal processing can then be used to align the received

waveforms with the broadcast waveform. The time mark may be

inserted by transmitting a message such that there will be a

transition through a selected signal level, e.g. zero volts,

typically late in a packet.

One way of extracting the separate locations of multiple

impairments has two steps.

at a selected time,

First, the error vector waveform

for each subscriber node is generated by subtracting the

transmitted waveform from the waveform received at each node.

(X, Y) of the

error vector waveforms for two subscriber nodes 50K and SOY

Second, the cross—correlation function cev

is derived. Error vectors that are common to the two nodes

When

computing the cross—correlation functions along the logical

are revealed by the cross—correlation function.

path of the network from an end point (such as a subscriber

node) toward the transmitter. the location of the impairment

can be determined when the value of the cross-correlation

function becomes smaller. For example, referring again to

9926375A2 I >
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FIG. 4, and assuming that cev (E, F) indicates a common

impairment and cev (A, F) indicates that the common

impairment is missing, there must be an impairment between

the logical locations of nodes SOA and 50E in them

transmission path to node SOP. If cev (C, F) indicates a

common impairment, the impairment must be between the nodes

50A and 50C. Since the only part of the network between
nodes 50A and SOC that is in the transmission path to node

SOP is the segment between the coupler 181 and the coupler"

182, the impairment must be located there.

vAs a second example, if cev (C, D) indicates a.common

impairment and cev (A, D) indicates that the common

impairment is missing, there must be an impairment logically

located between node 50A and the coupler l82,1-, This implies

that the impairment must be located between the directional

coupler 18, and the coupler 182_,. If cev (D, E) indicates

that the common impairment is missing, the impairment-is not

between directional coupler 181 and the directional coupler

182, and so the impairment must be between the directional‘

.coupler 182 and the coupler l82_,. ‘

It is necessary to carry out the tests using the

impairments generator with minimal disturbance to the revenue

generating communication traffic. This is accomplished by

adding the impairments only to selected packets or-segments"

of data having a relatively low value with respect to the

revenue generating communication traffic. _

Most digital video transmission systems utilize the MPEG

transport stream. The MPEG transport stream is comosed of

several MPEG elementary streams which are multiplexed to
produce the MPEG transport stream. Stuffing bits are

inserted in order to create the constant bit rate MPEG

transport stream. It is important that the impairment should

degrade only the stuffing bits or other nonjcustomer (i.e.
non—payload) hits. since the impairments are added in the

analog domain (in the case of the impairments generator being

downstream of the transmitter), the impairments are applied

to the transmitted symbols, in which several bits are

BNSDOCID: <W0_._ 992E375A2_ I_ >
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encoded. Interleaving in constructing the transmitted data

stream may result in a symbol containing bits derived from

multiple elementary streams. Accordingly, it is necessary to

detect when a symbol consists entirely of non—customer bits

and degrade only those symbols. The cable receiver 64 can be

instructed to pick out a degraded symbol by including a

private data message in the MPEG transport stream. The

message might, for example, instruct the cable receiver to

pick out a numerically specified symbol after the next sync

byte after the Program Clock Reference for a specified

Program ID. It will be appreciated that the impairments

could be added in the digital domain, e.g. in the digital"

processing interface 8. In this case, while the impairments

are added in the digital domain, they are nevertheless a

description of the desired analog waveform, so the

impairments are of an analog nature.

An alternative is to include the impairment at a time

when all of the payload bits are of relatively low perceived

value. For example, the operator might include a special

announcement simultaneously on all of the program streams
contained in a single transmitted channel." The time of

transmission of this announcement is chosen so that the

balance between the loss of advertising revenue and the

benefit of announcing the quality enhancement efforts is

optimized. The announcement might indicate that the system

operator is testing the network to ensure that subscribers

receive the best possible quality, and thereby has some

value. In either case, it is necessary to ensure that the

symbol that is degraded does not contain customer bits or

that the-probability of causing an uncorrectable error is

acceptably low.

A cable television network may be used to provide

bidirectional voice communication, similarly to the public

telephone network. ,In this case, the subscriber's telephone

"instrument is not connected to the public telephone network

but is connected through a suitable adapter to the television

cable network. The adapter digitizes the subscriber's
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outgoing voice message and employs it to modulate a carrier,

and similarly detects and converts to analog form an incoming

digitized voice message. The headend is connected to the

telephone instrument of the other party to the call through

another network, which might be the public telephone network

or include another cable distribution system, In either

case, voice messages are transmitted bidirectionally between

_the subscriber node and the headend over the cable network by

‘digitizing the voice messages and modulating a carrier with

the digitized voice messages. The test method described

herein can be used for testing a transmission channel used

for voice transmission by providing a diagnostic function in

the equipment at the subscriber node. The diagnostic

function may be added to the functions performed in the

subscriber's telephone/cable adapter or may alternatively be
provided by a separate diagnostic receiver.

Bidirectional voice transmissions tend to be bursty, but
excessive latency in response may be objectionable to_the
user. Accordingly. test packets should only be used during

transmission if they are short enough that they will not

cause excessive latency. Alternatively, since voice

transmissions tend to be relatively short and have a protocol

for starting and finishing each transmission session, test

packets may be sent when setting up a call, tearing down a

call, or during idle times{

FIG. 5 illustrates schematically a public telephone.

network including a node 110, such as a central office or

fiber node, and subscriber lines 114 extending from the

central node 110 to respective subscriber nodes 118.. Analog

voice traffic may be carried on the lines 114. Digital data

may also be transmitted over the subscriber lines. For

example, the central node may be connected to an internet

service provider and provide for data transmission_between a

subscriber node and the ISP, In accordance with an xDSL

protocol, such as ADSL (asynchronous digital subscriber

line), the digital data is used to modulate one or more

carriers, each having a frequency outside the audio range and
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the digital data can then be transmitted concurrently with

the analog voice traffic. In this case, the central node

includes an xDSL transceiver and the subscriber node also

includes an XDSL transceiver, for transmitting data between

the central node and the subscriber node using the ADSL

protocol.

The invention may be used to test the subscriber lines

114 to ensure that the digital data can be transmitted error

free. At the subscriber node, the xDSL transceiver includes,

or is provided with, a diagnostic receiver which operates

similarly to the diagnostic cable receiver illustrated in

FIG. 3. This provides a technique for detecting impairments

in the transmission channel from the central node to

individual subscriber nodes before the transmission channel

is degraded to such an extent that error protected data

packets cannot be recovered at the subscriber node. The _

other functions described with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4,

such as transmission of messages to a central location and

remote classification of impairments, apply to the system

described with reference to FIG. 5.

In the case of data transmission, it is much simpler to

include impaired packets-in the transmission because data

transmissions are usually bursty. By using a broadcast

protocol, many subscriber lines can be tested in parallel by

sending test packets to all subscriber nodes simultaneously.

When testing an individual subscriber line, it is necessary

to control operation of the impairments generator to ensure

that the packet address will not-be impaired, so that the

subscriber node can correctly identify a packet intended for

it. Rather, only the data inside the packet should be

impaired.

It will be appreciated that the invention is not

restricted to the particular embodiments that have been

described, and that variations may be made therein without

departing from the scope of the invention as defined in the

appended claims and equivalents thereof. For example,

although the description of FIGS. 3 and 4 refers to the

SNSDOCIDZ <WO_,__ 9@5375A2_ l_ >
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return path from the subscriber node 50_to the headend 48 as

being the cable that is used for transmission from the I

headend to the subscriber node, it may instead be implemented

by another medium, such as the public switched telephone
network.
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Claims

1. A method of_operating a digital data distribution

network having a transmitter and a receiver, wherein digital

data is transmitted in error protected packets from the

transmitter to the receiver over a transmission path by

employing the digital data to modulate at least one carrier

and impressing the modulated carrier on the network, said

method comprising:_ i
(a) generating an error protected data packet for

transmission over the transmission path,

(b) impairing the transmission path to a selected extent

upstream of a transmission path segment that is to be tested,

(c) transmitting the data packet over the transmission
path,

(d) receiving the data packet at the receiver, and

(e) determining whether the received data packet is

error free.

2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising,

if the transmission path is not error free, transmitting a

-message from the receiver to the.transmitter;

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein step (c),

comprises progressively increasing the extent to which the

transmission path is impaired.

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein the network

has a plurality of receivers and digital data is transmitted

to the receivers over respective transmission paths, step (b)

comprises transmitting the data packet to the receivers over

the respective transmission paths, step (d) comprises

receiving the data packet at each receiver, and step (e)

comprises determining at each receiver whether the received

data packet is error free.

5. A method according to claim 4, further comprising,

if the transmission path to a selected receiver is not error

BN.I:l'\(‘t‘.Ir‘r <W(') Qfl26375A2 I >
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free, transmitting a message from the selected receiver to
the transmitter, and analyzing messages received at the

transmitter.

6. A method according to claim 4, wherein the method

comprises detecting receivers that report higher than average

error rates and comparing the transmission paths to the

respective receivers in a manner such as to derive

information from the receivers that report higher than

average error rates.

7. A method according to claim 4, wherein step (c)

comprises progressively increasing the extent to which the

transmission path is impaired and the)method further
comprises:

transmitting a message from a receiver to the

transmitter if the transmission path to that receiver is not
error free, and

correlating messages received at the transmitter with

the extent to which the transmission path is impaired.

8. A method of operating a digital data distribution

network having a transmitter and a receiver, wherein digital

data is transmitted in error protected packets from the

transmitter to the receiver over a transmission path by

employing the digital data to modulate at least one carrier

and impressing the modulated carrier on the network, said

method comprising: V in

(a) generating an error protected data packet-for
transmission over the transmission path,

(b) transmitting the data packet over the transmission

path as an analog signal,

(c) receiving the analog signal at the_receiver,

(d) recording the analog signal received at the

receiver, and

(e) transmitting the record of the analog signal to a

remote location for analysis.

BNSDOCID: <WO 9g26375A2_| ,, >
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9. A method according to claim 8, wherein step (e)

comprises transmitting the record of the analog signal to the

transmitter for analysis.

_lO. A method according to claim 8, wherein step (d)

comprises digitizing the analog signal and the method further

comprises deriving digital data from the digitized signal,

forming a data packet from the digital data derived from the

digitized signal, transmitting the data packet to the

transmitter as an analog signal, digitizing the analog signal

received at the transmitter, and processing the digitized

signal at the transmitter.

11. A method according to claim 10, wherein the step of

processing the digitized signal at the transmitter comprises

deriving the error vector waveform for the transmission path

‘to the receiver.

12. A method according to claim 8, wherein the network

has a plurality of receivers and digital data is transmitted

to the receivers over respective transmission paths, step (d)

comprises digitizing the analog signal at each receiver, and

the method further comprises deriving digital data from the

digitized signal at each receiver, forming data packets at

the respective receivers from the digital data derived from

the digitized signal at each receiver, transmitting the data

packets to the transmitter as analog signals,

analog signals received at the transmitter,

digitizing the

and processing

the digitized signals at the transmitter, and the step of

processing the digitized signal at the transmitter comprises

deriving the error vector waveforms for the transmission

paths to at least first and second receivers and deriving the

correlated error vector function for the transmission paths
to the first and second receivers.

13. A method according to claim 8, wherein the network

has a plurality of receivers and digital data is transmitted
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to the receivers over respective transmission paths, and the

method comprises deriving digital data from the digitized.

signal at each receiver, transmitting the digital data to the

transmitter, and analyzing data received from multiple

receivers to extract the locations of uncorrelated

impairments.

14. A method according to claim 8. comprising

processing the digitized signal to classify an impairment in

the transmission path and testing the transmission margin of

the transmission path with respect to the impairment by_

impairing the transmission path using that impairment.

15. A method according to_claim 8, further comprising-

impairing the transmission path to a selected extent upstream

of a transmission path segment to be tested.

16. A method of operating a digital data distribution

network having a transmitter and a receiver, wherein digital

. data is transmitted in error protected packets from the

‘transmitter to the receiver over a transmission path by

employing the digital data to modulate at least one carrier
and impressing the modulated carrier on the network, said

method comprising: A A

generating an error protected data packet for’

transmission over the transmission path,

-impairing the transmission path to a selected extent

"upstream of a transmission path segment that is to be tested,

transmitting the data packet over the transmission path,

receiving the data packet at the receiver, and

counting bit errors in the received data packet.

17. A method of operating a digital data distribution

network having a transmitter and a receiver, wherein digital

data is transmitted in error protected packets from the

transmitter to the receiver over a transmission path by

employing the digital data to modulate a carrier and
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impressing the modulated carrier on the network, said method

comprising:

(a) generating an error protected data packet for
transmission over the transmission path,

‘ (b) impairing the transmission path to a selected extent

upstream of a transmission path segment that is to be tested,

(c) i

path as an analog signal,

transmitting the data packet over the transmission

and

(d) receiving the analog signal at the receiver.

18. A method according to claim 17, wherein the step of

impairing the transmission path comprises impairing the

transmission path by reducing its signal—to—noise ratio.

19.

impairing the transmission path comprises impairing the‘

A method according to claim 17, wherein the step of

‘transmission path by reducing its frequency response.

20.

impairing the transmission path comprises imairing the

A method according to claim 17, wherein the step of

transmission path by reducing its phase response.

21.

impairing the transmission path comprises impairing the

A method according to claim 17, wherein the step of

transmission path by reducing its impulse response;

22.

impairing the transmission path comprises impairing the

A method according to claim 17, wherein the step of

transmission path by introducing phase noise or jitter.

nmnsrrsn-2 I >
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DETERMINING THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF SUBSCRIBER LINES

This is a continuation-in—part of Application No.

U.S. Application No. 09/294,563, filed April 20,11999;

Background_oi_the_lnxenticn

This application relates generally to communications

networks, and more particularly, to determining electrical

properties of multi—wire communication lines. _ A ‘A

Recently, there has been an-increased demand for the

subscriber lines of plain old_telephone services (POTS's)'

to carry high—speed digital signals. ‘The demand has been
stimulated by home access to both the Internet and distant

office computers. Both types of access typically employ a

POTS lined as‘ part of _the path for carrying digital"

signals. _

POTS's lines were built to carry “voice signals at

audible frequencies and can also carry digital signals as
tone signals in the_near audible frequency range. Modern

digital services such as ISDN and ADSL transmit data at

frequencies well above the audible range, At these higher

frequencies, POTS's lines that transmit voice signals well

may transmit digital signals poorly. Nevertheless, manyyu

telephone operating companies (TELCO's) would like’ to

offer ISDN and/or ADSL data services to their subscribers.
Telephone lines between a TELCO switch. and

subscribersf premises are frequent’ sources of poor

performance at the high frequencies characteristic of ISBN
and ADSL transmissions. Nevertheless, high cost has made

widespread replacement of Vthese subscriber lines an
undesirable solution for providing subscribers with lines

capable of supporting ISDN and ADSL. A less expensive
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alternative would be to repair or remove only those

subscriber_ lines that are inadequate for transmitting
high—speed digital data.

To limit replacement or repair to inadequate lines,

TELCO's have placed some emphasis on developing methods

for predicting which subscriber lines will support data

services, such as ISDN and ADSL. Some emphasis has been

also placed on predicting frequency ranges at which such

data services will be supported. Some methods have also

been developed for, finding faults’ in subscriber lines

already supporting data services-so that such faults can

be repaired. l . ' ' A
Current methods for predicting the ability of

’subscriber lines _to support high-speed digital-

transmissions are typically not automated, . labor

intensive, and entail test access at nmltiple.points.

Often, these methods entail using skilled interpretations

~of high frequency measurements of ’line parameters to

determine data transmission abilities. At a network

scale, such tests are very expensive to implement;

The present invention is directed to-overcoming or,

at :least, reducing the affects of one ‘or more of the
problems set forth above.

_ Summary of the Invention

In a first aspect, the invention provides a method of

determining a physical structure of a subscriber line.

The method includes searching a reference set for a match
between the subscriber line and a model line of the"

reference set and identifying that the subscriber line has

a specific physical structure. The match is based on

electrical properties of the _ lines. The act of
Videntifying is responsive to finding a match with one of

RNRDCICID-¢\Nfi nnsuranna I 3
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the model lines that has the specific physical structure.

In a second aspect, the_invention provides a method

I of qualifying a subscriber line for a data service. The

method includes searching a reference set of model lines

for a_best match to a subscriber line by comparing sets

of electrical properties and determining that the

subscriber line has_a specific physical structure. The_
act of determining is responsive to the best matching

model line having the specific physical structure; The

method also includes disqualifying the subscriber line

for the data service, in part, in response to determining

that the specific physical structure corresponds to a
"disqualified line; ' '

4 In a third aspect, the invention provides a method
of providing a data service. _The method includes '

;searching for a match between electrical properties of a"
’subscriber line and a model line of a reference set and

determining whether the subscriberfs line is_qualified

for the data service.” The act of determining is based in

part on whether the best matching model line has one of a

bridged tap and a mixture of gauges. The method also

includes performing a business action in response to

determining that the subscriber's line is qualified.

In a fourth aspect, the invention provides a data

storage device that stores an executable program_ of
instructions for causing a computer to perform one or more

‘of the above-described methods.

Various embodiments use test accesses, which provide

data on low frequency electrical properties of subscriber_
lines, to ‘make predictions. about high frequency
performance. '
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Brief Description of the Drawings

Other features and advantages of the invention will

be apparent from the following description taken together_

with the drawings in which: if

FIG. 1 shows a portion of a POTS network having a

system for detecting faults in subscriber telephone lines;.

FIG. 2A shows a first measuring setup for making one-

ended electrical measurements’ on a subscriber telephonec

line; 4 _

FIG. 2B is an equivalent circuit for the neasuring

setup of FIG. 2A; _ if

‘FIG. 2C shows a second. measuring setup, for" making

one—ended electrical measurements on a subscriber‘

telephone line; ‘ '

FIG. 3 illustrates signal distortions produced by the‘
test-bus and standard voice test access;

FIG. 4 shows a split pair fault in a subscriber line;

FIG. 5 shows how a splice error can produce a split;

pair fault;

FIG. 6A shows a pphase measurement signature of a
resistive imbalance on a subscriber line;-

FIG. 6B shows a phase measurement ‘signature of a

split pair fault on a subscriber line; _

FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating a method of

detecting faults on subscriber lines with the system of

FIGS. 1{ 4, and 5: i V
FIG. -8 is a flow chart illustrating a. method of‘

qualifying subscriber lines with the method of FIG. 7;

FIG. 9 shows a method of providing high speed data

services using the methods of FIGS. 7 and 8;. _
FIG. 10A—1OE show exemplary subscriber lines having

.different gauge mixes;

FIG. 11 shows a subscriber line with a bridged tap;

3N—'=DOClD‘<WO OO54‘|30A2 I >
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FIG. 12A—12E shows exemplary structures of subscriber

lines having one bridged tap;

FIG. 13 is a flow chart for a method of determining

the specific physical structure of a subscriber line from

a reference set;' _ .

' FIG. 14 is a flow chart for a nwthod of finding a

best match between a subscriber and model lines; _

FIG. 15 is a flow chart for a method of qualifying

subscriber lines; and A

FIG. 16 is a flow chart’ for a business method of

providing high—speed data services to subscribers. b

FIG. 17 is a flow chart for a stacked method of

.detecting bridged taps using auxiliary variables;
FIG. 18A shows predicted and actual signal

attenuations of nominal subscriber lines;

FIG. 18B Ashows predicted and actual signal

attenuations of non—nominal subscriber lines; I
FIG. 13c ’shows predicted, shifted predicted, and

actual signal attenuations for an exemplary nominal
subscriber line;' A

' .FIG. 19 shows_an exemplary decision tree; _
FIG. 20 illustrates the action of the rules of the

decision tree of FIG. 19 on a set of subscriber lines;
FIG. 21 is a flow chart illustrating 'a method ‘of

creating the_decision trees with machine learning methods:

and I I A

_ FIG. 22 is a flow chart for a method of determining"
the branching rules of the decision tree illustrated in

FIGS. 19-20.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments‘
MEASUREMENT AND TEST APPARATUS

FIG. I shows a portion of a POTS network 10 that has

a system 11 for detecting faults in subscriber lines 12-
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14. The subscriber lines l2—l4 connect subscriber units

16-18, i.e., modems and/or ptelephones, to a telephony

switch 15. The switch 15 connects the subscriber lines

12-14 to the remainder of the telephone network 10. AThe

switch 15 may be a POTS switch or another device, e.g., a

digital subscriber loop access multiplexer (DSLAM)-

Each subscriber line 12-14 consists of a standard"
twisted two—wire telephone line adapted <to voice.

transmissions. The two wires are generally referred to as

the ring AR@ and_tip AT@ wires.

A large" portion of each subscriber_ line 12-14 is

housed in one or more standard telephone cables 22. The .
cable 22 carries many subscriber lines 12-14, e.g., more.

"than a dozen, in a closely packed. configuration. The

close packing creates an electrical environment that

changes transmission properties of the individual
subscriber lines 12-14. '

Electrical measurements for detecting line faults are

performed by a measurement unit 40. . In Vvarious

embodiments, the measurement unit 40 includes one or both
devices 41 and 43. Each device 41, 43 performs one—ended

electrical measurements on selected lines 12-14. In

preferred embodiments, the electrical measurements are

one—ended. The device 41 performs measurements on tip and

ring wires of a selected subscriber line 12-14 in a common

mode configuration and produces ‘results useful for

Vdetecting. split pairs. The device 43 can- measure.

admittances of the tip and ring wires of a selected line

12-14‘ either separately‘ or together »and produces data

useful for determining the specific physical line

structure. The measurement unit 40 may also house other

devices" (not shown) for performing other types of

electrical measurements, i.e., one—ended or two-ended

measurements. The measurement unit 40 "couples to the

HMSn(‘If‘.II'!'(\Nf'\ nnnuannn | 3
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switch 15 via a test bus 42. . V

The devices 41,-43 connect to the switch 15 through

the test bus 42 and a standard voice test access 44. The‘

yoice test access 44 electrically connects either_ the

device 41 or device 43 to the subscriber lines 12-14

selected for testing. The voice test access 44 generally_
transmits electrical signals with low frequencies between

about 100 Hertz (Hz) and 20 kilo I-lz (KI-iz)..'But,g the test
access 44 may gtransmit signals at higher frequencies,

e.g., up to 100 to 300 KHz, in some switches 15.

The measurement unit 40 is controlled by computer 46,
which Aselects the types of measurements performed,. the
device 41, 43 ‘used, and the subscriber lines .12-14 to’
test. The computer >46 sends control signals "to the
measurement ‘unit 40 via a connection 48, e.g., a line,

network, or dedicated wire, and 7receives_ measurement

results from the measurement unitp 40 via the same”
connection 48.

The computer 46 contains a software program for

controlling line testing by the measurement unit 40 and

‘for detecting line conditions or faults with results from

the measurement unit 40. The-software program is stored,

in executable form, in a data storage device 49,_e;g., a

hard drive or random access memory (RAM). The program may

also be encoded on a readable storage medium 50, such as

an optical or magnetic disk, from which the program can be
executed.‘ '

To perfomn a test, the measurement unit 4Q_signa1s

the voice test access 44 to connect the line 12-14 to be

tested to wires of the bus 42 for connecting to internal
devices 41, 43. Then, one or both of the internal devices

41, 43 performs electrical neasurements on the selected’

line 12-14. After the measurements. are completed, the

measurement unit 40 signals the switch 15 to disconnect

RNSDGCID: ¢\MO (XEMSOAZ I >
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the line 12-14 from the wires of-the bus 42.

The computer 46 can classify selected subscriber

lines 12-14 prior to fully connecting the lines 12-14 for

data services. The range of possible classes to which a

line 12-14 can be assigned will depend on the business

needs of a TELCO. A simple, but very useful set iof

classes is "qualified" and "disqualified" to provide data

services. Qualification is based on ‘determining; with

high certainty, that a selected line 12-14 will support a

specified data service. Disqualification is based on

determining, with high certainty, that the selected line

12-14 will not support the specified data service.

FIG. 2A shows a first setup 52 for ‘performing one

type of one—ended electrical measurements with the device

41. T The measurements are used to detect faults such as

split pairs in the subscriber lines 12-14 of FIG. '1.

The device 41 has a variable_frequency voltage source

54 for "driving the tip and ring wires T, R of the

subscriber line- 12-14 under test. The voltage source

drives both wires together, i.e., in a common mode

configuration, at a frequency controlled by th

measurement unit 40. The tip and ring wires T, Riof the

line 12-14 under test are connected to the device 41 via

the voice test access 44{

The voltage source 54 connects to one side of

resistors Ri and R2. The second side of resistors R1 and R2

connect to the respective tip and ring wires T, R of the

subscriber line 12-14 under test. Thus, the voltage

source 54 drives the tip and ring wires T, R in common

mode through the corresponding resistors R1 and R2.

The resistors R1 and R2 have equal resistances so that

the voltage source 54 induces equal voltages V1, V2 between

each resistor Rh. R2 and ground if the currents I2, IR

therein are also equal._ Differences in the input

ansnncln <wo 006-113OA2 I >
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impedances Zr, ZR of the tip and ring wires T, R make the

voltages Vn V2 differ in amplitude and/or phase. For

example, mutual inductance effects produced by a split

pair can make the input impedances Zr, ZR unequal. 0

Voltmeters VM1 and VM2 measure amplitudes and phasesi

of voltages V; and V2, respectively. From measurements of
the voltmeters VM1 and VM2, the computer 46 can obtain the"

phase difference between V1 and V2.
FIG. 2B shows an equivalent circuit 55 for the

measurement setup 52 of FIG. 4. In the common "mode

configuration, the tip and ring wires T, R act as elements
of independent circuits 56, 57 that connect the voltage

- source 54 to a common ground 58. The tip wire T is

equivalent to an impedance Zr in the circuit 56, and the

"ring wire R is equivalent to an impedance ZR ih the circuit

57.. _ _ ' V

The input impedances Zr and Z3 may ‘have different
amplitudes and/or phases due to the presence of a fault on

Aeither the tip or ring wires T, R. Different values for Zr’

and Z3 produce different currents IT and In in the circuits

56 and 57 and different measured voltages V1 and V2. The

phase of the voltage difference V1 — V2 is proportional to

the phase difference between the input impedances of the

Vtip and ring wires T, R. In the phase of the difference V1
- Vb termination effects associated ‘with the attached.

1 subscriber unit 16 can largely-be ignored. V I

A FIG. 2C shows a measuring setup 60 for -performing
one—ended electrical measurements on a selected subscriber

line 12-14 with the device 43 shown in FIG l.. The device

43 measures electrical properties, which can be used to

determine the specific physical structure of the lines 12-
14 and to determine line conditions and‘ faults as is

described below. Some methods for detecting_ line faults

and conditions with the device 43 have been described in

nmerv\mn- .wn nneurannn I ) '
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‘U.s. Application No. 09/294,563 (‘563), filed April 20,

1999. The ‘563 application is incorporated herein, by

reference, in its entirety.‘ .

The device_ 43 is adapted to measure admittances

between the tip wire T, ring wire R, and ground G-for a

subscriber line 12-14 being tested. The" tip a_'nd.;-ing‘

wires T, R of the line 12-14 being tested couple- to‘

driving voltages'V1’ and V2’ through known conductances Gt

and G,. The tip and ring wires T, R also _connect "to

voltmeters Va and VI. The V: and V, voltmeters read the‘

voltage between the tip wire T and ground G and between

the ring wire R and ground G, respectively; The readings

from the voltmeters V: and V, enable the computer 46 to

determine three admittances Ygw Y“, and_Y}g between the

pairs tip-ground, tip—ring, and ring—ground, respectively.

The device 43 can measure the admittances at preselected
frequencies in, the range supported by "the voice test

access 44. The ‘563 application has described methods for

performing such measurements.

Referring to FIG. 3, the computer 46 may compensate
for signal distortions introduced by the vtest bus 42

and/or the voice test access 44. To perform compensation,

the computer 46 treats the two lines of the combined bus
42 and test access 44 as a linear two port systems. Then,

the currents and 7voltages IT’, VT‘ and In‘, VRF .atfl the

output terminals of the measurement device 40 are related

to the currents and voltages IT, Vi and IR, Va on the output

terminals of the tip and ring wires T, R by the following

2x2_matrix equations: _, ’

(1,, V1] = Am [Ir': vm‘ and [11, V13 = A'<f>. [Ia': van‘.

The frequency dependent matrices A(f) and A'(f) are

determined experimentally for each bus 42 and voice test

access 44. Then,V the computer 46 calculates the

impedances or admittances of the tip and ring wires T, R

BNSDOC|D:<WO W6413OA2 I >
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with the currents and voltages IT, Vi and In, Va obtained‘
from the above equations. 2

The measurement unit aO.and computer 46 can detect

faults such as split pairs, resistive imbalances, metallic

faults, load coils, bridged taps, gauge mixtures, and high
signal attenuations. Co-pending U.S. Patent Application’

O9/285,954 ('954), filed April 2, 1999, describes the
detection of some of these faults and is incorporated

herein by reference in its entiretyl V M

spur PAIRS ,

Referring again to FIG. :l, close proximity can
inductively produce cross talk between the subscriber

lines 12-14. Cross talk is frequently caused by large

noise or ringing signals on one of the lines 12-14._ The

large signal inductively produces signals on nearby lines

12-14. To reduce cross talk, the tip and ring wires T, R.
of each subscriber line 12-14 are either tightly twisted‘

together or kept in close proximity in the cable 22. In
this way, stray signals affect both wires of a pair so

that induced signals do not impact the difference signal

between the tip and ring wires. V

Referring to FIG. 4, the tip and ring wires T‘, R‘ of

a subscriber line 24 are separated spatially in a portion

of cable 26. The portion of the subscriber line 24 in
which the ‘tip and ring wires T‘, R’ are spatially

-separated is referred to as a split pair. A split pair
T’, R‘ has a high risk of picking up cross_ talk «other

lines 28-29 in the same cable 26 or external noise sources

such as power lines (not shown).

Split pairs also introduce impedance discontinuities

into subscriber lines, because the split pair creates a

localized and _abrupt impedance variation. Impedance

discontinuities can cause signal reflections Vand high

FlMQl'Y¥‘.If‘\' .-MKS 4'I’fi4I3flA9 I '>
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signal attenuations for high-speed digital transmissions.
FIG. 5 illustrates one type of split pair, i.e., a

split pair caused_by a splice error. The splice error

occurred when two portions of a subscriber line 32, which
,are located in two different cables 33, 34, were joined.

The splice 35 has joined tip and ring wires T1, R; from two

different twisted pair lines 36, 37 in the cable 33 to tip-

and ring wires T3, R3 of a single twisted pair 38 in the

adjacent cable 34. The tip and ring wires T1, R2 of the

portion of the subscriber line.32 are widely separated in

a substantial portion of the cable 33. Thus, the tip and

ring wires T1, R2 form a split pair.

Detection of split pair faults is difficult for

.several reasons. ‘First, split pairs do not-produce easily

detected effects such as. metallic faults, i.e., broken

wires or shorted wires, or impedance imbalances. Second,

split pairs produce cross talk that produce intermittent
faults depending on the- signals on" nearby lines, e.g.,

‘intermittent ringing signals. The intermittency makes

such faults difficult to recognize.

Aconventional tests have not been very successful in _
detecting split pairs. A.Nevertheless, split pairs can-

degrade the quality of a subscriber line for high-speed

data services. if '

FIG. 6A and 6B provide graphs 68, 69 of the phase of

the voltage difference_V1 - V2 between resistors R1 and R2

_while testing two exemplary subscriber lines 12-14 with

the measurement setup 52 of FIG. 4. The graphs 68, 69

provide frequency sweeps of the phase difference, which

show signatures of faults that can interfere with high-

speed data services, e.g., ISDN or ADSL.

Referring to FIG. 6A, the graph 68 shows a signature
for a resistive imbalance fault on the tested subscriber

line 12-14. The signature for a resistive imbalance is a

BNSDOCID: <WO 0064|3OA2 I >
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pronounced peak in the phase of the voltage difference V1 -
V2. The peak appears in .the phase difference between

impedances of the tip and ring wires. The peak has a

narrow width that is typically not more than a few hundred

to about 2 KI-12'. Typically, the phase has a‘ height of

greater than about 5°.A 0 '0 f

yReferring to-FIG. 6B, the graph 69 shows a signature
for a split pair fault on the tested subscriber line 124'

14.. The signature is a flat and substantia1ly'_constantV

phase for V: r V2, i.e.; a substantially constant non-zero

phase difference between the input impedances Zr, Zg‘of the

wires T, R. Typically, the phase has a value of between’

about .5° and l.5°._ The nonzero and flat phase extends
over a region of frequencies having a width of at least
5,000 kilo Hz. The phase of Zr and Zn may remain flat,

nonzero, and peakless from about 100 Hz to about 20,000 Hz‘

if a split pair isxpresent, i.e., over the frequency range

ymeasurable through the voice test access 44; shown in FIG.

1. A nonzero and substantially frequency_ independent
phase difference between the input impedances Zr,'Za of the

tip and ring wires is a signature for a split pair on the

subscriber line 12-14 being tested. M ':

FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating a method'7O of

detecting a fault in the subscriber lines 12-14 with the
system 11 .of FIG. 1. The computer 46 selects the

subscriber line 12414 to test for faults (step 72). The

measurement unit 40 electrically connects to the selected

line 12-14 via the voice ‘test access 44 of the TELCO

switch 15 (step 74). The “connection _produces the

measurement setup 52 illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5.. I '

The measurement unit 40 performs one—ended electrical
measurements to determine a signal proportional to the

phase difference of the input impedances Z1, Z3 of the.tip

nlu:n!\r‘In- f\_Nfi nna_a19.nA2 I >
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»and ring wires of the selected line 12-14 (step 76). The

quantity actually measured is the phase of V; f V2, which
is ‘proportional ,to the phase of the difference of the

input inpedances ZT, Z3. The device 41 measures the phase

by driving the tip and ring wires in the common mode

configuration shown in FIG. 4. The driving frequencies
are between about 100 Hz to 20,000 kilo Hz and accessible

via the voice test access 44. Such frequencies are very
low compared to transmission frequencies of’ high—speed

data services such as ISDN and ADSL.V

The (computer 46 analyzes‘ the measurements of the
phase as a function of frequency to determine whether the

phase has a signature for a line fault (step 78). The
line faults that produce signatures in the phase include

split pairs and resistance imbalances as described above'

in relation to FIGS. 6B’ and 6A, respectively. _Other

signatures are possible, e.g., for other types of faults.

If a signature for a line fault is found, the computer 46

identifies that a fault has been detected (step 80). ‘The

identification may entail making a reporting act. The

reporting act may include making an entry in a file that
lists the faults on the subscriber lines l2h14, displaying

a warning on an operator's display screen 47 or on a

screen of a service technician (not show), or informing a

program, that‘ allocates subscriber lines 12—14._ If no

signatures for line faults are found, the computer 46

identifies the absence of the line faults associated with

signatures for the selected line 12-14, e.g., by

performing a reporting act (step 82).

FIG. 8 is a flow chart illustrating a method 90 for a-
test that determines whether the subscriber lines 12-14 of

FIG. 1 qualify or disqualify for a high—speed data

service. To start a test, an operator or the computer 46

selects a subscriber line 12-14 (step 92). The operator

nmennnnn-AMA nnsu1'AnAo 1 s
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‘or computer 46 also selects the type of data service for

‘which the selected subscriber line 12-14 is to be _tested
(step 94). For example, the types of service may be ISDN

or ADSL. After selecting the line 12-14 and service type,‘

the measurement unit 40 performs one-ended electrical

measurements to detect preselected types of faults in the
selected line 12-14 (step 96). The .one—ended measurements

include" tests according to the method 70 of FIG. 7 to

' detect’ split pairs". _ "

The other types o-f line faults and conditions, which

are sele_cted’ifor_ testing, depend on the types and speeds M"
of data services, the properties of the switch 15, and the
type of modem’ to be used. Frequently, tests check. for

'high -signal attenuations, resistive imbalances, and the

presence of load coils, "metallic faults, or bridged taps,
because these conditions and faults can disqualify a line‘

for high-speed data service. But,Abline qualification
tests may also check _for capacitive imbalances, and above-
threshold noise levels, because these conditions can also‘

[affect qualification results. Methods and apparatus for

detecting .some of these conditions .an_d« faults are

described in co—-pending patent applications.

I One such application is U.K. Patent. Application No.
9914702.7, titled "Qualifying Telephone Lines for Data

Transmission", by Roger Faulkner, filed June 23,1999,
which is ‘incorporated herein ‘by reference, in its

entirety. other such co—pe_nding applications include the

above-mentioned ‘954 and ‘563 patent applications.

V If one of. the preselected types of faults or line
conditions is detected, the computer. 46 reports that the

selected subscriber line 12-14 is disqualified for the

selected data transmissions (step 98). Otherwise, the

computer 46 reports that the selected line 12-14 qualifies

for the selected data service (step 100).

BNSDOCID:-:WO O064‘l3OA2 I >‘
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To report the tested line's status, the computer 46

makes an entry in a list stored in the storage device 49.

The list identifies the line, data service, and

qualification or disqualification status. The computer 46

may also report the line's status by displaying a

disqualification or qualification signal on the display

screen 47 visible to an operator. I

FIG. 9 is a flow chart for a method 101 used by a

TELCO to provide a high—speed data service; e.g., ISDN or

ADSL, to telephone subscribers; The TELCO programs the

computer 46 of FIG. 1 to automatically select individual‘

subscriber lines 12-14 connected to the local switch 15

(step 102). In response to selecting the line 12-14, the
voice test access 44 connects the selected line 12-14 to

the measurement unit 40 for testing (step 104). The

measurement unit 40 connects the selected.line 12-14 to

the measurement device 41 and may also _connect. the
selected line 12-14 to other internal measurement devices

(not shown). The computer 46 and nmasurement unit 40

determine whether_the selected line 12-14 has a split pair

and qualifies for the data service according to the

methods 70, 90 of FIGS. 7 and 8 (step 106)., Next, the

computer 46 updates a list recording the identities of

lines 12-14 that qualify and of lines 12-14 having split

pairs (step 108)., The computer 46 waits a preselected

time and restarts the testing for another of the lines 12-

14 at step 102. ’

The 'TELCO regularly checks the list to _determine

whether any of the lines 12-14 have split pairs (step

110). If a line has a split pair, the TELCO performs a

business action based on the presence of the split pair

fault (step 112).? The business action may include sending

a. worker ‘to repair or replace the affected line 12-14,

designating the affected line 12-14 as unable to transmit
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data, por setting a‘ lower billing rate based on the

presence of the fau1t.v 0 _ .

The TELCO also regularly checks the list to determine

whether any of the lines 12-14 qualify for the nign;sp¢ea
data service (step 114). In response to finding that one

or more of the lines 12-14 qualify, the TELCO performs a.h

business action related to the line's qualification (step

116). For example, the TELCO may offer the high speed
data service to subscribers who -have 'thei lines 112-14
qualified for the data service and who do not presently-
subscribe to the data service._ "H

SPECIFIC PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF SUBSCRIsER,LINES
Referring again to FIG. 1, the subscriber lines 12-14

may have widely different physical structures.‘ A line's

specific physical structure is described ‘by -properties

such as line length, gauge or gauges, and -content‘ of

bridge taps. Interpretations of electrical measurements to
obtain line transmission properties such as- thei signal‘

attenuation are dependent upon the specific physical line
structure. Thus, knowing the specific physical structure

of a subscriber line aids in predicting how well the line-

12-14 will support high speed digital data services, e.g.,

to predict maximum data speeds. I I

FIGs. 10A-E illustrate parameters_that describe gauge
mix parameters through exemplary lines 1214125_in which
drawing widths represent wire gauges. The lines 121, 122

have uniform« structures described by different wire.

gauges. The lines 124, 125 have segmented structures in
which adjacent segments have different wire-gauges, i.e.,

mixtures of gauges. The gauge composition of these lines
124, 125 is described by segment lengths and segment

gauges. The structures are also described by the seriali

layout of the segments. The line 123 has different tip

flN§I't(1I".If\~ a\Mfi FIRAIRVSAD I )
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and ring wires T4, R4 and is described by the gauges of the

T4 and R4 wires.

Referring now to FIG. 11, a subscriber line 127 has-

an extra twisted wire pair 128 spliced onto the line 127.

The spliced on wire pair 128 is referred to as a bridged
tap. ‘The existence or absence of bridged taps" is a

parameter that also influences how well the subscriber

line 127 will support high—speed digital data services.

‘ In the United States, many subscriber lines have

bridged taps because of the way in which telephone lines

were laid out. in housing subdivisions. Telephone lines

were laid out prior to determining the exact positioning
of the houses of the subdivisions. The lines ran near

planned positions of several houses. When the houses were

later built, the builder connected the telephone units to
the nearest point on one-of the originally laid telephone

lines. Unconnected portions of the original lines produced"

‘bridged taps.

M .The bridged tap 128 reflects signals from termination

129. The reflected signals then travel _back to the

‘subscriber line 127 and interfere with signals _on the
subscriber line 127. The most harmful interference occurs

when ‘th "reflected signal is out of phase with the

incoming signal. in such a case, the reflected signal
destructively interferes with the incoming signal on the
subscriber line 127. M

The length .of the ’bridged tap 128 determines the

Aphase difference between the original and reflected

signals. For high—speed digital signals whose frequencies

extend to.about 1 mega Hertz (MHz), e.g., ADSL signals, a

substantial cancellation can occur if the bridged tap 128 g
has a length between about 200 to 700 feet. In the United‘

States, the bridged taps left over from the construction

of many housing subdivisions have lengths in this range.

nn.<:nnr.|n- ewn nnR41:VlA§ '1 5
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Thus, the ability to detect and remove the bridged tap 128

is useful to TELCO's that want to offer high-speed digital

data services to their subscribers.

FIGS. 12A-12E illustrate structure parameters that

describe I bridged taps 130, 134 through lexemplary

esubscriber lines 135-139. The lines 135,-136 have bridgedj

,taps 130, 131 described kg: different physical lengthsr

The lines 1374138 have bridged taps 132, 133 described by
different locations along the lines 137, 138. The line

139 has ‘a-bridged tap 134,- which is at least partially
described by its location along a particular segment of’

the 1'me'139. Finally, the lines 136, 139 have bridged

taps 131, 134 described by different gauges; :
3 To determine" the specific physical 'structures‘ of

unknown subscriber lines, a reference set of model lines
may be employed.» A reference set is an ensemble of model

lines with b_different ,and known specific vphysical

structures. ‘To determine the specific physical structure,
of an unknown subscriber line, measured properties of the
unknown line are compared to the same properties in model

lines. If a match is found, the unknown line has the samej

specific physical structure as the matching model line, V

3 . Reference data on the specific physical structures of
the model lines may be compiled in either a reference data

file or a set of reference equations.- Both the reference
data file and the set of reference equations index the"

individual model lines by values of a preselected set of

measurable electrical 'propertiesQ In some_ embodiments,

the preselected electrical properties are the frequencye

dependent admittances_ measurable with the device 43 -of
FIG. 2C.

The content of model lines in the reference set may

be. tailored to the expected structures of the unknown

subscriber lines. For example, if the unknown lines do
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not have bridged taps, the reference set might not have
model lines with bridged taps.. On the other hand, if the
unknown lines may have bridged taps, the reference set

includes some model lines with bridged taps. Knowledge of
the practices used to lay out the subscriber lines under

test can help to determine the best content of model lines.
for the reference set. For different subscriber. line

populations, reference sets can be selected empirically or,

based on human knowledge.

Typically, the reference set includes Hmodel lines"
having uniformly varying Avaluesl of the parameters

described in relation to FIGS. 1QA-10E and 12A—12E. The
model lines have a distribution of.lengths and may include

one, two, or three segments with zero, one, or two bridged

taps, and a distribution of subscriber termination loads.

The segments and bridged taps can_have varying lengths,

locations, and gauges. ' _ '
FIG. 13 is a flow chart for ‘a method .140‘ of

determining the specific physical line structure of the

subscriber lines 12-14 of FIG. 1 from a reference set of’
model lines. To start, an operator or the computer 46

selects a subscriber line (ssl) to test (step 142). The

computer 46 directs the measuring unit 40.:to perform
preselected one—ended electrical measurements -on the

selected subscriber line over_a range of frequencies (step"

144); . _.

In one embodiment, the electrical measurements are

one—ended and performed with the device 43, shown in FIG.

2C.‘ During the measurements, the voltage source 54 drives_

the tip and/or ring wires of the selected subscriber line

12-14 with voltage sources V1’,.V2'. The driving frequency

_is swept over a range, e.g., from about 100 Hertz to about

’20,000 to 40,000 Hertz, and one or more of the admittances
Ym, Yu, Y“ are measured for various driving frequencies.
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The measurements provide complex input admittances, i.e.,

amplitudes and phases for a preselected set of frequencies

"f".

After performing the .measurements, the computer 46

searches for a "best" match between model lines belonging

to the reference set and the selected subscriber line

(sfiep 146). The search for“ matches involves comparing

preselected electrical properties of the selected
subscriber line to the same ‘properties for the model

lines. For the selected subscriber line, the values of

the preselected gelectrical properties are obtainedf from

the .one—ended electrical measurements._ For the model
_lines, the values of the same electrical properties are

either looked up from a file in the data storage device 49"

or calculated ‘from. a set of reference equations. , The

comparison determines which model line "best" matches the
selected subscriber line. j

y The computer 46 identifies a specific physical line

structure for the selected subscriber line 12-14 has the‘

same form as the specific physical line structure of the
"best" matching model line (step 148). . identifying the
specific physical line structure may include reporting the

structure, e.g., displaying values of parameters for the

specific physical structure to a‘ operator, writing "the

values to a file, or providing the values to a software

application: _For example, the software application may,
.use the match information bto qualify or disqualify the

selected line 12414. The parameters may provide gauge

mixtures and tap locations and positions.

For the model iines, the specific physical structures

are either stored in the same file listing the electrical

properties of the. model lines or determined from the
reference equations. Actual values of the electrical

properties and structure parameters of-the model lines are

BNSDOCID: <WO &4130A2 l >
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obtained prior to testing the subscriber line by analytic

calculations or experimentation.‘ ' p

In a preferred embodiment, the computer 46 finds them

"best" matching. model line by calculating an error

function for each model line (ml). The error function has

one of two forms E or E‘ given by: 1

B 2: W(f)lMm1(f) — Ms1(f)| and E‘ = 2: w<f)u~a,._.1<r) .—’
Ms1(f)lz°-

Mm(f) and M“1(f) are the values ‘of. the preselected
frequency-dependent electrical properties‘ of the model

line (ml) and the selected subscriber line (531),-

respectively. Q and W(f) define the form of the error

functions; i.e., E or E‘. Q is a fixed integer, e.g., 1

or 2. W(f) is positive definite weight function, e.g., a

function of frequency "f" or a constant. ' 1

In some embodiments, the preselected electrical

properties Mmjf), M“1(f) are the phases of one or more_
complex admittances of "the lines ssl, ml. Various‘

embodiments employ either the phase of the tip—to—ground

admittance Ym. the phase of the ring-to—ground admittance

Ygg, and/or the phase of the tip—to-ring admittance Yg,. Ifl

the tip-to-ground or ring—to-ground admittances Yw, Y” are

used, many termination effects due to the subscriber units
16-18 of FIG. 1 are not seen. The phase of these

admittances_ is often small, e.g., 4° ‘or less, and

approximately equals the ratio of the imaginary to real

parts of the admittance. For such a case and Q'e 1, the

error function E‘ is;

E’ = 2:[.Im(admittance)m1/Re(admittance)m; 4

. Im(admittance)su/Re(admittance)n1VJ2.

In _another embodiment, the preselected electrical

properties Mfl(f); M”1(f) are the full complex admittances

of the lines ssl, ml, i.e., Yw, Ym, and/or X“. Using the"

nnennmn. 4;»; Iu\¢Aca.-«An . >
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complex admittances "themselves can reduce computational

times. A V

Finally, in some embodiments, the best match to the

selected subscriber line 12-14 may include a .several

different model lines, e.g., model_lines generating errors
with a below threshold value. _In these embodiments, the.
computer 46 identifies the selected subscriber line_l2-14-

as having-one or more common features of all of the Vbest

matching” lines. _ For example, the’ computer _46' may
identify the specific physical structure of the selected
subscriber line 12-14 as having a bridged tap if all of
the best matching model lines have a bridged tap. . Then,
the computer 46 may use the presence of a bridged tap in

combination with other measurements to qualify M or

disqualify the line 12-14. _ _ - _

2 FIG. 14 illustrates a (method 150 of determining"

"best" matches by using the above-described phases. . The
computer 46 determines_ the length of the .selected

subscriber line using low frequency measurements for line

capacitance performed "by the measurement Vunit_ 40 and
device 43 (step 152). Next, the "computer 46 selects _a

model" line (having the same length as the‘ selected~

subscriber line (step 154); _

The computer 46 restricts comparisons to model lines
with -the same length as the subscriber line, "because

physical lihe length affects the values of the phases of
admittances." Limiting comparisons to this subset of the

reference ‘set eliminates _false matches with. model lines
whose lengths »differ from the length of the" selected
subscriber line. '

The_ computer 46 calculates the 'error_ function .E',
based on the phase of preselected admittances, for the
selected model line (step 155). The computer 46 checks

whether other model lines remain with" the same length

BNSDOClD:<WO oos413oA2 I >
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(step 156). If other lines remain, ‘the computer 46

repeats the determination of E‘ for another selected model

A line (157). If no lines remain, the computer 46 reports

the xnodel line having the smallest value for the error

function E‘ as the "best" match to the selected subscriber

line (step 158)-

Since the reference set may contain as many as 10,000

to 100,000 model lines, the method 150 may search the

reference set hierarchically to reduce the total number of

searches. In a hierarchical scheme, a first search

divides the reference set into non—overlapping groups of"

model lines. Each group has a large number of lines with‘

similar specific physical structures and defines one model

line as a representative of the group. The first search

uses the method 150 to determine a "best" match between

the selected subscriber line and one of the representative

model lines, A second search uses the method 150 on the

model lines of the group associated with the best matching

representative model line found from the first search. _

FIG. 15 is a flow chart illustrating a method 160 of

qualifying subscriber lines, e.g., lines 12-14 of FIG. 1,

for a high-speed data service,-e.g., ISDN or ADSL. .After
selecting a subscriber line to test, the computer 46

searches a reference set of model lines for a "best" match

to the selected subscriber line by using the methods 140,

150 of mg. 13 and 14 (step 162). The computer 46-

identifies the selected subscriber line as having a

‘bridged tap or mixture of gauges in response to the "best"

match model line having a bridged tap or mixture of

gauges, respectively (step 163). The computer 46

qualifies or disqualifies the selected subscriber line for

the data service, at least in part, based upon whether the

subscriber line has a bridged tap or mixture of gauges

(step 164).
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In some embodiments, the computer 46 uses the signal"

attenuation to gualify or disqualify the selected

subscriber line _according to a method described in co-
pending Ugs. Application No. 08/294,563 ('563). In those

embodiments, ithe computer 46 calculates the signal

attenuation by‘ the methods described in the I ‘S63
application. Then, the computer 46 adjusts the calculated
value of the signal attenuation up or down depending on a

quality factor. ' The quality factor depends on the

specific. physical structure of the line, e.g., upon

. whether a bridged tap and/or a-mixture of gauges is absent_

or present in the subscriber line‘ V
.According to_ the value of the quality factor,‘ the

Vcomputer 46 adjusts a calculated signal attenuation up or

down by preselected amounts. For example, the attenuation"

.may be decreased, unchanged, and increased in response to
the quality factor being. good, average, and poor,

respectively. Then, the computer uses the adjusted signal

attenuation to determine to qualify or disqua1ifyV the
subscriber line for the data service according to methods

described in the ‘563 application.

In ‘other embodiments, the computere 46 uses" some

specific physical line_structures as disqualifiers. For

example, if the. above-described methods lead- to the
detection of a bridged tap, the computer 46 may disqualify

the line-for the data service. '
FIG. 16 is a flow" chart illustrating a business

‘method 165, which a _TELCO uses to provide a high—sp ed’
data service to subscribers. The TELCO determines which

subscriber lines, 12-14 of FIG. '1 are qualified- and/or"

disqualified for the data service according to the method

160 of FIG. 15 (step 166).

Using the method 160, the computer. 46 determines

whether line structures, e.g., bridged taps and/or

BNSDOC|D:<WO 00S413OA2 I >
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selected ndxtures of gauges, are present. The specific

-physical structure is then used to adjust predictions of,

electrical properties of the subscriber line, e.g., a

signal attenuation. If the adjusted values of the

electrical properties are outside of thresholds for the

data service the line is disqualified. A

Among subscribers with qualified lines 12-14, the"

TELCO determines which subscribers having qualified lines

do not subscribe to the data service (step 167). _ The
TELCO offers the data service to subscribers having

qualified lines and not presently subscribing, to the

service (step 168); ,

' In response to finding subscribers with disqualified

lines 12-14, the TELCO repairs or replaces those lines 12-"
14 (step 169).

STACKED BRIDGED TAP DETECTlON

Referring again to‘ FIG. 1, tests for bridged taps
preferably use one-ended electrical measurements that are
performed on subscriber lines 12-14 via the “standard”v

voice test access 44. The voice test access 44 acts as a

low pass filter, which screens out frequencies above 20 to

100 KHz. Thus, electrical measurements are generally

restricted to low frequencies between about 20 Hz and 100

KHz. ’

Bridged taps manifest their presence by peaks in the

signal attenuation fat high frequencies, e.g.,- between
about 200-KHZ and 1,000 KHz. Predicting features of the

high— frequency signal. attenuation from thej loweenergy
measurements, which are available through the voice test

access 44, is difficult and error prone.. Present methods
falsely predict the presence or absence of bridged taps in

about 40% of the cases. False predictions are costly to

subscribers and TELCO's, because they can.result in lost,
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opportunities for highjspeed data services and can also
result in investments in transmission equipment that lines

~do not support.

- The accuracy of tests for line conditions and faults,-

e.g., bridged taps, can be" improved witht stacked

generalization methods that use multiple ‘layers of.
'-classifiers. The classifiers determine values .of

auxiliary variables, which are the labels they assign to.
classify subscriber lines 12-14, Auxiliary variables are-

"generated as outputs’ oft classifiers. The ‘auxiliary’

variables are thus, related to electrical measurements on
‘the lines 12-14 indirectly through-probabilistic relations
embodied in the classifiers. The classifiers of the stack

‘may be Adecision trees,’ neural networks, -case-based
reasoners, or statistically based classifiers. lThe old

Velectrical properties and new auxiliary variables can be’

combined in classifiers that'provide strong correlations

between: values of these quantities ands the presence or’v

absence of line faults and conditions, ‘such as bridg d .

taps and gauge mixtures. 4 '
FIG. 17 is a flow chart illustrating a method 170 for

using stacked classifiers to -detect selected’ line

conditions or faults from electrical measurementsv made

with the system 11 of FIG. 1. The system 11 preferably

performs one—ended electrical neasurements on a selected
subscriber line 12-14 using either setup 52 or setup 60,

shown in FIGS. 2A-2C, 3 (step 172). I To these
measurements, the computer 46‘applies a set of rules that

—define a preselected set of derived electrical properties
for the selected line 12-14 (Step 173). Algebraic

relations relate the derived properties to the

measurements. The measured and derived electrical

properties are listed in Appendix A.

The measured and derived properties together form the
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input properties for the stack of classifiers. These

input properties may include a preliminary value of the

signal attenuation, the line length, line impedances, and

ratios of line impedances. The selection of the input

line properties for the stack can be Vchanged -to
accommodate different expected compositions of .the

subscriber lines 12-14 being tested.

In each layer U, V of classifiers, shown in FIG. 17,

the computer 46 determines values of one or more auxiliary

variables for the selected line 12-14. The auxiliary

variables may be logic—type variables indicating that the

line 12-14 is labeled by a characteristic. The auxiliary.

‘variables may also‘ be probabi1ity?type variables. each

indicating the likelihood that the line 12-14 is labeled

by one of a plurality of characteristics. '
. In the first layer U of the stack, the computer 46

applies a" first classifier to _ input electrical

Imeasuremehts and_properties to determine a first auxiliary

variable (step 175). ‘ The first auxiliary variable

characterizes the line 12-14 with a label "nominal" or a

label "non-nominal". _

In a nominal line, low frequency properties provide a

good prediction of the signal attenuation at the high

frequencies where‘ bridged. taps strongly affect
attenuation:_ Thus, knowing a value of an auxiliary
variable that labels a line as nominal or non-nominal can

improve the accuracy of predictions about the presence_of.

line faults like bridged taps. _

Also in the first layer U, the computer 46 applies

one or more second classifiers to the input electrical

properties to determine one. or more other auxiliary

variables (step 176). These auxiliary variables provide a

preliminary prediction of whether the selected line 12-14

is qualified or disqualified for one or nwre high—speed
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data services. In some embodiments, values of the

auxiliary variables, found _at step 176,‘ indicatelwhether

the subscriber line.12-14 is qualified for ISDN or ADSL

data services or neither. _ \ _

Disqualification for high—speed data service

correlates with presence of a bridged tap, because a

bridged tap lowers a line's capability to carry. high-
frequency signals. Thus, knowing a value of anauxiliaryf

variable that preliminarily labels a line‘ asqualified or

‘disqualified for data transmissions can improve thee
accuracy of predictions about the presence. or absence of

bridged taps. . g g »

Steps 175 and 176 may be performed in parallel —or,

sequentially. If these steps 175 and 1-76 are sequential,

A the value of the auxiliary variable output by the earlier

step may be used in the later step.- If step 1‘7’5_~_is‘.

earlier, the classifier of step 176 may use the auxiliary
variable labeling the line 12-14 as nominal or non-

nominal, as an input. If step 176 is earlier, the

classifier of step 175 _may use the auxiliary variables.

providing a preliminary qualification-‘or disqualification

for data transmissions as inputs. ' H

At the second layer V" of the stack, the computer 46

applies a classifier to the auxiliary variables from steps

175 and 176_ and the electrical measurements and properties

.from steps 172 _and 173. This classifier determines
whether the selected subscriber line 12-14 .has a ‘

preselected type of line fault ‘or condition (step 177),

For example,~ the fault or condition may be existence of a

bridged tap or a gauge mixture. 4

The [layered stack U, V can predict the presence or.
absence of bridged .taps with a- substantially increased

accuracy. V The ‘two—layered stack of FIG. .17 can predict

the presence of bridged taps with an accuracy ‘of ‘between

RNSDOCIH: <WO mfi413OA2 I >
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about 75% and 85% and the absence of bridged taps with an

accuracy of greater than about 97%.

In steps 175, 176, and 177, classifiers analyze input

data to determine the values of output data. Henceforth,

the input data, which includes one-ended _measurements,

properties derived from one-ended measurements, and/or

auxiliary variables, are referred to as line features.

The output data, which are values of auxiliary variables,

are referred to as classifying labels.
Their line features and labels can describe the

classifiers of steps 175, 176, and 177. The classifier in

step 175 uses the selected measured and derived electrical
properties of the selected line 12-14 as features to form
classes with labels “nominal” and “non-nominal”. The

classifier of step 176 uses the same features to form

classes with labels “ISDN qualified’, “ADSL qualified", or

“data service disqualified” in one embodiment. The

classifier of step 177 uses the same features and values

of the characterizing labels from steps 175, 176 to form

classes with labels "bridged tap present“ and "bridged tap-

absent". _ .

‘The label "nominal" describes a type of "signal

attenuation over a range that_ includes both low

measurement frequencies and.high data service frequencies.

For a nominal line, the difference between actual and

predicted signal attenuations AA(f) and PA(f) has a simple

dependence on frequency "f". The -actual signal

attenuation AA is the attenuation of the line determined

from direct double-ended electrical measurements. The

predicted signal attenuation PA is the attenuation

obtained from one-ended electrical .measurements, e.g.,

using the system 11 of FIG. 1.

The--predicted signal attenuation PA(f) .may be

obtained from a subscriber line's capacitance, e.g., the

BNSDOClD'.<WO O$4130A2 1 >
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capacitance C§%mu between tip wire and ground-measured at

V30 Hz. One form for the predicted signal attenuation.

PA(f) is:

PA(f) = K<£)c“-Emaz. _ .

In this formula, K(f) = —.l729, -.2074, -.2395, -.2627,
and -.2881 dB/nano—Farads for respective frequencies f

equa1 to 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 K32.‘

' _Another form for the predicted attenuation PA(f) is
described in co—pending U.K. Patent Application 9914702.7.

For,a nominal line, the difference, DF_E‘(f), between

the actual and the predicted signal attenuations AA(f),

PA(f) has one of the following forms:
1) DI:"E‘(f) < 3.5 dB for 100 KHZ < _f < 500.10-12; _

2) 3§5 as 5 DFF<f) < 10.0 as for 100 KHz <_f < 500 KHZ:
Or

3) Drrcfyg 10.0 dB for 100 KHZ < f < 500' KHz. _

If the frequency dependent difference DFF(f), _i.e.,

lAA(f)-PA(f)l, does not have form-1, 2, or 3, the line 12-

14 is classified as a non—nominal line. Thus, a direct

determination of whether an particular line 12-14 is

.nominal requires both one—ended-and two—ended measurements

to obtain both PA(f) and AA(f).

FIG. 18A shows predicted and actual attenuations of

exemplary" nominal lines A, B, and C. For. the line A,

predicted and actual attenuations PAA and.AAn differ by

less than 3;5 dB for the entire frequency range between.

100 and 500 KHZ; The line A has a DFF(f) of form 1; For

the line B, predicted and actual attenuations PA;, AA;

differ by between 4 and 9 dB over the 100 KHz to 500 KHz

frequency range. The line B has a DFF(f) of form 2; For

the line C, predicted‘ and actual attenuations PAC, AAC

differ by between more than 10.0 dB over the 100 KHZ to

500 KHz frequency range. The line C has a DFF(f) of form

ENSDOClD:<WO D0l54130A2 I >'
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FIG. 18B shows predicted and actual attenuations of

exemplary non-nominal lines D and E. For the line D,

predicted and actual signal attenuations PAD, AAD differ by

about 8 dB at 200 and 400 KHz and are equal at 150 and 300

KHZ. This form for PAD and AAu does not correspond.to a

DFE(f) of form 1, 2, or 3. For the line B, predicted and
actual signal attenuations PAE, AA; differ by less than 3.5

dB at frequencies between 100 and 200 KHZ and by more than

3 dB at frequencies between 400 and 500 KHz. This farm

for PA; and AA; also does not correspond 1x: a DPF(f) of

form 1, 2: Or 3- ‘ _ . '
In the non-nominal lines D and E wide fluctuations,

occur in DFF(f). These fluctuations make a constant shift

of the predicted attenuation PA(f) a poor approximation to

the actual attenuation AA(f) over the whole range that

includes both high and low frequencies.

‘FIG. 18C shows predicted and actual signal
attenuations PAP, AA; for another nominal subscriber line

F. A shifted predicted attenuation SPA§,.which.has been

obtained by shifting the predicted attenuation PA; by’a

constant, is also shown. For the nominal line F, the

shifted predicted attenuation SPA: provides a better

approximation to the actual attenuation AA: that the

predicted attenuation PA; over the entire range between 100

K142 and 500 KHZ. ' '

The actual and predicted signal attenuations AA(f),

PA(f) of nominal lines are approximately related by a_

constant shift» over a wide frequency range. The wide
frequency range includes both low measurement frequencies

and high frequencies where effects of bridged taps are

ldirectly observable. '

In step 176 of FIG. 17, the labels ISDN qualified,

ADSL qualified, and data service disqualified are defined

4ausL>,oc|o;<wo bosaismz I .
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by the value of the actual signal attenuation at 100 KHz
and 300 KHz. High—speed data qualified and disqualified

lines satisfy: '

Class Label 100 KHz 300 KHz

ADSL qualified attenuation > -47dB attenuation > +40

ISDN qualified attenuation > -47dBg attenuation s_-40

Disqualified attenuation g -47dB attenuation 5 -40

Thus, qualification or disqualification of a line 12414

for ADSL and ISDN are defined by the value of the actual

signal attenuation at two high frequencies, i.e., 100 KHZ

and 300 Kl!-12. 1 ‘

V FIG. 19 illustrates a decision tree 180 that
determines la classifying’ label, e.g., an auxiliary

variable, generated in steps 175-177 of FIG. 17." A

separate classifier, e.g., a decision tree, is used to
‘determine each such label.

The decision tree 180 has a hierarchical arrangement

of branching tests 1, 1.1-1.2; 1.1.1—2.'2.2,..., .which are

grouped into descending levels 1, 2, 3,... Each test
assigns feature data received from a "higher level to

disjoint subsets in the next lower level. The subsets of

the lower level are located at ends of arrows starting at

the test. 'Por example, test 1.1 assigns feature data to

subsets 1.1 sand 1.2, which are _located’ at‘ the ends of

arrows 6 and 7, see FIG. 20. At the lower level, another

‘set of tests can act on the feature data.
FIG. 20 illustrates how the tests 1, 1.1, 1.2,... of

the various levels of the decision tree 180 of FIG.\19 act

on a set-of feature data associated with the subscriber

lines 12-14. Each successive test partitions the set,

i.e., by using values of the selected features,. into‘

Vincreasingly disjoint output subsets. For example, test 1

HN§|"'K\I‘.|I"A' (MK) NSHHJA2 I >
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partitions the initial feature data into, subset 1 and

subset 2. The distal _end of each path through the

«decision tree 180 assigns fa subscriber line to a final

subset in which the lines are primarily associated with

one value of the classifying label of the tree 180.7 some

decision trees 180 determine a probability that the.

subscriber line 12-14-has the value of the label of the"

final subset to which it is assigned. , A , _

FIG. 21 is a flow chart for a method 190 of creating

decision trees for use as the classifiers in steps 175,

176, and 177 of FIG. 17. The method 190 uses machine

learning methods. _

To employ machine. learning, a training set of

subscriber line data is created (step l92y. The content
the training set includes model lines with different

values of the labels used by the decision tree to classify

lines. If the decision tree classifies lines with the

—label “bridged tap present” and “bridged tap absent", then

some of the lines of the training sets will have bridged_

taps and some of the lines will not have bridged taps.

Similarly, in a stack of trees that classifies lines with.

a particular label, each tree therein is constructed from

a training set having lines with different values of the

particular label.

For each line of the training set, a computer and/or

operator determines the values of a set of potential
features and the classifying labels (194).

The potential'features include one—ended measured and

derived electrical properties that may be used ‘in the

tests of the decision tree. The potential electrical

properties of one embodiment are listed in Appendix A.

The potential features also include values of any

auxiliary variables that may be used in the tests of the

decision tree. For example, a decision tree used in step

BNSDOCID: <WO O084130A2 .l >
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177 of FIG. 17 would also include, as potential features,
auxiliary variables determining whether a line is nominal»

and preliminarily qualified for preselected data services.

The classifying labels are the values_ of ‘the
auxiliary variables output by the decision tree. fiThe
values of these’ output auxiliary variables may, for'
example, include a determination of whether a line his
nominal, qualified, or has a bridged tap. _g_‘ ,m_

Determinations of values of the classifying. labels

for the lines of the training set may use both one-ended’

and two-ended electrical measurements. For-example,.to
classify a line of_the training set as nominal-or non-
nominal a two—ended measurement of the actual attenuation

.and a one—ended measurement of the predicted attenuation

are needed. Similarly, to determine the classifying label
associated with qualification for data services, twoeended

measurements of the actual attenuation are used. The.two-‘
ended measurements are not, however, used as inputs in the

construction of decision trees. M

From the values of the potentialv features and
classifying labels of each line in the training set, the

computer 46 recursively determines the branching tests of

the decision tree (step 196). _ ' A
; FIG. 22 is a flow chart for a method .200 of

determining the branching tests of the decision tree 180'

shown in FIGS. 19-20. For each potential feature, the

computer 46 constructs a test and partitions the training

set into groups of disjoint subsets (step 202).‘ The test

associated with a feature’ assigns each line of the

training» set to subsets according to a value of that

feature for the line; i
The computer 46 evaluates gain ratio criteria for the

lpartitioning of -the training set _produced by each

flM§|'\(\f‘.If\- z\AI(\ f\flRA‘l§0A9 I >
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potential feature (step 204). The gain ratio criteria

measures increases in consistency of line membership for

different values_ of the classification label in reach

subset. The computer 46 uses the gain_ratio criteria to.

find a best test and defines test 1 of the decision_tree

leoto be the best test (step 206). _ _
The computer loops back to perform steps 202, 204,

and 206 for each subset produced by test 1 to determine

the tests of‘ level‘ 2 of the decision tree 180 (loop 208).
In these determinations, the subsets produced by the best

test of level 1 become training sets for finding the tests

of level 2. After performing steps 20%, 204, and 206 for

the subsets 1 and 2, the computer 46 has determined the
tests-1.1 and 1.2 of the_level 2 (loop 208). The computer

46 performs loop 208 either until further branches produce”

line classification.errors below a preselected threshold
or until no features remain. A

Several methods exist for defining the best branching

tests at each level of the decision tree 180 of FIG. 19.

The C4.5 method defines best tests as tests producing the

highest values of the gain ratio criteria. The hC4.5'
method randomly picks the best tests from the tests whose

values of the gain ratio criteria are within a preselected_

selection percentage of the highest value. V

The C@.5' algorithm predicts probabilities that a

line with features "d" will be partitioned into each final‘

subset of the decision tree. The probability that the

line will be in the majority final subset L is:

PL(d) = 1 - (Eu not in MN) + 1)/(Eu in L)'Ni '+ 2) .

Here, N; is the number of lines in subset "i".

probability that the line will be in a subset "i" is:

Pi(d) = [1 "' Px.(d)] (N1/Eu in L)Nj) -

In embodiments using the C4.5* algorithm, the above-
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described probabilities are the auxiliary variables used

as features in the steps 175-177 of FIG. 17.

Various embodiments combine the methods of detecting

line faults (70, 90), determining lines structures (l40,'

160), and stacking fault detection (170), shown in FIGS.

7, 8, 13, 15, 17. By combining the above—mentioned

methods, these embodiments can better classify subscriber‘

lines according to a variety of criteria. These criteria
include presence of line conditions and faults, line

speed, and qualification status.

iother .embodiments are within the 'scope of thev

following claims. ' ' ’

What is claimed is:

uIIcnr\r‘Ir\- AIM“! I\l'flA19l‘|A9 I >
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What is claimed is:

1. A method of determining a physical structure of

a subscriber line, comprising: s »_
searching a reference set for a match between the_'

subscriber line and a model line of the reference set, 7‘

the match being based on electrical properties of the

lines; and " V T
_ ‘identifying that the subscriber line has a specific
physical structure in response to finding a match with,

one of the model lines that has the specific-physical’b
structure.. A ‘

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

performing electrical measurements to determine the

electrical properties, the electrical measurements being

one—ended measurements. ‘ ' '

3. The method of_claim 2, wherein the act of

searching comprises: I p l .
evaluating an error function for each model line to

»determine quality of the match between values of the"

electrical properties of the model and subscriber lines:

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the one—ended

‘measurements determine one of a tip—to—ring admittance, a
tip—to—ground admittance, and a ring—to-ground
admittance..

_5. The method of claim 4, wherein the electrical
properties include a quantity representative of a phase

of an impedance of the subscriber line.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the act of

BNSDOClD:<WO 0064130A2 I >
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performing includes transmitting a voltage signal to the
subscriber line through a test access of a switch or a

DSLAM device;

7. The method of claim 2, wherein the act of

identifying indicates that the subscriber line has one or

more bridged taps in response to the matching model line

having one or more.bridged taps. '

8, The method of claim 2, wherein the act of-

identifying indicates that the subscriber line has a

mixture of gauges in response to the matching model

having a mixture of gauges.

9. The method of claim 2, wherein the act of
searching for comprises:

looking up values of the electrical properties of"

the model lines in a data storage device.

10. The method of claim 2, wherein the act of

searching comprises: V W
computing values of a portion of the electrical

properties of the model lines using a reference equation.

11. The-method of claim 2, wherein the one—ended

measurements are performed at a plurality of frequencies.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

calculating a value of signal attenuation for the

subscriber line from the one-ended measurements; and

increasing the calculated value in response to

determining that the line has a bridged tap.
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'13. A method of qualifying a subscriber line for an

data service, comprising:

searching a reference set of model lines for a best

match to a subscriber line by comparing sets of

electrical properties; V

determining that the subscriber line has a specific

physical structure in response to the best matching model

line having the specific physical structure; and M

disqualifying the subscriber line for the data‘

service, in part, in response to determining that the
specific physical structure corresponds to a disqualified
line.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the electrical
iproperties are obtained from one-ended measurements on
the subscriber line.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the act ofpyh

_searching for a best match comprisesz»

evaluating an error function for each model line to
determine quality of correspondence between the g

electrical properties of the model line and of the
subscriber line.

'16.~ The method of claim 14, wherein the compared
properties include a quantity indicative of the phase an

impedance of the subscriber line.

17. The method of claim 14, further comprising:

making one—ended electrical measurements on the
subscriber line at a plurality of frequencies to obtain

the electrical properties.

FINSDOCID: <WO G$4I3OA2 I >
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18. The method of claim 17, further comprising:

calculating a value of signal attenuation for the

subscriber line from the one—ended measurements} and V

"increasing the value in response to determining that

the line has a bridged.tap. V

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the act of-__

disqualifying is responsive to the increased value being_

greater than a predetermined threshold value for the data
service. V

20. The method of claim 17; wherein the one-ended

measurements determine one of a tipetoering admittance, a
tip—to—ground admittance, and a ring—to-ground.
admittance. .

21. The method of claim 17, wherein the making one-
ended measurements includes driving the subscriber line

through a test access of a switch or DSLAM device.‘

22. A method of providing a data service,

comprising: V

searching a reference set of model lines for a best
match to a subscriber's line by comparing measured _
electrical properties to properties of the model lines;

' determining whether the subscriber's line is.

qualified for the data service based in part on'whetherA

thexbest matching model line has a one of a_bridged tap

and a mixture of gauges; and M A

performing a business action in response to

determining that the subscriber's line is qualified.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein_the business
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action includes offering one of the data service and a

service qualityflevel agreement to the subscriber}

2'4. ' The method of claim 22, wherein the act of
offering comprises: ' _ V"

1 performing one of a repair and a replacement of the

subscriber line in response to determining that:

subscriber line is disqualified.

25. The method of claim 22, further comprising:.;”

repeating the acts of searching, determining, and."

performing for a plurality of subscriber lines connected

,to one telephony switch or one DSLAM device.- '

26. The method of claim 22, wherein the act of

searching for a best match comprises: i A._
evaluating an error function for each model line to

determine quality of a correspondence between the

"electrical properties.of the model line and the

subscriber line.

27. Wrhe method of claim 22, wherein the compared

properties include a quantity indicative of a phase of an
impedance of the subscriber line.

28.‘ The method of claim 22, further comprising:'
performing.one-ended electrical measurements at a

plurality of frequencies to obtain the electrical. I
properties. ' ‘ N '

29. ‘The method of claim 22, wherein the ‘act’ of

determining further comprises: _
calculating a value of a signal attenuation for the.

K;
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subscriber line from the one—ended measurements; _

increasing the value in response to determining that

the line has a bridged tap or a mixture of gauges; and

wherein the act of qualifying is responsive to the

increased value being less than a predetermined threshold

value for the data service.

3Q. A data storage device storing an executable
program of instructions for determining a structure of a

subscriber line, the instructions to cause a computer to:
Search a reference set for a match between the

subscriber line and a model line of a reference set, the

match being based on electrical properties of the lines;
and ' '

identify that the subscriber line has a specific

physical structure in response to finding a match with

one of the model lines that has the specific physical
structure. ' ‘ " 3

31. The device of claim 30, wherein the electrical

properties are determined from one—ended measurements.

32. The device of claim 30, wherein the

instructions to search cause the computer to:

evaluate an error function for each model line to

determine quality of the match between values of the

electrical properties of the model and subscriber lines.

33. The device of claim 30, wherein the electrical

properties include a guantity representative of a phase

of an impedance of the subscriber line. '

34. The device of claim 31, wherein the
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instructions to identify cause the computer to indicate

that the subscriber line has one or more'bridged taps in

response to the.matching model line having one or more

bridged taps.

35. The device of claim 31, wherein the V_

instructions to identify cause the computer to indicate_
that the subscriber line has a mixture of gauues in
response to the matching model having a mixture of3'V’
"gauges.

36. The device of claim 31, wherein the electrical

properties in a property at a plurality of frequencies._

37; The device of claim 31, the instructions
further causing the computer to: A

calculate a value of signal attenuation for the

,subscriber line from the one-ended measurements; and"

increase the calculated value in response to an
determining that the line—has a bridged tap.
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I (54l Adaptive bit swapping between channels of a discrete multitone system

(57) An adaptive bit swapping method and device are provided. The method includes the steps of la)
initializing (200) the DMT system to transmit the data via the channel in ,a steady state; (bl selecting (204) a
frame (400) having an inserted sync block from a frame structure of the transmitted data; (cl calculating (210)
the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of respective sub-channels of the selected frame: (d) calculating (214) a first
difference value between the present representative SN!-‘ls calculated in step (c) and the previous
representative SNRs of each sub-channel; (e) selecting (216) a maximum value and minimum value among the
first difference values of the respective sub-channels; lf) obtaining a second difference value being a difference
between the maximum value and the minimum value; (9) determining (218) whether the second difference
value is equal to or greater than the predetermined threshold value; and (h) correcting (220) bit and power
assigning tables of a transmitter and a receiver if the second difference value is greater than or equal to the
threshold value. In addition, the bit and power assigning tables can be corrected accurately since bits and
power are swapped using an actually measured SNR.
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ADAPTIVE BIT SWAPPING FBTEOD AND DEVICE
FOR DISCRETE HULTITONE SYSTEM

The present invention relates to a discrete multitone

(DMT) system, and more particularly, to an adaptive bit

swapping method and device for a DMT system, which adjust

the number of bits and power assigned to each sub—channel

according to channel characteristics varied during data

transmission.

A multigarrier is generally used in a DMT system to

use a channel efficiently for transmitting data. Basically

in multicarrier modulation, several carrier~modulated

waveforms are overlapped to represent an input bit stream.

A multicarrier transmission signal is the composite of M

independent sub-signals or sub-channels, each having the

same bandwidth of 4.3125KHz and respective main frequencies

of f, (i=1, 2, 3,...M). These sub-signals are Quadrature

Amplitude Modulation (QAM) signals. when data ‘is

transmitted at a high speed via an inferior transmission

path such as a copper line, the DMT system enables the data

to be transmitted at 6Mbps or above, thus offering a good

service. In this DMT system using several carriers, the

number of bits and power of each channel depending on its

signal—to-noise ratio (SNR) are assigned to each sub-

channel in the initialization of the system.

Changing the number of bits and power assigned to each

sub-channel according to its SNR, which is varied without

an interruption in a data stream in a data transmission

mode, is referred to as bit swapping. Bit swapping is used

1
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in an Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) service
employing the DMT system to reduce an error probability of

transmissionidata.

Channel characteristics vary gradually with time in

most systems, and frequency response characteristics of an,

ADSL loop vary gradually with temperature; Therefore, a

channel model determined in the initialization of a system

should "bed changed according to the frequency response

characteristics. I

A conventional method for allocating bits to-a sub-
channel will be described as follows. I

A transmitter terminal as well as a receiver terminal

by adaption can operate according to the essential concept

of a bit allocating method which has.been proposed in a

dissertation submitted to the Department of Electrical

Engineering and ‘the Comittee on "Graduate Studies ‘of

STANFORD University in partial« fulfillment. of the‘

requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, May
1993; entitled "BANDWIDTK OPTIMIZED DIGITAL TRANSMISSION

TECHNIQUES FOR SPECTRALLY' SHAPED CHANNELS. WITH IMPULSE

_NOISfi", by Ronald R. Hunt and P.S. Chow. .Detai1s of the

bit allocating method there described are-as follows:

T1. the steady state mean square errors(MSE)'s of all

used sub-channels are monitored, where these error values.

are differences between inputs and outputs of a slicer;

2._ it -is determined continuously whether the

‘.difference between a uaximum error value and a ndnimum

error value is a predetermined threshold value (generally

BNSDOCID: <GE__2303032A__I_ >
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3dB) or above, and if the difference is the threshold value

or above, the procedure goes to the subsequent step;

3. the bit number of a value in a bit allocation

table for a sub-channel having the maximum error value is

a decreased by 1, while the hit number of a value in a bit

allocation table for a sub—channel having the minimum error

value is increased by 1;

4, the minimum error is doubled, while the maximum

error is halved;
5. the slicer settings for two sub-channels whose bit

values are changed are adjusted; and

6. the bit swapping information is sent back to a

transmission part.

The initial number of bits allocated to a sub-channel

is determined according to an SNR measured during an

initialization in an ADSL DMT system. However, the above

bit allocation method exhibits the drawback that an

incorrect bit swapping may be performed, since an MSE value

may be increased due to an error, such as a burst error

when data is examined in a reception part, or a frequency-

domain equalizer (FEQ) error which can affect MSE is: a

steady state.

To circumvent the above problems, it is first object

of the present invention to provide an adaptive bit

swapping method for a DMT system in which hits allocated to

each sub—channel are swapped in a transmission unit

according'to an actually measured SNR.

It is second object of the present invention to
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provid an adaptive bit swapping d vice for a DMT system.

To achieve th first object, there is provided an

adaptive bit swapping method in a discrete multitone (DMT)

system for an asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL)

which has a transmitter for encoding and converting data to

be transmitted via a channel, and a receiver for restoring

the transmitted data to the original form by conversion and

decoding, said method comprising the steps _of: (a)

‘initializing said DMT system to transmit said data via said

V difference values of said ‘respective sub—channels;

channel in a-steady state; (b) selecting a frame having an

inserted sync block from a frame ,structure of

(c)

said

transmitted data; calculating the ssignal-to-noise

ratios (SNRS) of respective sub-channels of said selected

frame; (d) calculating first difference value between the-

present representative SNRs calculated in step (c) and the

previous representative SNRs of each sub—channel; (e)

selecting a maximum value and minimum value among the first‘

(f)

obtaining the second difference value between said maximum

value.and said minimum value; (g) determining whether said

second difference value is equal to or greater than the

predetermined threshold value; and (h) correcting bit and

power assigning tables of a transmitter and a receiver if_

said second difference value is greater than or equal to

said threshold value.

To achieve the second object, there is provided an

[adaptive Bit swapping device functioning aspa r ceiver for

BNSDOCID: <GB__230130a2A ,_ |_ >
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conversion and decoding‘, said device being included in a

discrete multitone (DMT) system for an asymmetric digital

subscriber line (ADSL) which has a transmitter for encoding

and converting data to be transmitted via a channel, said

device comprising: A/D converting means for converting said

analogue data signal received via said channel into a

digital signal; time-domain equalizing means for receiving

said digital signal and reducing a guard band used to

remove an interblock interference ,- fast - Fourier

transforming '°t'neans for receiving the output of said time-

domain equalizing means and demodulating said data signal

modulated in said transmitter; frequency—domain equalizing

means for receiving_ the output of said fast Fourier

transforming means and compensating for a phase error of

each sub-channel; SNR measuring means for selecting a frame

having an inserted sync block from a frame structure of

said transmitted data, calculating the signal-to-noise

ratios (SNRS) of respective sub-channels of said selected

frame, calculating first difference value between the

present representative SNRS calculated above and _ the

previous representative S‘NRs of each sub-channel, selecting

a maximum value and minimum value among the first

difference values of said respective sub—channels.

obtaining the second difference value between said maximum

value and said minimum value. determining whether said

second difference value is equal to or greater than the

predetermined threshold value and outputting to a

transmitter and a receiver the signal used for correcting
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bit and power assigning tables of a transmitter and a

receiver; and decoding means for receiving the outputs of

said SNR measuring means and said frequency-domain

equalizing means, resetting a slice value, and decoding

said reset slice value.

Specific embodiments of the present invention are

described in detail below, by way of example, with

reference to the attached drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional basic DMT
-9-

_system;

FIG; 2 is a flow-chart of a bit swapping method for a

DMT system according to an embodiment of the present

invention:

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a receiving unit inva DMT

system for performing the method of FIG. 2 according to an

embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 4 illustrates the structure of a superframe based

on "ADSL standards", which is transmitted a steady

state. b

An adaptive bit swapping method and device for a DMT

system according to an embodiment of the present invention
will be described below, with reference to the attached

drawings.

A conventional basic DMT system shown in FIG. 1 has a

transmitter 100 including an encoder 104, an inverse fast

Fourier transformer (IFFT) 106 and a digital/analogue (D/A)

converter-108, a receiver 102 including an analogue/digital

(A/D) converter 110, a fast Fourier transformer (FFT) 112

FlI\l§|'Y1‘,In' <GF| ?_3(fiO32A | )
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"the DMT system shown in FIG.

and a decoder 114, and a transmission path (a transmission

channel or a channel) 116. A DMT system for an ADSL

transmits a signal via 256 individual channels each having

a 4K1-Iz bandwidth. The encoder 104 of the transmitter 100 in

1 simply receives data’

sequences via an input terminal IN (the accurate number of

bits depends on a data rate and an overhead) and allocates

the input data sequences to a multitude of sub-channels.

The IFI-‘T 106. produces a plurality of time based samples

having several real number values from an encoded value.

The D/A' converter 108 converts a plurality of the received

time based samples into" analogue signal suitable for

transmission via a copper line, and transmits the analogue

signal to the A/D converter 110 via the transmission path

116.

The receiver 102 performs the operations of the

transmitter 100 in a reverse order. The receiver 102

consists of three components for performing time recovery.

filtering, and channel check functions. respectively.

An adaptive bit swapping device for a DMT system

according to an embodiment of the present invention is

shown in Fig.3 and includes an A/D converter 300, a time-

domain equalizer (TEQ) 302, an 1-‘FT 304, pa frequency-domain

equalizer (FEQ) 306, a decoder 308, and an SNR measurer

310.

Referring to FIG. 2, showing an algorithm for a bit

swapping method for a DMT system according to an embodiment

of the present invention, when the DMT system is activated
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to transmit data, it is initializ d with regard to th

channelyconditions of the transmitter and receiver‘, in step

200. The initialization is divided into activation 8:

recognition, transceiver training, _and channel analysis &M

exchange. The initialization in» the embodiment of th

present invention is especially concerned with channel

analysis, since the SQNE ofeach sub-channel of a channel

formed betweensthe transmitter and" the receiver is measured

and the number of bits and power are assigned according to
the variationginvthe measured SNR. When the DMT system is
placed in a steady state after the initialization,» data.

transmission begins, in step 202.

FIG‘. 4 -illustrates the structure of a superframe of

data transmitted in a steady state, which is determined by

"ADSL standards". Referring to FIG. 4, a sync(ronization)

symbol "400 used to restore the synchronization of the data

without reinitialization when the data are affected by an

instantaneous interrupt is inserted in a frame 68 of fram s

0-68.

In step‘ 204, frame 68 alone is selected after step 202

in the embodiment of» the present invention, whereas all

frames among the 68 frames shown in FIG. 4 are selected to _

obtain MSEs in the_ prior" art. In step 206. the signal PSD

of each sub—channel is measured by a deterministic least

sequence (DLS) method, after step 204. The DIS method

indicates that known sequence values received from the

transmitter via the channel are accumulated and averaged.

A channel response free of random noise can be achieved by

BNSDOCID: <GB,‘_23M032A__|»>
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"plurality of sync frames 68,

this method, and the signal ‘PSD of each sub—channel can be

achieved by fast Fourier transforming the channel response.

In step 208, the noise PSD of each sub-channel is measur d

by a Welch method after step 206. After step 208," the SNR

of each sub—channel is obtained from the measured signal

PSD and noise PSD in step 210. After step‘ 210, it is

determined whether the obtained SNR is the Nth SNR of each

sub-channel or not in step 212. Here, N is a predetermined

number(50~150). Steps 206-210 should be performed

"repeatedly fc'§i' series of N sequent superframes because a

each pattern of which is

known, is needed in order to accurately measure the SNR of

each sub—channel .

If N SNRs for each sub-channel are obtained, then

firstly, the representative SN'R(SNR.,,,) of each sub-channel

is obtained by,averaging the N SN'R.s. Then, the difference

value(or first difference value) betveen the presently“

obtained SNR,” and the previously obtained SNR", is

calculated for each sub—chan.nel. By a method similar to.

that described above, all first difference values for all

sub-channels are obtained in step 214.

The maximum and the minimum values among the first

difference values calculated in step 214 are selected in

step 216 . After step 216, the second difference value

between the maximum value and the minimum .value is

calculated and it is determined whether the second

difference‘ value is a predetermined threshold value (around

3 DB) or not in step 218. If the second difference value is
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smaller than the threshold value, the procedure fe ds‘ back

to step 204, if it is equal to or gr ater than the

threshold value, the bits and power assigned to a

corresponding sub-channel in a’ transmitter are swapped.

That is, the number “of bit of a’ sub—channel ghavinglna.

minimum value is assigned to sub-channel having a‘ maximum

value. Thus, the corresponding parameters ’(a hit" number and

power table) should be changed to enable -a receiver to make
an accurate decision, in step 220. In step 222, it is- av.-

- determined whether the DMT system is off after step 220.

If it isnot off, the procedure feeds back to step 204, and

if it is off, the bit swapping: method of the present _

invention ends.

Since the bit swapping only takes-place once after at

least one superframe has been transmitted. _(17msec is

required‘ for one ‘superframe transmission), a long time is ‘

required for the bit swapping. However, even though the

channel changes during the time required A for the bit

swapping, this method can be used because a channel changes

very slowly, for example by temperature, etc.’

Fig.3 shows a device for performing the above-

described method. The A/D converter '300 converts an

analogue signal received via an _ input port IN into a

digital signal. The TEQ 302 receives the digital signal

from the A/D converter 300 and reduces a guard band used to

remove an interblock interference (IBI) produced due to

characteristics of a DMT ‘system. For this purpose, a

finite impulse response filter (FIR) may be used as the TEQ

10
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302. Th FFT 304 receives the signal output from the TEQ

302 and performs a demodulation corresponding to a

modulation of the transmitter. Thus, the FFT 304 serves as

a demodulator corresponding to the IFFT 106 of FIG. 1. The

IFEQ 306 is a filter for receiving the output of the FFT 304

and compensating for a phase error of each sub—channel.

Meanwhile, the SNR measurer 310 of FIG. 3 receives the

output of the A/D converter 300 and performs the steps 204-

220 described in Fig.2. The SNR. measurer 310 can be5%:

achieved in "terms of software in a digital signal

processor. After processing step 218 shown in Fig.2, the

SNR measurer 310 outputs the ‘control signal for bit

swapping to the transmitter via an output port OUT1 to

correct a bit allocation table at a transmitter, and the

ameasured SNR of each sub-channel is output to the decoder

308. The decoder 308 receives the outputs of the SNR

measurer 310 when frame 68 is input. and the output of the

FEQ 306 when anv frame among frames 0‘ - 67 is input,

decides a slicer value, decodes the reset slicer value, and

outputs the decoded value via an output port OUTZ.

As described above, in the adaptive bit swapping

method and device of embodiments of the present invention

in the DMT system, the method for comparing SNRs is added

to an SNR measuring method used in a conventional process

of initialization. The adaptive hit swapping device

selects only frame 68 from each superframe. thereby

simplifying a conventional complex hardware construction

using all frames. Furthermore, in the adaptive bit swapping

11
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method, _more accurat’ swapping information for changing the

. number of bit and corresponding power can be transmitted to

BNSDOCID: <GB__.23m032A__,|_ >

a transmitter than in the conventional method depending on

an MSE, since an actually measured.SNR value on a frame 687

is used when the assigned bit "number and the assigned

quantity ‘of power are changed according to a chann 1

variation .
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CLAIMS

1. An adaptive bit swapping method for use in a

discrete multitone (DMT) system for an asymmetric digital

subscriber line (ADSL) which has a transmitter for encoding

and converting data to be transmitted via a channel. and a

receiver for restoring the transmitted data to the original

form by conversion and decoding, said method comprising the

steps of:

(a) initializing said DMT system to transmit said data

via said chafihel in a steady state;

i (b) selecting a frame having an inserted sync block

from a frame structure of said transmitted data; I

(c) calculating the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of

respective sub—channe1s of said selected frame;

(d) calculating first difference values between the

present representative SNRs calculated in step (c) and th

previous representative SNRs of each sub-channel;

(e) selecting a maximum value and minimum value among

the first difference values of- said respective sub-

channels;

(f) obtaining a second difference value being a

‘difference between said naximum value and said minimum

value;

(g) determining whether said second difference value

is equal to or greater than a predetermined —threshold

value; and D

(h) correcting bit and power assigning tables of a

transmitter and a receiver if said second difference valu

l3
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is greater than or equal to said threshold values"

2. An adaptive bit swapping method as claimed in

claim 1, wherein said step (a) comprises the steps of:

establishing the initial bits and power ualues of said

DMT system; and I

starting a transmission of data in a steady-state of
said DMT system. I I I

3. VAn adaptive bit swapping method as claimed in

claim 1_or claim 2, wherein said step (C) comprises the»
.steps of; 4' V

measuring the signal power spectrum_density (PSD) of
’each sub-channel.by a deterministic least sequence.(DLS)
method;

measuring a noise PSD of each sub-channel by a Welch

method; and

* calculating'said SNR of each sub-channel_from said

measured signal PSD and said noise PSD. ‘ Q»

4. An adaptive bit swapping method as claimed in.any

of claims 15 to_3, wherein said steps (b) and (c) are
performed repeatedly a predetermined number of times, and

representative SNR value of each sub-channel are calculated

making use of said SNRs if the predetermined number of SNRs

is obtained for each sub-channel. I

5. An adaptive bit swapping method as claimed in

claim 4, wherein said step (c) comprises the step of;

feeding the procedure back to said step (bi) if said

predetermined number of SNRs of each sub-channel has not
been obtained

BNSDOCID: <es'_,,2aoaoa2A.. I_>
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6. An adaptive bit swapping method as claimed in any

preceding claim, wherein said step (g) comprises the step

of;

feeding the procedure back to said step (b), if said

second difference value is not greater than or equal to

said predetermined threshold_value.

7. An adaptive bit swapping device adapted to

function as a receiver for restoring transmitted data to

its original form by conversion and decoding, said device

being adapted‘for inc1usion_in a discrete multitone (DMT)

system for an asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL)

which has a transmitter for encoding and converting data to

be transmitted via a channel, said device comprising:

A/D converting means for converting said analogue data

signal received via said channel into a digital signal;

time-domain equalizing means for -receiving said

digital signal and reducing a guard band used to remove an

interblock interference;

fast—Fourier transforming means for receiving the

output of‘ said time-domain equalizing means -and-

demodulating said data signal modulated in said

transmitter;

frequency-domain equalizing means for receiving the

output of said fast Fourier transforming means and

compensating for a phase error of each sub-channel;'

SNR measuring means for obtaining the representative

SNRs of said respective sub-channels from the output of

said A/D converting means using a frame having an inserted

15
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sync symbol from a frame structure of transmitted data,

calculating a first. difference values between the previous

representative SNR and present representative S_N'R for each/

sub-channel, comparing a threshold value with a second

difference value being a difference between maximum and

minimum value of said first difference values,‘ and

outputting tola transmitter and a receiver the signal us d
for correcting a bit allocation table according toithe

compared result; and

» decoding“ means for receiving the outputs of said SNR

‘measuring-means and said frequency-domain equalizing means.

its original form by conversion and decoding,

BNSDOCID: <GB_ 23lfiD32A__|, >

reset-ting a_ slice value, and decoding said reset _slice

value.

8. An adaptive bit swapping device adapted to

function as a receiver for restoring transmitted data to
said device

being adapted for inclusion in a. discrete multitone (DMT)

system for an asymmetric digital subscriber line. (ADSL).

which has a transmitter for encoding and converting data to.

be transmitted via a channel, said device comprising:
A/D converting means for converting said analogu data

signal received via said channel into a digital signal;

time-domain equalizing means for receiving said

digital signal and reducing a guard band used to remove an

interblock interference;

fast-Fourier transforming means for receiving the

output of said time-domain equalizing means and

data in saiddemodulating modulatedb said signal

16
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[representative

transmitter;

frequency-domain equalizing means for receiving the

output of said fast Fourier transforming means. and

compensating for a phase error of each sub-channel;

SNR measuring means for selecting a frame having an

inserted sync block from a frame structure of gaid

transmitted data, calculating the signal-to—noise ratios

(SNRS) of respective sub-channels of said selected fram‘ ,

calculating first difference values between the present

representative SNRS calculated above and the previous

SNRs of each sub-channel, selecting a

maximum value and minimum value among the first difference

values of said respective sub-channels, obtaining .a second

difference value being a difference between said maximum

value and said minimum value, determining whether said

second difference value is equal to or greater thanthe

predetermined threshold value, and outputting to a

transmitter and a receiver the signal used for correcting

bit and power assigning tables of a transmitter and a

receiver ; and

decoding means for receiving the outputs of said SNR

measuring means and said frequency—domain equaliring-means,

resetting a slice value, and decoding said reset slice

value .

9. An adaptive bit swapping device substantially as

herein described with reference to Figure 3 with or without

reference ‘to Figures 2 and 4.

10. A discrete multitone (DMT) system for an

17
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asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) ‘which has a

transmitter for encoding and converting data to be

transmitted via a channel. said system comprising an

adaptive bit swapping device as claimed in any of claims 7

to 9. I

11. »An adaptive bit swapping method substantially as

herein described with reference to Figure 2 with or without

reference to Figures 3 and 4.
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